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defunct platforms is available as open source software, 

which you can install on top of a Raspbian distribution 

(distro). However, the easiest way to start playing vintage 

games on the Raspberry Pi is to install the purpose-made 

RetroPie distro, which packs a bundle of emulators.

You can manually install RetroPie on top of an existing 

Raspbian distro but it’s more convenient to use the pre-

baked image. In addition to Raspberry Pi 2, the distro works 

with the older models as well, so make sure you grab the 

correct image. You need to transfer this image to at least a 

4GB card, either using the  dd  command in Linux, such as

$ dd if=retropie-rpi2.img of=/dev/sdd

You also need a USB keyboard and mouse for some initial 

setup that you can’t do remotely via SSH. We’ll also hook up 

a compatible Wi-Fi adaptor to the Raspberry Pi, which won’t 

work straight out of the box, but we’ll get to that later. Most 

important of all, make sure you grab some gaming 

controllers to enjoy the games to the hilt, and RetroPie can 

work with various controllers, from cheap no-names ones to 

PS3 and Xbox 360 controllers. 

Once you’ve prepared the memory card with the RetroPie 

image, insert it into the Pi, connect the controller, the Wi-Fi 

adaptor, the speakers and the USB input devices, hook it up 

to your HDMI monitor, and power it up. The Pi boots directly 

into Emulation Station, which is the graphical interface it 

uses to enable you to switch between emulators. The 

interface asks you to configure the controller. However, 

before we do that, we have to tweak a couple of settings. 

Press the F4 key on the keyboard to exit the Emulation 

Station, then head to XTerminal. 

Basic setup

The first order of business is to expand the image to take 

over the entire card. In order to do this, bring up Raspbian’s 

configuration utility with

$ sudo raspi-config

and select the first option to expand the filesystem. Once 

that’s done, head to the second option to change the default 

password for the pi user.

Next up, head to the Advanced Options and select the 

SSH option to enable remote access. To ensure you use the 

maximum memory for gaming, head to the Memory Split 

option. If you’re using a Raspberry Pi 2, allocate 512 to the 

GPU. Users of the older B+ model should earmark 256. 

Finally, scroll down to the Overclock option, where users of 

the Raspberry Pi 2 should select the Pi2 option. Once you’ve 

made all the changes, head back to the main menu and 

select ‘Finish’ to restart the Raspberry Pi and save changes. 

RetroPi: Use an 

Xbox gamepad
Relive the golden era of gaming by hooking your Pi up to a game controller.

V
ideo games in the 1980s were quite different from 

the latest crop of frag -’em- till- you’re- dead point-

and-shoot games. They were tastefully crafted 8- bit 

graphical masterpieces, with an intense storylines and 

gameplay that kept you engrossed for hours. If reading this 

makes you feel nostalgic, you can emulate the golden era of 

gaming consoles on your modern hardware and escape back 

to that golden era. 

The new quad-core Raspberry Pi 2 has enough number-

crunching power to recreate the video game consoles of 

yesteryear virtually. Most of the software that creates the 

COMPATIBILITY

ALL
Pis

 Just to be on 

the safe side, try 

playing games 

with the default 

clock speeds, 

before you try to 

overclock the Pi.
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Verdict

In brief...

  The latest 

release of the 

official distro 

supported by the 

Raspberry Pi 

Foundation. The 

distro is based 

upon Debian 

Jessie and comes 

with a raft of 

improvements to 

hardware and 

software, which 

sees the distro 

mature into an

all-encompassing 

platform for 

hackers and 

makers as well as 

a cost-effective 

second computer. 

As a connoisseur of all things Raspberry Pi, Les Pounder takes a sniff at the 

latest Raspbian release from the Raspberry Pi Foundation.

Raspbian Jessie

Features 
 9 /10

Performance  9 /10

Ease of use  9 /10

Documentation  9 /10

Raspbian Jessie

  With improved user experience, 

thanks to refining existing tools, we 

see a powerful platform emerging. 

Rating  9 /10

Developer:  Raspberry Pi Foundation 

Web:  www.raspberrypi.org 

Licence:  Various 

 GPIO access 
 The first release to feature 

GPIO access for all users. 

Previously only root or 

sudo could use the pins. 

Features at a glance

 Settings 
 The new suite enables 

anyone to tinker with their 

setup, from keyboards to 

overclocking their Pi. 

Perhaps the biggest change is under 

the hood. Typically, only the root user or 

a user with sudo access is able to use 

the GPIO pins. The workaround is using 

IDLE, the Python editor, where you’d 

need to open a terminal and run IDLE 

with  sudo . This isn’t an issue anymore, 

as now any user can access the GPIO 

pins via IDLE in the Programming 

menu. This is a major change and will 

enable a much easier transition for 

those learning to code via the GPIO. 

Powerful platform
Talking of Python, Raspbian Jessie has 

a new version of the popular Pygame 

library called Pygame Zero. This is 

commonly used to make games with 

Python but it has a rather steep 

learning curve. It’s a simpler version of 

Pygame with a focus on helping 

educators wanting to enrich coding 

lessons. Any code written for Pygame 

Zero uses a text editor or IDLE, but to 

run it you will need to open a terminal 

and run  pygzrun  along with the name 

of your project.

With this latest release we see why 

Raspbian is considered to be the de 

facto distribution (distro). It’s mix of 

thoughtful refinements to established 

applications, raspi-config and sudo-less 

GPIO access, and new software, 

including LibreOffice, which enables the 

Pi to meet the needs of different user 

groups and not just coders.

Raspbian Jessie does come at a 

cost, the install size is well over 4GB, 

S
 ince its début in 2012, the 

Raspberry Pi has used Raspbian 

as the official operating system. 

Looking back at the early versions of 

Raspbian, we see a rather basic OS that 

was still in its infancy, but with the latest 

release of Raspbian we have a whole 

new beast.

The latest Raspbian is based on 

Debian Jessie and ships with kernel 

4.1.7 by default, and refines the desktop 

re-design spearheaded by Simon Long 

in 2014 by shifting to the newer GTK 3 

toolkit. When you first boot up you will 

see a major difference to the boot 

process; it now boots to the Raspbian 

desktop by default, but this can easily 

be changed. Raspbian Jessie also ships 

with a new way to make system 

configuration changes and this is the 

Raspberry Pi Configuration application, 

a GUI for the stalwart raspi-config, 

which is used to overclock your Pi 

among other things. Adding 

applications to the main menu is now 

made easier thanks to the Main Menu 

Editor, similar to Alacarte, which has 

been written in Python. A nice touch is 

the inclusion of scrot, an application 

used to take screenshots, something 

we use a lot when distro hopping.

To further cement the idea that the 

Raspberry Pi can be used as a typical 

desktop computer, the Raspbian Jessie 

comes with the LibreOffice suite and 

the Claws Mail email client. There are 

also two new Java IDE: BlueJ and 

Greenfoot in the Programming menu 

taking advantage of the Pi 2’s hardware.

leaving approximately 3GB of available 

space on an 8GB SD card. This isn’t too 

high a cost as Raspberry Pi comes with 

8GB micro SD cards. But for those of 

you with older Pi running on a 4GB SD 

card or the Raspberry Pi Compute, 

you will need to wait a little longer for a 

planned ‘lite’ version. 

We tested the new release on a 

Raspberry Pi B+ with 512MB of RAM 

and can report that it was perfectly 

usable even with less RAM. However, 

with 256MB of RAM that’s present on 

the A and A+ the Pi was slower but this 

is to be expected.

The Raspberry Pi continues to 

dominate the single board computer 

community and the latest Raspbian 

release will further ensure its 

dominance, despite a growing threat 

from the Ubuntu Mate distro.   LXF

  The Raspbian desktop environment, thanks to the work of Simon Long, is now 

a slick experience with a very refined user interface. 
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Raspberry Pi TutorialRaspberry Pi AstroCam

COMPATIBILITY
A+/B+ &
Pi2

import datetime
We’re using  pygame  to enable input via the Sense Hat joystick, which replicates the cursor keys and Enter key of a keyboard.  PiCamera  is used to access the camera. We import the Sense Hat library and use a variable to make easy work of its syntax. Last, we import  datetime , which we use to generate timestamps for file names.pygame.init()

screen = pygame.display.set_mode((640,480))pygame.display.set_caption('Pygame Test')To use pygame we must initialise it, create a display with a resolution of 640x480 pixels and name the window. Next, we create two functions, the first handles taking a picture.def takepic(timer,toggle):
  for seconds in range(timer):
      sense.show_message(str(seconds), text_colour=[255,0,0], scroll_speed=0.05)

AstroCam: Take photos with a PiLes Pounder takes his faithful Pi, a Sense Hat and the official Pi camera and 
creates a camera for budding space adventurers.

L ast issue, we introduced the Sense Hat which will power the Astro Pi mission aboard the International Space Station. For this tutorial we’ll use it to control a Raspberry Pi camera, and use a joystick to control settings, such as the timer and flash and to trigger taking a picture. For the whole project you will need a Raspberry Pi 2, A+ or B+, the latest release of Raspbian, as well as the HAT and camera. All of the code is at http://bit.ly/LXF205AstroCam.Installation of the camera and Sense Hat is a little tricky, and requires threading the ribbon cable of the camera through the Sense Hat via the slot to the left of the joystick. You’ll need to ensure that the blue edge of the connector is facing the Ethernet port of your Pi, then lift up the plastic holder on the Camera port, insert the ribbon, replace the port to retain the ribbon and affix the hat to all 40 GPIO pins.For this project, we strongly recommend that you install the latest version of Raspbian Jessie as this comes with the Sense Hat library pre-installed. Jessie also enables any user to access the GPIO pins via Python and no longer requires IDLE to be run via  sudo . You can download the latest version at www.raspberrypi.org/downloads.Boot up your Pi and it will start the desktop environment. Go the main menu and navigate to Programming and then select ‘IDLE 3 (Python 3)’. IDLE 3 will open with an interactive shell, which we won’t be using, navigate to File > New Window to open a blank document and then save the blank document, File > Save as astro-cam.py. We’ll start the code by importing the libraries that will power our project.import pygame, time
from pygame.locals import *
from picamera import PiCamerafrom sense_hat import SenseHatsense = SenseHat()

The Raspberry 
Pi camera must 
be protected 
from touching 
the Raspberry 
Pi, especially the 
GPIO pins. You can 
purchase a case for 
the camera from 
CPC (http://cpc.
farnell.com) and 
Pimoroni (https://
shop.pimoroni.
com) for less 
than £5.

Quick
tip

Picamera
The official Raspberry Pi camera is one of the oldest add-ons that has been made for the Raspberry Pi. It uses a 5MP sensor to create 1080p video and high quality still images at 2,592x1,944 pixels. It works with a robust and well written Python library that is very capable. High speed photography at 90fps is possible by reducing the resolution to 640x480 pixels, and this enables the camera to be used in scientific experiments and sports photography. 

The camera can also be used as a novel form of input using colour detection built into the Picamera Python library. Another form of input is OpenCV which enables a computer to ‘see’, requiring the user to program the computer to look for and interpret objects/faces and act accordingly. This form of input is computationally expensive and reduces the frame rate of the camera to around 10fps but it can be used successfully. The camera uses a 

fixed focus which can’t be altered in software, but it can be hacked using a craft knife to break the glue seal around the lens, but this is not something we recommend. The latest version of the Raspbian operating system, Jessie, comes with the camera pre-configured and ready for use, but if you are using an older Raspbian version, you will need to use raspi-config  to enable the camera, followed by pip3-2 to install the Picamera libraries to your Raspberry Pi.

 Our finished project is rather easy to assemble, but it can be integrated into a photo booth with relative ease.

 Les Pounder 
 travels the UK 
working with the 
Raspberry Pi 
Foundation to 
deliver its popular 
Picademy training 
to teachers. He 
also writes a blog 
at http://bigl.es. 

Our expert
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P   icraft started with a hack someone made for rendering 
an image captured with 

picamera in Minecraft. I wanted to 
make a video-rendering variant but 

discovered that the Minecraft Pi 
Edition (MCPI) wasn’t fast enough. I 

gave up on the idea  until I ran across 
a hack using Sonic Pi: a real-time 

spectrum analyser in Minecraft. This 
was updating much faster, and I 

discovered the answer was to 
concatenate requests together in a 

single network transaction.I went back to see if I could 
implement something similar in 

MCPI. Unfortunately, the more I dug 
into it, the more I discovered things I 

didn’t like (camelCase, getters, 
setters etc). So, I set out to replace it.

I started with the basics: a decent 
Vector class, supporting every 

operation I could think of, and 
immutable so it could be used as a 

key in dicts and sets. Next came a 
Block class with a variable 

constructor so you can demand a 
block that matches an HTML colour 

spec.  Then a Connection class with 
batching capability, and finally filling 

out the boring bits like World, Player, 
and Events. I moved onto extending 

the API in interesting ways: 
reimplementing some of the bits in 

Martin O’Hanlon’s excellent 
minecraftstuff library. Finally, I experimented with a new 

means of handling events. In Picraft, 
you can now mark a function as 

handling a block hit at a certain 
location, or mark another function as 

a response to the player moving 
across a particular territory. You can 

read more about Picraft at: 
http://picraft.readthedocs.org.  

Welcome...

DAVE JONESis the creator of Picraft library.

T he Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming a 

real marketing force and one key driving 

force is the Raspberry Pi. No one expected 

the Pi to be such a big success in the first place, 

never mind become an actual functional element 

in the IoT market. But the tiny size, low power and 

Pi user
Pi + Code Club

Custom Pi service

The Raspberry Pi Foundation joins forces with 

the Code Club for awesome teaching power. 

Driving the Raspberry Pi for commercial use, Element14 

offers a customised build service.
low cost of the Pi means it’s more than capable of 

becoming a central powerhouse for almost any

IoT project you can think of. Until now, the only flaw has been the inability to 

customise the Pi base design to perfectly suit your 

IoT projects, but a new partnership between 

Raspberry Pi Trading (the commercial arm of the 

Foundation) and Element14 rectifies this by 

offering an exclusive world-wide customised 

consultancy, design and manufacturing service. 

Any of the Raspberry Pi boards and 

accessories can be customised and all of them will 

feature the Broadcom chip. Requests with a 

minimum order quantity of 3,000 to 5,000 units 

can be made through the Design Centre with costs 

and lead times variable from project to project. 

The new service promises to propel the Pi into 

new corners of the world and into even more 

exciting projects. For more information go visit at 

www.element14.com/custompi.

S ince 2012 seven million Pis have been sold 

and more than 3,800 coding clubs have 

been established with more than 44,000 

children regularly attending Code Clubs across the 

UK with around 40% being girls. But it’s not 

enough. Both the Foundation and Code Club want 

to do more and to facilitate that Code Club will 

become a wholly owned subsidiary of the 

Raspberry Pi Foundation.The Pi Foundation told us explicitly the brand 

and approach will continue unchanged, as it’s a 

proven model that works incredibly well. For the 

people that run clubs nothing will change, Code 

Club HQ will continue to create awesome projects 

running on whatever hardware they like to use.

The Pi Foundation sees this as an opportunity 

to diversify its education programme, reaching out 

to an even larger audience through the platform-

neutral Code Club.It sounds like a match made in heaven to us 

and the decision has been met with enthusiasm 

and glee, as is usual from Code Club members. 

For more information visit www.codeclub.org.uk.

  A match made in digital maker heaven: Code Club and The Raspberry Pi Foundation .

  Ever wanted to add, remove and tweak almost 

every element of the Pi’s design? Now you can. 

Giving you your fill of delicious Raspberry Pi news, reviews and tutorials
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Who we are

Neil Mohr Editor 
 neil.mohr@futurenet.com 

Brace yourself, 
Ubuntu’s coming

What we do
 We support the open source community 

by providing a resource of information, and  
a forum for debate.

 We help all readers get more from Linux with our 
tutorials section – we’ve something for everyone!

 We license all the source code we print in our 
tutorials section under the GNU GPLv3.

 We give you the most accurate, unbiased and  
up-to-date information on all things Linux.

As inevitable as the changing seasons, Ubuntu releases 
another version. But unlike the ever shorter days and 
colder nights, Ubuntu 15.10 brings with it something far 

more exciting: ever improving desktop stability and ever 
improving kernel reliability. As Canonical gears up for the big 
introduction of Mir (its X replacement) and Unity 8, other 
essential pieces are falling into place. We’ve had the happy shift 
to Systemd (which is clearly ten times better than Sysv) and 
now we have the introduction of the Linux Kernel 4.2 and the 
new improved package manager Snappy.

All of these pieces make Ubuntu 15.10 the strongest and 
most stable release in its history. It often feels like overkill but 
it’s hard to understate just how big a thing an Ubuntu release is 
to the Linux world. Despite Canonical’s recent tightening of the 
licence agreement, Ubuntu continues to underpin a huge 
ecosystem of distros.

No matter if you’re an expert wanting a painless upgrade, a 
beginner who knows nothing of Linux or just want to see what’s 
new and exciting in Ubuntu 15.10 jump to page 32 and discover 
everything you need to know about Canonical’s latest release.

Another new area for Linux is the amount of new games 
being released. Steam now hosts over 1,500 titles and it’s 
growing every day. If graphics cards baffle you let our gaming 
experts guide you to installing and using an affordable 3D card 
to get gaming on Linux (see p44).

For the more hardcore, we get to grips with Linux Samba 
shares on page 68, delve into using RPM package management 
on page 80, code Conkey widgets in Lua on page 84 and have 
our usual dose of low-cost Pi fun in Pi User including the 
amazing Astro Pi all on page 58. The team had a blast planning 
and putting together this issue, so we hope reading it you do 
too and, if you celebrate it – have a Happy Christmas!

Get into Linux today!

Subscribe & save!
On digital and print, see p30

Jonni Bidwell
Fallout 4 on Linux would be nice, likewise a 
new-fangled Steam Machine. But those are 
lacking in open-sauciness, so I’ll settle 
instead for more projects adopting arcane 
naming and numbering conventions so 
that people get confused and I get to tell 
them that they are wrong. That’s the 
festive spirit, right?

Mayank Sharma
The best Christmas gift I can ask for is the 
end of all the negative Linux stereotypes. 
We’re closer to year 2030 than 2000 and 
it’s about time people dropped all their 
misconceived notions about free and open 
source software and acknowledge the clear 
benefits of the collaborative way of 
developing software.

This issue we asked our experts: If the FLOSS 
spreading Santa Stallman was to bring you 
anything this Christmas, what would it be? 
Happy Christmas everyone! Ho ho ho.

Matt Hanson
I’ve been reminiscing a lot about my good 
old Amiga A500+, which I got on Christmas 
Day 1991, so I would love to find a new 
Amiga 1200 case that I can put a 
Raspberry Pi into under the tree this year, 
along with a distro based on AmigaOS 
(AEROS, an open source implementation of 
AmigaOS would certainly do).

Les Pounder
I’d like Santa to bring me a Steam Machine 
and the shiny, new Steam Controller. It’s 
great that there are so many great games 
making their way to Linux… I was getting 
really good at Tux Racer and fancied a 
challenge! Perhaps I can be ready for Half-
Life 3 when it releases in a decade or so?

Nick Peers
I’d really like to see an Emby media server 
implementation that provides a suitable 
scraper (such as MusicBrainz.org, the open 
music encyclopedia that supplies music 
metadata) for music videos in the same 
way that it does for movies and TV shows. 
Kodi does it (as does Plex, in a fashion), so 
why not Emby?
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Interview

 Tammy Butow on the 2nd biggest hosting provider p40

Critical-thinking and 
problem solving skills 

helps with everything.

Roundup:  
Video players p24

AMD A8-7670K .................. 17 
After a string on Intel reviews it’s about time 
AMD got a look in and now you’ll see why 
we’ve not been bothering. Oh AMD, you 
really need to get things in order.

Steam Controller ...............18 
Valve takes another step towards creating its 
own gaming platform based on Debian, the 
next piece is its own wireless controller that 
links into Steam OS and Ubuntu.

MotionEyeOS 2015 ...........19 
Turn your Raspberry Pi into a pro-level CCTV 
system, combining a host of cameras and 
this software. So just how big a brother does 
this package make you?

RockStor 3.8.7 .................. 20 
A Linux-based NAS solution that promises 
the ultimate storage management you’ve 
always dreamed of. We think you need to get 
better dreams.

BakAndImgCD 14.0 ..........21 
This could be the ultimate backup, image 
and repair tool, but you’d better love the 
terminal, as it’s all you’ll have…

Soma .................................. 22 
We all live on a terrifying, self-aware, 
murderous submarine… Well, that doesn’t 
sound fun at all, Ringo.

Reviews

 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea 
wasn’t suppose to be this way. 

 Make your cores as exciting as you 
like, they still don’t compute much.

Contents
“The resistance that you fight in life can only build a strong character.” – A. Schwarzenegger

A werewolf stalks the streets 
of London, but this one 
is lovely and just 
wants to hug 
people p32
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News ............................. 6
There’s a bevy of features in the latest 

Linux kernel. Is Chrome OS become 

Chroid (Androme?) as rumours swirl 

about a merge with Android and 

Docker needs a big wallet.

Mailserver ................... 11
Discover more rants, tirades and 

declaration of vendettas on cold 

callers. It’s a lively one!

User groups ................15
Les Pounder knows what the LUGs 

did last summer, also this month.

Roundup ....................24
Fill your eyeballs with entertainment 

using only the best video players.

Back issues ...............66
Did you miss LXF204? How can you 

live with yourself? Rush to p66 and 

discover media streaming heaven.

Next month ...............98 
Turn your home into a Demon Seed-

like utopia of automation and Pi 

control. It’ll all work out fine.

Subscriptions ...........30
Buy yourself a Christmas treat and 

nab a subscription, guaranteed to 

make you more attractive.

Sysadmin ...................48
Mr. Brown feels like a container man 

in a container world, and has 

therefore decided to make his life 

easier with Google’s Kubernetes in 

this month’s Administeria.

HotPicks ....................52
Alexander Tolstoy isn’t planning on 

mining the Arctic for oil he’s too busy 

mining the rich FOSS strata for gems 

like: SweetHome3D, Liri, PulseAudio, 

Intef-eXe, Bomi, QMMP, SANE, Solar 

Wolf, TORCS, FLIF, Blender.
 Our subscriptions team  

is waiting for your call.

Linux basics  
Network shares ................ 68
Nick Peers loves doing the samba but not 
so much when he needs to do the SMB with 
the CIFS. We’re so Strictly Come Dancing.

Volume Management 
LVM in detail .....................72
Neil Bothwick gives you the power of a 
super hero (cape not included) to take full 
control of your drives and partitions.

LibreOffice 
Database mail merge ...... 75
Nick Peers is getting everywhere, so much 
so, he’s having to make a cutting-edge mail 
merge to keep his Christmas card list up to 
date. LibreOffice helps out!

Package management 
RPM and YUM .................  80
Confused and bewildered? Sean Conway 
might not help as he’s MAD, but here he is 
explaining the package management used 
by Red Hat and its respins.

Regulars at a glance

Raspberry Pi User

Coding Academy
Lua and Conky ...................... 84
What better way to learn Lua than to put it to 
use hacking Conky up as the ultimate system 
monitor with some cool new widgets with the 
help of Mihalius Tsoukalos.

Unity for Linux ...................... 88
Jonni Bidwell dreams of becoming a game 
developer and escaping to the green pastures 
of New Zealand, then being entrapped as a 
wage slave again. Swings and roundabouts.
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Discover all of the new fun features and 
technology inside of the new Pi OS.
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Les Pounder mashes a bunch of junk together 
with the AstroPi for a cool camera hack.
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The latest kernel will also support 
new 64-bit ARM SoCs, such as 
Broadcom North Star 2, Marvell 
Berlin4CT, Mediatek MT6795 and the 
Rockchip RK3368, as well as support 
for Freescale i.MX6UL and Atmel 
SAMA5D2. The kernel also bundles 
Qualcomm drivers for SMM/SMD to 
communicate with co-processors and 
new Tegra drivers from Nvidia.

If all of that wasn’t enough there are 
new Xen virtualisation features in 4.3 as 
well as improved input driver updates, 
including drivers for Wacom tablets and 
improved support for Toshiba laptops 
running Linux.

Phew. So it’s a pretty comprehensive  
kernel release then and though at times 
the process was a little fraught, Linux 
4.3 released without any hiccups. As 
Linus Torvalds notes himself in his 
mailing list (https://lkml.org/
lkml/2015/11/1/202): “So on the 
whole, this remains a rather calm 
release cycle until the very end. And 
with the release of 4.3, obviously the 
merge window for 4.4 is open, and let’s 
keep our fingers crossed that that will 
be an equally calm release. Especially 
since … 4.4 will be another Long Term 
Support (LTS) release.”

KERNEL NEWS

Linux kernel 4.3  
is out now!
And ships a boat-load of new features.

 According to 
Linus Torvalds, 
the release of 
kernel 4.3 went 
smoothly and the 
wheels are now in 
motion for 4.4.

Updates to the Linux kernel have 
been coming thick and fast 
recently, with Linus Torvalds 

announcing the release of 4.3 at the 
beginning of November. However, unlike 
some of the more recent kernel 
released, version 4.3 comes with a 
decent amount of exciting new features.

With 4.3 there’s plenty of good news 
for gamers as there are a number of 
improvements to how the kernel 
handles graphics drivers. The headline 
features include default support for 
Intel Skylake graphics. This will help 
make use of the powerful integrated 
graphics of the latest generation of 
processors from Intel, as well as new 
atomic mode-setting code, 12bpc 
support for HDMI and improved frame-
buffer compression.

If you’re looking to buy a brand new 
AMD graphics card instead, then open-
source support has also been included 
in 4.3, though it’s still early days for 
features, such as changing clock 
speeds and power management.

If you’ve got an Nvidia graphics card 
then the open source Nouveau driver 
has also been given some love. Ben 
Skeggs, who maintains the Direct 
Rendering Manager (DRM) driver, has 
this to say: “Beyond correcting some 
not-so-great design decisions and 
making the code a lot easier to work 
with, there’s not much exciting (aside 
from lower memory usage and GPU VM 
being be a lot faster etc) to be gained 
by the end-user as a result of the 
cleanup; it mostly lays the groundwork 
for future improvements.”

If you use virtual machines for 
graphically intensive tasks then you’ll 
be pleased to see that OpenGL 3.3 will 

be supported on guest virtual 
machines, instead of OpenGL 2.1.

There have also been various other 
DRM driver updates and improvements, 
but 4.3 isn’t all about the graphics: 
Disk and file systems have also been 
given boosts. The Ext3 driver has been 
dropped thanks to the Ext4 driver’s 
backwards compatibility. This move 
hasn’t been free from controversy, but it 
looks like there’s faith in Ext4 handling 
Ext3 file-systems.

The Ext4 driver itself gets a number 
of bug fixes and cleanups and XFS also 
gets in on the update game. You can 
view the list of fixes at http://bit.ly/
XFsUpdatesFor4_3.

Linux kernel 4.3 is also bringing 
improvements for processors as well, 
eg x86 systems will benefit from boot-
time optimisations which will, hopefully, 
lead to faster start-up times, thanks to 
useless code being dumped, and 
various delays in the boot process 
having been eliminated. Although 
individually these delays may not seem 
like much (each one being around 100-

500 microseconds long), when 
combined they produce a noticeable 
delay so their removal is welcome.

Linux 4.3 also brings new ARM v8.1 
features, which include PAN (Privileged 
Access Never), LSE (Large System 
Extension) and DBM (Dirty Bit 
Management) support, along with 
SMP support.

“The headline features 
include default support for 
Intel Skylake graphics.”
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Chrome OS:  
I aten’t dead
Rumours suggest Google could be merging Android and 
Chrome OS together.

MOBILE OS NEWS

VIRTUALISATION NEWS

Things are certainly looking up for Docker, 
the open platform for distributed 
applications, with a recent global survey of 

138 organisation (Source: O’Reilly Media) finding 
that 93% of businesses are using, or planning to 

Docker take-up growing
The company sees 800m containers used since launch.

A while back someone came up 
with a fascinating experiment, 

which asked: could a community of 
thousands work together to play 
Pokémon using commands typed into 
a public chatroom on Twtich, the video 
streaming service? It was a 
frustrating, enlightening, occasionally 
boring and frequently hilarious 
experiment and it worked. Now a new 
experiment is being run: can Twitch 
install Arch Linux? Every five seconds 
the most popular keystroke in the chat 
will be entered into an Arch Linux 
virtual machine. A recent twist saw a 
botnet take over and partially install 
Gentoo before the community 
wrestled back control. You can watch 
it live and join in at www.twitch.tv/
twitchinstallsarchlinux.

A new version of the popular Plex 
Media Player has been released, 

with the creators promising that it 
refines the home streaming 
experience. In a bid to make it the best 
media playback engine in the world 
based on the open-source MPV, a new 
UI has been designed to better scale 
to a large range of TV resolutions and 
it runs better on underpowered 
equipment, such as the Raspberry Pi. 
You can download the preview from  
https://plex.tv/downloads.

Many people hang on every word 
that Linus Torvalds utters, and in 

the haste to publish what he says he 
often finds himself misinterpreted. 
This recently happened at LinuxCon 
Europe in Dublin, when he said that: 
“I’m happy to see that ARM is making 
progress. One of these days, I will 
actually have a machine with ARM. 
They said it would be this year, but 
maybe it’ll be next year. 2016 will be 
the year of the ARM laptop.” This 
quickly led to headlines suggesting he 
was saying 2016 would be the year of 
the ARM laptop, when in fact Torvalds 
was saying (as he made clear on a 
Google+ feed): “I’ve been waiting for 
widely available ARM kernel 
development machines for years now, 
but it seems to always be ‘next year.‘” 
http://bit.ly/LXF205arm64

 Got nothing better to do? Watch 
thousands of Twitch users try to 
install Arch Linux.

A ndroid, Google’s Linux-based operating 
system for mobile devices, is the most 
widely used operating system in the world. 

However, Google also has Chrome OS, another 
Linux-based OS that’s mainly geared towards 
laptop devices, which is just a tad less popular, 
being installed on less than 3% of computers 
according to IDC.

It make sense that Google would concentrate 
on its more popular OS. After all, Android is now on 
smartwatches, TVs and even used for in-car 
systems, and rumours reported by The Wall Street 
Journal (http://bit.ly/ChromeOsintoAndroid) 
had suggested that Google is looking to replace 
Chrome OS with Android and that new 
Chromebooks running this new operating system 
will be renamed (although the web browser will still 
be called Chrome).

Those rumours were strengthened by Google’s 
Chief Executive Sundar Pichai’s comments that 
“mobile as a computing paradigm is eventually 
going to blend with what we think of as desktop 

today.” If Google is indeed thinking about merging 
Android and desktop operating systems it would 
be a similar approach to the one Canonical is 
taking with Ubuntu and Ubuntu Phone.

However the volume of rumours circulating 
prompted Google to reassure the public that 
Chrome OS is going nowhere in a blog post 
(http://bit.ly/ChromeOshereTostay), stating 
that “there’s no plan to phase out Chrome OS”. 
The post, written by Hiroshi Lockheimer, SVP 
Android, Chrome OS and Chromecast, also 
promises that “dozens” of new 
Chromebooks will appear 
next year. However, the 
blog does state that 
Google is “working on 
ways to bring together 
the best of both OSes”, so 
it’s a safe bet that we’ll 
see more Android apps 
coming to Chrome OS 
in the future.

 According to Google, 
Chrome Os isn’t 
going anywhere.

use, containerisation technologies for 
development, testing or production. 

These statistics alone show how much potential 
Docker has, but further findings from the survey 
should also prove to be an enjoyable read for 
Docker staff. Of the respondents who said they are 
using or considering using a container technology, 
78% said that Docker would be their technology of 
choice, while 53% said they are planning to adopt 
containers in the next 12 months.

Since its launch in 2013 more than 800 million 
containers have been used from the public Docker 
Hub (https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub), 
and the containerisation technology has been 
making some serious waves. Excellent word of 
mouth about Docker seems to be paying dividends 
as 85% of the respondents who had chosen 
Docker in the survey highlight fast and easy 
deployment is the most important reason for 
choosing Docker.

 Docker will need a bigger whale as more 
organisations move to container technologies.

Newsdesk
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OPENELEC 6.0

SABAYON

4MLINUX 14.0

SIMPLICITY LINUX

Distro watch
But who watches the watchers?

While the makers of Plex are 
celebrating the launch of their new 
media server software, another 
media-centric distro has released a 
major update. OpenELEC 6.0 has 
just been released and comes with 
the new Kodi 15.2 media centre 
software that doesn’t just stream 
media, but allows you to turn your 
PC into a PVR device to record 
videos. Linux kernel 4.1 is also 

4MLinux, the compact Linux distro 
that focuses on the four Ms 
(maintenance, multimedia, 
minisever and mystery) has hit 
version 14.0, bringing the GCC 
5.2.0 update and downloadable 
extensions for Audacious, Opera 
and SMTube. The multimedia part 
of 4MLinux’s vision gets particular 
love with improvements to how it 
handles audio and video files with 
this release. Check out the release 

Simplicity Linux 15.10, a Puppy-
based distro with the LXDE 
desktop environment, is out, and it 
now comes with Linux kernel 4.1.1 
in two editions: Netbook, which is 
best used for older machines and 
cloud-based tech, and Desktop. 
Note: the 64-bit version is on hiatus 
while the developers iron out some 
issues. Find out more at http://
bit.ly/simplicityLinux15_10.

 OpenELEC is a great distro for 
media centre PCs.

 4MLinux’s focus on the four core 
Ms of computing is admirable.

 This release 
sees the debut of 
sabayon server. 

 simplicity Linux 15.10 is out, but 
the 64-bit version is currently MiA.

Sabayon, a Gentoo-based distro, 
has just reached version 15.11 with 
the headline feature of this release 
being the debut of Sabayon Server 
Edition. It also includes Docker 
images and the KDE version comes 
with LightDM as the login manager. 
Deploying Sabayon images are now 
even easier on virtual machines as 

Contributing 
Back 
Michael Meeks

One of the 
traditional 
problems that 
free and open 

source development (FLOSS) brings is one of 
channelling resources to improve and maintain 
the software. Proprietary software has an 
incredibly simple mechanism for this: pay to 
use. FLOSS has a more nuanced problem: 
capturing even a fraction of these savings to 
then invest them is tough.

LibreOffice, as a user-facing project is blessed 
with an annual stream of tens of thousands of 
small donations from generous individuals. 
Other low-level, less glamorous projects such 
as OpenSSL are much less fortunate. In 
general, packages hidden behind a distro 
facade can receive little to no investment to 
fund basic maintenance. The Linux 
Foundation’s Core Linux Infrastructure project 
has brought several corporate donors together 
to redress this by funding long-term fellowships 
in several key projects.

While setting aside my personal dislike of the 
Mozilla Corporation, it is at least encouraging to 
see them leading in this sphere and doing 
something positive. It’s most welcome to see 
the new Mozilla Open Source Support (MOSS) 
program continuing and extending this 
approach with a million dollars of extra funding 
for key open source projects that Mozilla use 
themselves. At a technical level, Mozilla has 
already contributed substantially to almost all 
FLOSS projects by providing and maintaining 
Bugzilla. Other widely used contributions are 
NSS for cryptography, or even pieces of 
valgrind (a suite of tools for debugging and 
profiling) which has vast knock-on benefits for 
all developers and users 

Mozilla’s new grant program gives back to 
much of the other open-source software that 
they use, and will have a very significant impact. 
Good for Mozilla, good for FLOSS.

Comment

 Michael is a pseudo-engineer, semi-colon lover, 
SUSE LibreOffice hacker and amateur pundit.

included and a host of software 
included with the distro has been 
updated. Check out the release 
announcement at http://bit.ly/
OpenELEC6 for more information.

announcement at http://bit.
ly/4MLinux140 to find out more.

well. For the full features list and 
download links head over to  
http://bit.ly/sabayon15_11.

Newsdesk
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Write to us at Linux Format, Future Publishing, Quay House, The Ambury, Bath BA1 1UA or lxf.letters@futurenet.com.

would like to thank you all for 
keeping the magazine full of 
insightful and no-nonsense 
information.

Thanks to you I’ve been able 
to further my knowledge in Linux 
and revive some old 
workstations that would have 
never been possible with 
Windows in this case.
Felix Attard, via email
Neil says: Using the discs as 
covert propaganda, we like it! 
The alternative is whittling them 
into deadly throwing stars and 
taking out the competition that 
way. We hope you’re all still 
enjoying the DVDs, let us know 
what you’d like to see on them, 
as it’s always handy to have an 
offline live DVD to hand.

Letter of the month

Non-geeky Linux

O
ver the years I have added a 
couple of laptops for my wife 
and I and a PC on the TV 
which are all using Linux too. 

I have been a subscriber to LXF since 
2006 and have been using Linux 
exclusively on my office PC since then. 
Even though I’ve been using Linux for 
years I am just a user, not a programmer. 
I rarely use the Terminal and I have no 
interest in writing scripts or learning to 
program. I just prefer using Linux to 
Windows as it gives me choice, and it’s 
100 times (approximately) easier to 
install and get up to date, and for the 
most part it just works.

As I am not interested in programming 
many of the pages towards the back of 
the magazine are just flicked over so I 

 Coasters
I couldn’t help it but to write and 
let you know that I do actually 
use a LXFDVD as a coaster at 
work (I keep all the material 
backed up)! It’s really great, 
because when they notice it, 
people ask about Linux and I try 
to give them a bit of an idea 
what it is! Last but not least I 

was wondering, should I install 
Ubuntu Studio to another 
partition or is there a way to 
install it so it simply merges into 
my Ubuntu already installed?

Michael Tomasso, Brooklyn
Neil says: Congratulations first of 
all on getting Ubuntu safely up 
and running on a Windows 8.1 
machine, this can be a hurdle for 
many people. Also,  well done for 
getting to grips with Ubuntu itself 
too. The first thing to consider is 

end up paying for a lot of content which I 
don’t read. I’m not suggesting you stop 
such content as I’m sure many enjoy it but 
please don’t let it take over. Linux has 
become so good now that there are lots of 
us out there who use it; not because we are 
geeks but because we aren’t.

On another note I use Ubuntu most of 
the time even though I have tried lots of 
distros. The one thing which keeps bringing 
me back to Unity even though I dislike the 
launcher hiding all the apps and the Dash/
HUD (If man were meant to use a keyboard 
then God wouldn’t have given us the 
mouse) is the way it merges the top of 
each window with the menu bar. This 
seemingly simple saving of real estate is 
brilliant as most monitors are now wide but 
not tall therefore the saving is all the 

greater. Is there any way to achieve 
something similar in Gnome (without 
pressing F11 that is) which would be my 
preferred desktop otherwise?
Alister Brown, Co. Armagh Northern 
Ireland.
Neil says: Absolutely, I suspect there’s a high 
number of people in a similar position. Now 
that Linux desktops largely ‘just work’ people 
just want to install and forget about them, 
not mess around. It’s a tricky balancing act 
trying to build features and tutorials that 
appeal to as wide an audience as possible, 
which is why we have our regular favourites, 
and have accessible subjects like Media 
Centres [LXF204] and this issue’s Ubuntu 
guide (see p32).

As for your menu question, it appear that’s 
not possible. There was a Gnome Global 
Menu widget but it’s unmaintained and 
doesn’t appear to work. Find out more here 
http://bit.ly/UnityGlobalMenuInGnome.

 Update && 
upgrade
I’m new to Linux. I 
recently bought a 
Toshiba Satellite 
laptop computer with 
an Intel Celeron CPU 
N2840 with 4GB of memory. 
This computer came with 
Windows 8.1 installed. After 
realising that I didn’t like 
Windows 8.1, I bought your 
Ubuntu 15.04 issue and installed 
the same on my laptop using the 
disc that came with your 
magazine. I have been quite 
pleased with Ubuntu thus far. 
After reading further in your 
magazine, I realised that I could 
download Ubuntu Studio 15.04. 
(I’m a videographer and I 
thought that Ubuntu Studio 
might have more of what I need 
for what I do.) Having 
downloaded UbuntuStudio 15.04 
and burned the ISO to DVD, I 

 We’re not offended if you use 
your LXFDVD as a coaster, just 
remember to recycle them.

 Ubuntu Studio comes packed 
with creative software pre-
installed, but it is all still 
available under normal Ubuntu.
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whether you need to install 
Ubuntu Studio at all. It will install a 
host of additional audio/visual 
software for you, but nothing that 
you couldn’t install yourself on 
your existing version of Ubuntu. 
As you’ve probably seen  
https://ubuntustudio.org/tour 
offers a list of the additional 
packages which you could install 
by hand with the Software Centre.

If you still want the full install 
you can dual-boot two versions of 
Ubuntu, but you will have to 
maintain two versions with 
separate updates. When installing 
Ubuntu Studio the install should 
offer an upgrade option, but not 
having tried it, I can’t guarantee 
that’ll happen.

It’s possible to share the home 
directory between two versions of 
Ubuntu, but you still need to use 
two different user names, so that’s 
not very helpful.

It’d be easier to invest a small 
amount of time to back up your 
existing Ubuntu home and do a 
fresh install of Ubuntu Studio and 
restore your previous settings. The 
easiest method is using rsync, as 
this makes backups to another 
drive or over the internet with:
sudo rsync -azvv /home/path/

folder1/ /home/path/folder2
or over the network with:
sudo rsync --dry-run --delete 
-azvv -e ssh /home/path/folder1/ 
remoteuser@remotehost.
remotedomain:/home/path/
folder2

very straightforward.

 Mac Mint
What I want to do is initially 
dual-boot Windows 7 and Mint 
and go over to Mint if all goes 
well. I tried a download of Mint 
17 but it didn’t recognise 
Windows 7 so I stopped there. 
I’ve contacted your disc support 
people who are going to send 
me a copy of the March disc 
which I put in a safe place, when 
you get a bit older it sees to 
happen more often...!

Since 2010 I’ve been a happy 
Mac Mini owner but the latest 
releases seem to have ruined 
the smooth workflow especially 
iPhoto, recently my Apple PSU 
went pop so I bought a new Core 
i3 PC with 8GB and Windows 7. 
I tried Windows 10 but went 
back to 7. So I thought I’d give 
Linux a try and googled [sorry 
Google – Ed] ‘what linux would 
you use for your Grandad/
Grandma’ and Linux Mint 

seemed best out of the box.
I’m reasonably 

experienced – I 
started with Algol at 
university in 1967 on 
an Elliot 803, then in 

happily choose to live beside 
Windows 7 in a dual-boot 
situation. You’re best resizing the 
Windows partition within Windows 
beforehand and clearing out about 
16GB of space if possible. Right-
click the Computer desktop icon 
or Start Menu entry select > 
Manage > Disk Management > 
right-click your C drive (or any 
suitably large partition) and 
choose ‘Shrink Volume’. As long as 
the drive isn’t too full it’ll make 
room for Linux to sneak on and 
take over. Good luck!

 Scam killers
By Tuesday, 18 August LXF200 
had appeared in our bookshop in 
Pretoria, South Africa. By 
Thursday I had seen the letter 
from Harry Sales, who had 
wasted 20 minutes of his caller’s 
time. So when I got a call on 
Friday from a person claiming to 
work for Microsoft (according to 
his accent he hails from the Far 
East), I decided to spend some 
time with him. I am a pensioner, 
so my current task was not 
urgent. I managed to waste 30 

the 1970s used Dec Assembler 
to write a Burroughs protocol 
emulator to test Terminals on 
the Police National Computer. 
Worked as a computer engineer 
manager for Systime, then 
Norsk Data and finally as a 
systems hardware and software 
support engineer for the Sema 
Group. Sadly I had a stroke and 
that slowed the old grey cells a 
bit, so sometimes I get into a bit 
of a jumble. Suggestions of the 
best route to take would be 
much obliged.
Phil Archer, Macclesfield
Neil says: We love your rambling 
email and had to scurry off to look 
up what an Elliot 803 was, which 
looks like a nice desk unit to us… 
It’s very true that Linux Mint is an 
excellent choice for people that 
just want to get on and use a 
standard PC desktop. You can 
either download an ISO yourself 
from http://linuxmint.com and 
burn it to a disc or USB drive or 
use a suitable Linux Format disc… 
We’re happy to say that if 
Windows already exists the Mint 
(repurposed Ubuntu) installer will 
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 Don’t smash your phone in a rage, get your own back on the scammers.

 Linux Mint remains 
one of the most 
popular choices 
for ex-Windows 
users thanks to 
its desktop.
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common applications such as 
Wordpress?
Graeme Dobie, Edinburgh.
Neil says: Without doubt open 
source has become an invaluable 
development approach, but as the 
Free Software Foundation points 
out: it’s the licence open source 
software uses that really counts 
towards software freedom, which 
of course should be the GPL v3. 

That aside I totally agree that 
our early coverage of Docker by 
our Mr. Brown was pretty mind 
bending. Largely as it’s a system 
going through rapid development 
but is at the heart of a virtual 
revolution. Part of which points to 
your Bitnami service. This is just 
one of many new companies 
offering one-click virtually 
deployed server apps.

It’s why Docker is so important, 
it enables companies to bundle 
entire server deployments in a 
low-profile, easily launched 
package. Want a fresh Wordpress 
server? Click the button. Want a 
fresh OwnCloud instance? Press 
the button. We’re planning to look 
at more cloud virtualisation 
services soon: what they do, what 
you can use them for and how to 
choose a decent one. Hopefully 
this will go some way to answers 
your questions! LXF

tutorials, but if I make a ‘wrong 
turning’ I usually end up starting 
from scratch rather than fixing 
my mistakes.

Most of my interest has been 
directed towards web-type 
content management systems 
on different platforms. So far 
I’ve come across several means 
of installing software:

 Traditional TAR archives The 
equivalent to ZIP, which are 
usually unbundled manually 
and may or may not provide 
scripts to install and configure 
the binaries.

 GitHub Essentially, a library 
that contains source code 
and archives.

 Native packages That are held 
in release repositories (repos) 
and deployed typically with  sudo 
app-get install <package>  
followed by manual editing and 
configuring parameter files.

I’ve seen your explanations of 
Docker but that simply does my 
head in. For something which is 
supposed to make things easy 
it seems awfully complicated.

Finally, and it isn’t something 
you seem to have covered in any 
detail at all is Bitnami. Is there a 
reason for this? Is it be regarded 
as the ‘spawn of Beelzebub’ or is 
it such a niche product that it 
hasn’t warranted your attention 
to date?

My very limited experience 
with Bitnami is that it seems to 
offer many advantages over ‘roll 
your own’ implementations, but I 
get the feeling I might be 
missing something important. 
Is there any chance you could 
consider a feature comparing 
each of these methods, 
explaining benefits and risks of 
each, specifically with regard to 

but there was a sticker on the 
box saying ‘Powered by Ubuntu’. I 
also told them that the 
motherboard was from Intel, I 
don’t have Internet Explorer and 
only Firefox. But he never caught 
on. My question is: Can anybody 
beat my record?
Fanie van der Walt,  
South Africa.
Neil says: We shouldn’t be feeling 
bad for these people should we? 
Looks like we’ve started an LXF 
vendetta against cold callers.

 Deployment
I look forward every month to 
the publication date of LXF. 
While I’m reasonably 
experienced in IT generally, I 
never cease to be impressed 
with the range and quality of 
open source software available 
on the platform.

I neither have the patience 
nor stamina to get really 
involved in the nitty gritty of 
Linux, I can stumble round the 
file structure and follow ‘how to’ 

minutes of their time! First of all, 
he got me to download soft3.exe 
from FastHeal.net. When my 
slow internet connection 
eventually completed the task, 
the file of 9MB simply 
disappeared from Nemo (I use 
Mint 17). Then TeamViewer_
Setup.exe caused the archive 
manager to issue an error 
message. After about 25 
minutes the man disappeared 
and a woman took over. (I could 
hear many voices in the 
background, like from a call 
centre). She told me to reload 
the latter file, and when I told 
her about the error message, 
she got me to press Super-J. 
When I told her that nothing was 
happening, she exploded: “You 
are ****ing with me!” Such 
language! And I was really 
co-operating with her. Really!

During this time I told them 
that I didn’t know Microsoft; that 
I had nothing from Microsoft on 
my computer and I don’t know 
what make of computer I have, 

 Docker is aimed at server admins rather than your average Joe or Jill.

Write to us
Do you have a burning Linux-
related issue you want to discuss? 
Want to let us know what cloud 
services you don’t understand or 
hate with a passion or just want to 
suggest future content? Write to 
us at Linux Format, Future 
Publishing, Quay House, The 
Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA or  
lxf.letters@futurenet.com.

 We’ll cover Bitnami soon.
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By taking part you agree to be bound by the Competition Rules. Open to UK and Republic of Ireland residents aged 18 and over. The closing date is 11:59pm on 31 December 2015 (GMT). Five winners drawn at random from the correct entries will be entitled to one BB-8 droid each. Specifi cation may vary from pictured 
model. Only one entry per household; multiple entries will be disqualifi ed. No cash equivalent. See www.futureplc.com/competition-rules for full terms and conditions.

Note: BB-8 is controlled by a smartphone app, which is available on Android and iOS. You are responsible for ensuring that BB-8 is compatible with your phone.

COMPETITION

WHAT EPISODE IS STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS?

A. VII B. VI C. IV

ENTER ONLINE NOW FOR FREE AT

www.futurecomps.co.uk/WIN-BB8

WIN! 
A BB-8 
DROID

T
o celebrate the release of 
Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens, we are giving 
readers the chance to win 

one of five BB-8 droids by Sphero.
With this gadget you can design a 

route for BB-8 and control from your 
smart device. You can also create and 
send holographic videos.

BB-8 will learn to recognise your 
voice, and adapt personality as you 
interact.

Who wouldn’t want one?
All you have to do to be in with a 

chance of owning one of these 
remarkable gadgets is answer the 
following question:
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T hings are changing. In the past 
five years of writing this page, 
I’ve noticed that the number of 

hack and maker spaces is increasing 
but does this spell the end of the LUG?

My own LUG has now become 
Blackpool Makerspace and our projects 
span much more than hacking a Linux 
distro, eg we do things like prototype 
projects with 3D printers and laser 
cutters now, too. The rise of maker 
culture is driving such activities and 
gatherings into the mainstream. 

Maker culture is typically a hacker-
centric activity, which goes beyond 
electronics enthusiasts to crafters, 
potters and musicians, and creates an 
exciting crossover with art-based 
groups. This mix of people comes 
together in a space in town and produce 
work that interests them. It doesn’t have 
to be a commercially viable product, 
rather it’s a hobby they wish to pursue.

Many of these projects are powered 
by a micro controller, such as an 
Arduino, Teensy or the mighty single-
board computer, the Raspberry Pi. 
The micro controllers need a computer 

Are hackspaces the 
new Linux user groups?
We look at the changing face of user groups.

 Joshua Lowe at Blackpool Makerspace 
tries out an Ultimaker 3D printer.

Community events news

to program them and commonly at 
spaces, we find old PCs that can no 
longer run Windows or OSX 
competently so they naturally turn to 
Linux, of course, where the LUG 
crossover occurs.

There’s space for both LUGs and 
makerspaces, but their crossover has 
reached a point where it’s possible for 
one space to serve many groups, eg 
MadLab in Manchester hosts a diverse 
range of groups from board gamers to 
kernel hackers. We should embrace this 
diversity and freedom that Linux 
provides and forge ever onwards. LXF

Find and join a LUG
  Blackpool Makerspace Meet every Saturday, 

10am to 2pm. At 64 Tyldesley Road, Blackpool. FY1 5DF  
www.makerspacefy1.co.uk

  Bristol and Bath LUG Meet on the fourth 
Saturday of each month at the Knights Templar (near 
Temple Meads Station) at 12.30pm until 4pm.  
www.bristol.lug.org.uk

  Hull LUG Meet at 8pm in Hartleys Bar, Newland 
Ave, first Tuesday every month.  
http://hulllug.org

  Lincoln LUG Meet on the third Wednesday of 
the month at 7.00pm, Lincoln Bowl, Washingborough 
Road, Lincoln, LN4 1EF.  
www.lincoln.lug.org.uk

  Manchester Hackspace Open night every 
Wednesday at 42 Edge St, in the Northern Quarter.  
http://hacman.org.uk

  Northern Ireland Raspberry Jam Farset 
Labs, Belfast. Second Saturday of every month from 
1pm-5pm.  
www.farsetlabs.org.uk/events/raspberry_jam.html

  The Software Society Dundee MakerSpace 
HQ, Unit 5, Vision Building, 20 Greenmarket  Dundee, 
Angus DD1 4QB United Kingdom. Meeting and Talk 
every second Thursday.  
http://thesoftwaresociety.org.uk

  Surrey & Hampshire Hackspace Meet 
weekly each Thursday from 6.30pm at Games Galaxy 
in Farnborough.  
www.sh-hackspace.org.uk

Cambridge Raspberry Jam
Cambridge is the home of the 
Raspberry Pi and every three 
months it hosts the Cambridge 
Raspberry Jam, which is a mix of 
conference, workshops and 
vendor stands all rolled together 

into a celebration of the Pi. 
Organised by Michael Horne and 
Tim Richardson – the same team 
who organise the annual Pi Wars 
robotics event – the jam started 
with around 30 visitors but now 
regularly attracts around 200. 
The jam takes place at the 
Institute of Astronomy and you 
can find out more at the website.
http://camjam.me

FOSDEM 2016
FOSDEM is the annual free event 
for software developers to meet 

and share ideas. This year it 
takes place between January 
30-31 at the Universite Libre De 
Bruxelles Solbosch Campus 
Brussels, Belgium. This is a 
massive event and attracts 
thousands of developers from 
across the world. FOSDEM is 
truly huge with over 400 
speakers, over 500 talks and 
even hosts to Linux certification 
exams. There is something for 
every community at FOSDEM 
and includes a great social track.
https://fosdem.org/2016

London Perl Workshop
Perl, the programming language, 
has been overshadowed by 
languages such as Python in 
recent years. But Perl has a 
vibrant user community and the 
London Perl Workshop is a free 
one-day conference, which takes 
place on December 12 at 
Westminster University’s 
Cavendish Campus. The talks 
and workshops at this event will 
take on a Christmas theme with 
the release of Perl 6.
http://act.yapc.eu/lpw2015

The intrepid Les Pounder brings you the latest community and LUG news.

United Linux!
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All the latest software and hardware reviewed and rated by our experts

AMD A8-7670K
Should AMD be powering your next low-cost Linux desktop? 
Zak Storey really, really wants to like an AMD chip.

Verdict

complete our 30GB archive test, 
but after taking 30 minutes to complete 
49%, we decided it would be a better 
use of our time to stop the process and 
continue with other benchmarks.

The biggest problem here is the fact 
this is still a processor based on an 
almost five-year-old architecture. It’s 
only 28nm. It has limited SATA 6GB/s 
support and continues to only support 
DDR3 up to 2,133MHz, even though it’s 
the one platform that would benefit the 
most from those increased memory 
speeds.

Left behind
The list goes on. Intel may only be 
upping performance by 10% every year 
or so, but most vitally it’s including 
chipset updates, too. This forces 
manufacturers to update their 
motherboards, and in turn provide extra 
expansion, storage options and more 
modern features that are appealing.

In gaming terms, the situation isn’t 
much better. Yes, you can run older 
titles at acceptable frame rates at 
1080p (if 20-30fps is acceptable to 
you), but unless you’re only playing 
simple games, you’re not going to get 
much joy from it. For instance, in 
Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor it 
achieved an average frame rate of just 
4fps at 1080p, while a GTX 950 
managed an average of 33fps.

AMD’s A8-7670K can run simple 
games at palatable frame rates, and it’s 
great for basic everyday computing 
tasks. The motherboards are easy on 
the bank balance, and you have the 
added benefit of low-power 
consumption to help keep that 
electricity bill down.

We understand this is an £82 
processor and you shouldn’t be 
expecting a great deal at this price 

Let us tell you about the 
experience we had reviewing 
AMD’s A8-7670K APU. It came in 

a tiny little white box. Presumably not 
the retail packaging. Let’s hope not. 
Though judging by AMD’s lack of 
marketing share, this could be the real 
deal. It’s not possible to tell whether the 
7670K went to another reviewer before 
us. Anyway, after setting up our 
standard benchmarking platform, 
we installed the chipset and began our 
preliminary testing.

The processor has a total of two 
computational cores, providing four 
threads. AMD may say what it likes 
about the benefits of compute cores, 
but benchmarks don’t lie and this 
processor is quite a slow CPU. 
Unfortunately, as 60% of the CPU is 
taken up by the graphical side of things, 
the overall performance in applications 
is limited. This also explains why we 
achieved some pretty mediocre 
benchmarks, even though the 7670K 
clocks an average of 3.6GHz at 
maximum, when it came to 
computational tasks. In fact, we left it to 

point. But for compatibility, ease of use 
and performance, you’d do so much 
better to head elsewhere. That’s the sad 
truth, and it’s worrying for the future of 
AMD in the chip business.

Godavari, AMD’s new APU platform, 
so far, lacks any substance. It’s aimed at 
one demographic – people that will 
likely game on laptops – with most 
desktop users opting for dedicated 
GPUs. It’s too limited, too expensive and 
too basic to provide anything to any 
form of power user. Please AMD, we 
need Zen. And we need it soon. LXF

 Even AMD appears to be trying to 
escape being part of this processor.

Features 7/10
Performance 4/10
Ease of use 8/10
Value 6/10

AMD A8-7670K

 It can cope with basic computing  
and some simple gaming, but this chip 
is relatively dear for what it is.

Rating 6/10

Developer: AMD
Web: www.amd.com
Price: £84

Specs
 Socket: FM2+

 Cache L2: 4 MB

 Type: 64-bit

 Process: 28nm

 GPU: Radeon R7 
graphics

 Cores: 10 (4 
CPU + 6 GPU)

 Clock: 3.9 
GHz/3.6GHz

 GPU: 757MHz

 TDP: 95W

 DDR3: 2133MHz

 Ports: HDMI 
1.4a, Display Port 
1.2, DVI, AMD 
Freesync 
technology

 The APU is a lovely idea, but it’s not good enough even for 
mid-range games.
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Reviews Gaming peripheral

Verdict

In brief...
 A wireless 

controller 
designed for PC 
gaming that ties 
into the Steam 
game distribution 
system’s Big 
Screen Mode for 
living-room 
gaming fun.

very plastic. This extends to the ‘clicky’ 
nature of all the paddles and even the 
new touchpads when you push to 
select them. The controller is powered 
by two AA batteries that neatly slot 
away under a concealing panel. The 
system works well enough and is easy 
to use. There’s also a wireless USB 
receiver, and the controller will install as 
a standard HID – so it can be used as a 
standard mouse in Linux – with full 
drivers installed via a Steam update. 
There’s also a micro USB port at the 
back, so you can play with it wired, too.

Clever design
The design is innovative: there are two 
round touchpads alongside the 
traditional joystick; four buttons; four 
front bumpers and two underside 
paddles and a Steam button with two 
selection buttons. The controller also 
employs haptic vibrations when in use.

We fired up Steam OS, Ubuntu and 
Mageia 5 running the Steam client and 
the controller worked flawlessly on all of 
them. Keep in mind, it is designed to 
only really work through the Big Picture 
Mode of Steam. The joystick moves you 
around and choosing a game fires up 
the controller configuration. This is a 
key part of the system, as so many 
games aren’t designed to work with a 
gamepad. There are default configs and 
the community can add to this list. At 
the moment there’s no way for player 
supplied configs to be rated, so it’s a 
suck and see situation. Picking the 

V alve is trying to be disruptive. 
Not in that horrible marketing 
way but in a genuine trying to 

change the world way. If you’ve ever 
played games on the PC it will have 
been hard not to have had contact with 
Valve Software, from its seminal Half-
Life series to its multiplayer Goliaths: 
Team Fortress 2 and Counter-Strike. 
Behind almost all of these is Steam, 
Valve’s digital publishing and 
distribution software system.

Steam, as you probably know is 
proprietary, but Valve has always 
tended to do things that favour gamers 
and, of course, it supports Linux. That 
last point is a vital one. Valve has 
embraced Linux as a platform, and 
while its original Steam OS 
announcement may have been 
reactionary to moves made by 
Microsoft, Steam OS is about to launch 
as a genuine gaming platform based on 
Debian. This is alongside supporting the  
Steam on Linux client and pushing 
game developers and engine authors to 
support Linux, despite it having the 
lowest OS share on Steam, about 1% or 
around 280,000 active gamers.

Part of this move involves releasing 
hardware for use with Steam. This 
includes the new Steam Controller, 
which is meant for living-room sofa use 
with games being delivered via a Steam 
Machine console or a TV-streaming box. 
We’re looking at the controller as a 
Linux-supported gaming controller. So 
how does it perform?

The controller does look and feels 

Search and a virtual keyboard appears 
split in two, you use both touchpads to 
select keys on either half of the 
on-screen keyboard. It’s cool and works 
well. In-game the controller is good to 
use; as full-on anti-gamepad people it 
really didn’t take us long to adjust to 
using the touchpad to look, joypad to 
strafe and the remaining keys to jump, 
shoot and select. After a couple of 
tweaks and we were happy.

Overall it does feel plastic. There’s  
no mic or headset options that we’re 
aware of either – something of big 
omission for multiplayer games – and 
even Valve’s communication on its 
status makes it seems you’re in a  
beta programme. That aside it’s the 
best gamepad we’ve used in terms  
of a natural replacement for a mouse 
and keyboard.  LXF

Valve has placed its new and unsual plastic controller into our hands,  
Neil Mohr takes it apart physically and metaphorically.

Steam Controller

 As an alternative to a keyboard and mouse it’s the best natural replacement.

Features 8/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 8/10
Value 8/10

Steam Controller

 Valve has nailed it, work still needs to 
be done on the software and headset 
integration but the touchpads work well.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Valve
Web: http://steampowered.com/hardware
Price: £40

Keyboard
Take two laptop touchpads 
and put them on a 
gamepad, then use this 
onscreen keyboard.

Features at a glance

Controls
In-game controls can 
be configured from Big 
Picture mode and it works 
rather well.
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ARM distribution Reviews

Verdict

In brief...
 There are 

various options 
for using the Pi as 
a motion- 
detection system, 
including the 
venerable motion 
CLI tool. This tool 
has been wrapped 
by users in

side scripts in the 
past that capture 
and send emails, 
but this little 
distro promises to 

displays simple options to control the 
attached devices. You can enable 
features, such as the ability to stream 
video, capture still images and record 
movies on detecting motion and define 
their preservation time. You can also 
define a working schedule for the 
camera, eg, you can ask it to be active 
and monitoring motion between the 
hours of 10.30pm and 6.00am on 
weekdays and at all hours on weekends. 

Besides the controls, the interface 
displays streams from all the cameras. 
When a camera detects motion, its 
border turns red as it begins capturing 
images and video. The footage and 
images captured can be browsed, 
previewed and downloaded using the 
buttons on the individual camera 
windows. One standout feature is the 
ability to string the still images into a 
timelapse video. The captured content 
is also visible on the local network and 
can be accessed via the preconfigured 
Samba server running on the distro.

Advanced controls
Besides allowing you to change the 
settings for the distro itself, you can also 
use the advanced controls to overclock 
the Raspberry Pi to give it more juice to 
tackle the increased load of managing 
multiple cameras. By default the distro 
uses the motion daemon to capture 
and stream the video frames. However, 
motion isn’t designed to take advantage 
of the Pi’s GPU. You can, instead, use 
the streamEye back-end, which can 

Outside of education, the 
Raspberry Pi is popularly used 
to power projects that require 

an energy-efficient, always-on device. 
One such use case is motion-detecting 
video surveillance systems and 
motionEyeOS is a nifty little distro that’s 
dedicated to the task. It’s designed 
specifically for single-board computers 
and works on both the original Pi and 
the refreshed edition, as well as Banana 
Pi, Cubietruck and Odroid C1.

We tested the latest version of 
MotionEyeOS on the Raspberry Pi 2, 
and our test surveillance system was 
made up of three cameras: the official 
Raspberry Pi camera, a cheap USB 
camera and a network camera powered 
by the IP Webcam app on an old 
Android smartphone. While, you can 
use  dd  to transfer the MotionEyeOS 
image onto a micro/SD card, we’d 
suggest using the install script created 
by the distro’s developer. Using this 
script you can pass the SSID and the 
password for your wireless network 
(and optionally a static IP address) 
before backing up the image onto the 
memory card. You can insert the 
prepared memory card on a headless 
Pi, and the distro will automatically start 
an SSH server, so you can remotely 
login if you need command-line access. 
However, you can virtually manage all 
aspects of the system from 
MotionEyeOS’s remote browser-based 
admin interface that runs on port 80.

The admin interface is divided into 
multiple sections. The default view 

offload the processing to the Pi’s GPU 
and stream video as MJPEG over HTTP. 
However, this back-end only supports 
the official Pi camera. Furthermore, 
since it lacks any motion detection 
capabilities it’s only suitable for 
streaming video at a significantly higher 
framerate and at a higher resolution 
without stressing the Pi’s CPU. 

Another advanced setting  of note is 
the ability to send email notifications, 
including captured frames as an 
attachment, on detecting motion. 
Like all the other settings, you’ll have to 
individually configure this option for 
each of the attached cameras. Bear in 
mind, the project is a one-man show, 
but it has enough documentation to get 
you started, even if it lacks any 
traditional means of support.  LXF

Video surveillance is not nearly as effective and invasive as the all-seeing eye 
of Sauron, but some software comes quite close, discovers Mayank Sharma.

MotionEyeOS

 The interface is dotted with tooltips that clearly explain the various options.

Features 8/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 7/10
Documentation 6/10

MotionEyeOS 20151011

 A great distro for turning the Pi, and 
other single board computers, into a 
dedicated surveillance system.

Rating 7/10

Developer: Calin Crisan
Web: https://github.com/ccrisan/
motioneyeos
Licence: GNU GPL v3

Camera support
Works with most cameras 
and even cameras attached 
to another MotionEyeOS 
instance on the network.

Features at a glance

Intuitive interface
Simple controls for first 
timers and advanced 
settings that will give 
experts more control.
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Reviews NAS

Verdict

In brief...
 A distro for 

transforming a 
spare computer 
into a software 
Network Attached 
Storage (NAS) 
device. It can tie 
the available disks 
into different 
RAID levels and 
can be managed 
via a web-based 
interface. See 
also: FreeNAS and 
OpenMediaVault.

including Samba/CIFS, NFS, AFP and 
SFTP. You can also easily resize, delete 
and clone a share. 

Rock n Roll
Another interesting feature powered by 
Btrfs is snapshots which creates an 
image of a share. However, instead of 
duplicating all data, the snapshot 
merely points to the original contents of 
the share. The snapshot only takes up 
space when you delete a file from the 
share which then continues to exist in 
the snapshot. You can also rollback a 
share to any of its snapshots.

RockStor’s core functionality can be 
extended by deploying plugins called 
Rock-ons. These are implemented as 
Docker containers and are under active 
development, but the current version 
has rock-ons for BTSync, Plex media 
server, Owncloud, OpenVPN etc.

You can manage the NAS via its 
web-based administration interface, 
and the RockStor developers have 
spent time fine tuning the interface to 
make it fairly intuitive. We found that the 
section and screens were laced with 
helpful tooltips to guide you, while 
advanced users will appreciate the 
access control features along with its 
ability to compress the data using 
either the zlib or the lzo algorithms. 
RockStor can also plugin into an Active 
Directory, NIS or LDAP directory server 
on the network.

Despite being based on FreeBSD, 
the FreeNAS distribution 
(distro) has been a long-time 

favourite among Linux users. However, 
the Debian-based OpenMediaVault 
distro has started to emerge as a viable 
alternative for Linux desktop users who 
don’t want to juggle with the 
complexities of FreeNAS, and RockStor 
is another Linux-based NAS server 
distro that promises to deliver all the 
features of FreeNAS in an easy to use 
and manage package.

The best thing about this CentOS 
7-based distro is its focus on a single 
filesystem, Btrfs. This streamlines the 
process of creating a share and allows 
the distro to consistently expose the 
filesystem’s capabilities throughout the 
interface. The distro supports multiple 
RAID profiles for data redundancy. You 
also get the ability to resize a pool by 
adding or removing disks and even 
change its RAID profile without losing 
your data and disrupting access. 

When you add disks to a pool, the 
distro automatically fires up the Btrfs 
balance process to spread the data 
evenly across all disks in the pool. To 
ensure the consistency of the data, the 
distro also enables you to initiate a Btrfs 
scrub operation which reads the data 
on the disks in a pool, verifies their 
checksums and fixes any corruptions.
You can also schedule the scrub 
operation on the pools. 

The individual disks in a pool are 
Btrfs subvolumes and can be accessed 
via any of the popular protocols 

The distro can be tuned to send 
email alerts for certain activity as long 
as you give RockStor access to an email 
account. Once you’ve configured your 
RockStor NAS, you can use the built-in 
option to create a backup of the current 
configuration that can also be used to 
seed another installation.

The server releases stable updates 
roughly once or twice a month and you 
can upgrade your installation from the 
admin interface with a single click. The 
impressive list of features are supported 
by extensive documentation that detail 
each and every feature. The guides are 
well illustrated which will help first-time 
users deploy RockStor without much 
effort. There’s also an online demo on 
the project’s website. Go try it.  LXF

In his never-ending pursuit to find new ways to effectively manage data, 
Mayank Sharma tests a Linux-based NAS solution.

RockStor 3.8.7

 If you have multiple RockStor installations, you can easily replicate shares from 
one to the other without much effort at all.

Features 8/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 8/10
Documentation 8/10

RockStor 3.8.7

 A wonderful and easy to use NAS 
that uses the best of the Btrfs file 
system to create an impressive distro.

Rating 8/10

Developer: RockStor Inc.
Web: 

Best of Btrfs
All of Btrfs’ advanced 
file system features, such 
as volume management, 
snapshots and scrubs.

Features at a glance

Add-ons
Extend the NAS via 
plugins such as for serving 
all types of media and add 
a personal cloud server.
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Backup distribution Reviews

Verdict

In brief...
 Based on the 

4MLinux distro, 
BakAndImgCD is 
a specialised 
distro for backing 
up files and 
cloning disks and 
partitions. See 
also: Clonezilla 
Live CD, Redo 
Backup and 
SystemRescueCD.

doesn’t backup individual files but 
copies entire partitions. It starts off by 
displaying the partition table and asks 
you to identify the partition you wish to 
copy. We’d have liked to see the option 
to backup multiple partitions in one go. 
Once you’ve selected a partition, you’re 
asked to select the archive type to 
create and lists the benefits of each.

The distro can squeeze the contents 
of the partition inside a TAR.GZ, which is 
the fastest, or, the slower but efficient, 
TAR.BZ2, or TAR.XZ, which takes the 
longest to create.

Fast, but boring
As mentioned already, BakAndImgCD 
doesn’t sport a fancy progress dialog box 
and gives no time estimation. When it’s 
done, you get the option to send it to a 
remote FTP server. This again establishes 
the connection to the remote computer 
and hands over control to the Midnight 
Commander for the transfer.

The third and final task you can 
accomplish with this distro is the 
creation of disk images. The process 
begins by selecting one of the three 
supported cloning tools: partimage, 
partclone, and ddrescue. There’s also a 
fourth option designed for new users 
that’s appropriately labelled ‘I have no 
idea!’ Using this option selects the 
partclone tool. Partclone can only clone 
partitions/disks to a destination that’s 
equal to or greater than the source, 
otherwise the distro terminates the 

Creating backups, imaging disks 
and partitions is one of those 
admin tasks that even regular 

desktop users should get comfortable 
with. However, unlike regular backups of 
files and folders these system-level 
tasks require specialised tools and 
expertise which is why they are often 
ignored. The BakAndImgCD distribution 
(distro) is an officially supported fork of 
the minimalist 4MLinux distro which is 
designed to simplify the process of 
backing up, imaging and cloning files, 
partitions and disks.

The distro is available as a mere 
28MB ISO image and provides no-frills 
access to popular open source cloning 
tools and scripts, such as Partclone, 
Partimage and ddrescue. Thanks to 
these tools the distro supports a wide 
array of file systems, including the ones 
commonly used on open source and 
proprietary desktops and servers, such 
as EXT3, EXT4, ReiserFS, Btrfs, HFS+, 
FAT and NTFS etc.

Thanks to its text-based interface, 
the distro is quick off the blocks. On 
booting, it asks you to select one of the 
three supported options. The first is a 
manual backup that scans the hard disk 
and enables you to quickly copy files to 
either removable USB disks, optical 
drives or remote FTP/SFTP server. After 
gathering information about the files to 
copy and their destination, the distro 
fires up the feature-rich Midnight 
Commander for the backup process.

Second is the automatic backup. 
Unlike the previous option, this one 

process and asks you to refer to the 
tool’s log file for troubleshooting.

Blame it on familiarity or plain ol’ 
bias, but we don’t think BakAndImgCD 
offers enough to lure us away from 
Clonezilla. One option we sorely missed 
is the ability to directly clone partitions 
over the network to a remote location, 
eg when working with images, in 
addition to local disk and USB, 
Clonezilla allows you to mount a remote 
location (via Samba, NFS, WebDAV) into 
the local filesystem and can directly 
save an image inside it. Similarly, when 
cloning entire disks, Clonezilla clones 
the entire disk or selected partitions 
over the network. In contrast 
BakAndImgCD only moves an image to 
a remote location once it’s saved a copy 
on a locally available disk or media.  LXF

A hat nicely complements a big bald head and so Shashank Sharma dons 
his sysadmin titfer as he takes BakAndImgCD for a spin.

BakAndImgCD 14.0

 The BakAndImgCD distro doesn’t have much of a user interface but offers 
enough flexibility to allow to integrate itself with your network.

Features 6/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 5/10
Documentation 5/10

BakAndImgCD 14.0

 A no-frills, no-nonsense backup and 
cloning utility that works as advertised 
for those who know what they’re doing.

Rating 6/10

Developer: 4MLinux
Web: http://bakandimgcd.4mlinux.com
Licence: GNU GPL v3

Straightforward
Thanks to the simple UI, 
you can use the distro to 
swiftly clone disks and 
partitions on most systems.

Features at a glance

Midnight Commander
It might not be pretty but 
mc packs in virtually all 
the options you’d find in a 
modern file manager.
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Reviews Linux game

Verdict

The highlight of the game is 
PATHOS-II itself. The best storytelling is 
found in the environments, not the 
characters. Located at the bottom of 
the ocean, it’s Rapture (Bioshock 2) 
meets the Nostromo (Alien). Its 
claustrophobic, labyrinthine metal 
corridors are straight out of the 1970s 
handbook of hard sci-fi set design, and 
it’s absolutely drenched in atmosphere. 

We fear change
The lighting is fantastic, making you 
forever wary of what horrors lurk in 
shadowy corners. You see peculiar, 
almost organic machinery dotted with 
glowing lights, like something out of an 
HR Giger drawing, which seem to be 
eating the world around you. Visually, 
it’s a masterpiece, and every room tells 
a story: about the people who lived 
there, about what went wrong, about 
the outside world or about yourself.

It’s when the monsters arrive that 
Soma enters more familiar territory. Its 
cast of robotic stalkers is varied, but 
their AI is rudimentary. Compared to 
the dynamic, unpredictable predator in 
Alien: Isolation, they pace back and 
forth, waiting for you to mess up and 
stumble into their field of vision. They’re 
scary at first. You only ever catch 
glimpses of them in the shadows, which 
makes them more terrifying. The screen 
glitches and distorts as they approach, 
which sets your heart racing. But the 
monsters’ initial impact never lasts. 

Soma is, essentially, a deadly 
game of hide and seek with a 
parade of increasingly bizarre 

mechanised monsters. You have to 
make it from one end of the underwater 
facility PATHOS-II to the other without 
being spotted. It’s a basic horror game 
at its core, but elevated by a compelling 
sci-fi story and an evocative setting.

The game is viewed from the first-
person, and you interact with the world 
in a brilliantly physical way. Click on a 
door to grab it, then push with the 
mouse to shove it open. Click to take 
hold of a switch, then pull back to yank 
it down. Anyone who played Amnesia 
(also on Linux) will be familiar with this.

We can’t say who you are, or why 
PATHOS-II is in such a mess, because 
both represent the backbone of the 
plot; it’s a game of slow revelation. 
You, like the protagonist, are completely 
clueless at the beginning. The truth is 
drip-fed over time until the reality of 
your situation hits you like a brick. It’s a 
wonderfully told, and written, story. 
It compels you to keep pushing on 
through the darkness with shock 
moments that make you rethink 
everything preceding them.

Amateurish voice acting is the only 
sore point. The main character, Simon, 
never sounds particularly bothered by 
anything happening to him, including a 
mid-game twist that would send anyone 
into shock. The supporting cast are a 
mixed bag, but are largely just as 
unconvincing. However, it’s testament 
to the quality of the world-building and 
writing that the am-dram acting is 
never enough to make you stop 
believing in what’s happening.

When they attack, you lose a ‘life’ and 
are sent back in time to just before they 
spotted you, giving you a chance to 
correct your mistake. The more this 
happens, the glitchier the screen gets, 
and you start limping. Get caught too 
many times and it’s game over and 
back to the last checkpoint—which are, 
to be fair, generous to players.

Soma asks big questions about the 
nature of humanity. It has things to say 
about free will, individuality, and 
morality. It makes you think—which in 
turn makes the bits where you’re being 
chased around in the dark by a 
mechanical monster all the more 
jarring. It affects you psychologically 
and emotionally. Ultimately, it’s what’s 
inside your head that scares you in 
Soma, not what’s in front of you.  LXF

Drowning his sorrows Andy Kelly ponders individuality, the self and Plato’s 
cave wall, before avoiding a murderous robotic arm fathoms under the sea.

Soma

 Visually impressive, but it’s what’s inside your head that scares you in Soma…

Gameplay 9/10
Graphics 9/10
Longevity 8/10
Value 9/10

SOMA

 Atmospheric, cerebral, occasionally 
frustrating and only really let down by 
some soggy voice acting.

Rating 9/10

Developer: Frictional Games
Web: http://somagame.com
Price: £23

Specs
Recommended:

 OS: 64-bit any 
major distro from 
2014+

 CPU: Intel Core 
i5, AMD FX 2.4GHz

 RAM: 8GB

 GPU: Nvidia 
GeForce GTX 480, 
AMD Radeon HD 
5970, Intel HD 
4000+ (with 
known issues)

 HDD: 25GB

 The lighting makes you wary of what lurks in the corners.
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Every month we compare tons  
of stuff so you don’t have to!

Roundup
Video players

Our 
selection
 Bomi
 QMplay2

 Romp
 SMPlayer
 VLC 

Alexander Tolstoy pits the most advanced video players for Linux against 
each other for the honour of playing his movie collection.

How we tested...
The choice of what video player to 
use no longer means deciding 
between VLC or Mplayer these days. 
We can still use those two capable 
players, but the choice and 
versatility of media players available 
has grown with many attempting to 
be unique and offering extra features 
and sleeker interfaces. In this 
Roundup, we’re comparing players 
that use different engines and 
different sets of features. Engines, or 
back-ends, are pivotal to how well a 
player performs and supports video 
formats, which leads to a natural 
distinction between an Mplayer-
based application and, say, an 
FFMpeg-based application. Aside 
from these core elements, we’ll also 
compare contenders in terms of 
usability, availability, performance, 
hardware acceleration support and 
extra features that may – or may not 
– give each one extra points.

T
here are several reasons why 
you should be aware of what 
video player you use on your 
Linux desktop. Even though 

there’s a trend to shift everything to the 
web and cloud services, many of us still 
prefer to stay in control of our media 
and play videos as local files.

The use cases are numerous, too: 
downloaded YouTube or Vimeo videos, 
home videos digitised from tapes, clips 
from you smartphone and DVDs etc. 
You may be quite happy with an 
application that launches when you 
double-click a file or insert a disc, but 
there are plenty of players to try that do 

“We selected the most feature-
packed and attractive video 
players that can be installed.”

more than that. Some feature things 
such as more straightforward 
interfaces, better use of hardware 
acceleration and even restoration of 
low-resolution video, and we’ve selected 
the most feature-packed and attractive 
video players that can be installed on an 
average Linux desktop.

These are Bomi, VLC, QMPlayer2, 
SMPlayer and Romp. Aside from VLC, 

all of the players are based either on the 
FFMpeg or Mplayer frameworks, which 
to a large extent define a player’s 
capabilities. But, as we’re going to 
discover in a minute, a player’s engine 
doesn’t necessarily guarantee the best 
experience and that there’s much more 
to a player than just its back-end. 
To find the winner, let’s see how our 
contenders perform in the categories.
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You can easily install all five 
video players as long as you run 
a Linux distribution (distro), 

which features a good repository 
(repos). Such distro choices as Arch 
Linux or Rosa Desktop Fresh will work 
well, while Ubuntu and OpenSUSE both 
show the strength of their extra PPAs 
and OBS repos respectively. But it 
wouldn’t be sensible to expect 
someone to change their entire distro 
that they love using just because they 
want to try out a different video player 
(which is why we’re testing them for 
you. You’re welcome).

Building a player from source isn’t a 
major obstacle, but it takes time and 
some skill, so we’d expect to see some 
binary packages. Bomi is a relatively 
new video player project, but it already 
has pre-built packages for many Linux 
distros, including all the mainstream 
ones and also some of the younger 
distros, such as KaOS and Chakra (see 
http://bit.ly/BomiPlayer).

An unintuitive user interface may 
prevent newbies from giving a 
video player a chance even if it 

shines in other aspects, so we’d expect 
the UI needs to be spot-on. 

Bomi is a very neat and minimalist 
application with almost all of its features 

Availability

User interface

Find them and install them!

How friendly and comfortable to use are they?

VLC is perhaps the best-known 
cross-platform video player being a real 
veteran and a popular desktop 
application. As you’d expect, the VLC 
download page (http://bit.ly/
VLCDownloads) features dozens of 
options for many Linux distros and even 
if your system isn’t listed chances are 
that you’ll easily find VLC in your 
package manager.

In contrast, QMplay2 isn’t that well 
established; it’s really a personal project 
by one Polish developer, Błażej 
Szczygieł, who rolled out his work back 
in 2012. The fact that you might never 
have heard of the player [unless you 
read HotPicks, p60, LXF191] has 
stopped it from having QMplay2 builds 
for Ubuntu, OpenSUSE, Rosa, Mageia 
and other distros.

SMPlayer has been a familiar name 
to many in the Linux word since 2006, 
when it emerged as an Mplayer fork. 
The official website of SMPlayer offers 
only sources and an Ubuntu PPA 

residing in a branch of its context menu. 
By default, only a splash screen is 
displayed, and the playback controls 
and volume will only appear once you 
hover the mouse on the lower part of 
the player. For us, it comes across as a 
questionable design decision.

(ppa:rvm/smplayer). Of course, 
SMplayer packages exist for other 
distros as well, but the number of 
options are very limited, perhaps 
because SMplayer’s relationship to the 
original Mplayer is about dissidence, 
rather than amicable redirection. 

Pretty much the same can be said 
about Romp, which stands for the Rosa 
Media Player, which is another fork of 
Mplayer. Romp is included by default in 
Rosa Fresh and is featured in 
OpenMandriva. Third-party packages 
have been made for Ubuntu 
(ppa:nilarimogard/webupd8) and 
Arch (see AUR), but that’s perhaps it, so 
for many distro users Romp will likely 
remain undiscovered.

VLC’s main window may not be 
stylish, but it is well-designed and 
instantly offers all the frequently used 
options and even some extras, such as 
an equaliser. The panels and buttons 
layout in SMplayer isn’t much different 
to VLC, but it looks cheap due to a 
clumsy icon theme and a glaring choice 
of bright colours.

QMplay2 is no better because of its 
busy main window, containing too 
many elements including visualisations 
(for audio files), and many tabs. Anyone 
coming to QMplay2 for video playback 
for the first time will surely want to close 
all these irrelevant elements. 

The design goal of Rosa Labs is to 
be as user-friendly as possible. Romp, 
then, has gone for a clean and 
uncluttered interface with centred large 
playback controls, such touches as a 
dedicated button for the full-screen 
mode. The top menu also includes the 
most frequently used features within 
quick reach, including DVD playback 
and subtitles selection.

 Building a player from source isn’t hard, but it takes time 
and some skill, so we expect to see some binary packages.

 Romp offers features that are rarely found in a desktop video player.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMplay2
HHHHH
Romp
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 Romp makes 
a commonly 
used application 
even easier 
for newbies.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMplay2
HHHHH
Romp
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 VLC is 
available for 
almost any 
software 
platform and 
distro. Bomi is 
our runner-up.
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Features
The award for the Swiss Army knife of video players goes to...

The reason there are so many existing 
video players (and new ones popping 
up all the time) is because each one is 

trying to offer a unique set of features. Forks 
emerge due to common disagreements 
among developers about what makes a ‘great’ 

player (and this has been particularly true for 
SMPlayer). While many Linux users may not 
care for a player’s features and just want to 
enjoy a movie, others do and they become 
apparent very quickly when it comes to solving 
problems, such as the need to play a 

streaming videos, adjust picture ratio or plugin 
external subtitles. Everyone has their own 
personal list of required features, but we’ll try 
to figure out the average set that most want 
and see what the players in this Roundup have 
hidden in their panels and menus.

Bomi HHHHH
Bomi has a vast set of features including: unlimited playback history; 
automatic playlist generation and restoration and enhanced subtitle 
handling. It also has many convenient features, such as: audio volume 
adjusting with Ctrl++ and Ctrl+- sequences; subtitles shifting; an auto-
hiding playlist, which rolls out from the right-side of the main window, 
and an equaliser with dozens of presets etc. The traditional lower panel 
with playback and volume control buttons is also enriched in Bomi with 
extra buttons for switching between audio tracks and scaling subtitles. 
The Bomi developers have paid special attention to the comfort of 
connoisseurs fond of high-definition movies and TV shows by adding a 
simple to access menu for watching Blu-ray discs and the ability to 
automatically parse URL and playback links copied to the clipboard.

QMplay2 HHHHH
After using QMPlay2 for a couple of days we didn’t feel any features 
were missing. In fact, this application is loaded with tons of extras for 
almost any use case. To name a few: there’s a video downloader; an 
8-band equaliser; YouTube and Pleer.com integration; a huge list of 
predefined online radio stations; a highly customisable (albeit a bit 
cluttered by default) interface and easy access to the core FFMpeg 
options on which QMplay2 is based. The playback experience with 
QMplay2 is very good; we could easily watch videos from YouTube (even 
through a corporate proxy), save videos to the hard drive via youtube-dl 
and even do some unusual things like producing multi-channel tones 
with different frequencies using the built-in Tone generator. The full-
screen mode also features the auto-hiding playlist panel on the left-hand 
side of the window.

Using a video player shouldn’t 
mean that you have to adapt 
yourself to its default interface. 

Instead, you should be able to alter 
some settings to get a better look and 
feel or disable unneeded elements.

Bomi has a very attractive UI design 
and we tend to think it doesn’t require 
many changes. However, you can 
choose: a different skin from a list of 15 
variations; change the font; the player’s 
behaviour on playback stop; set 
custom menu font; change system tray 

GUI flexibility
Do they offer a simple way to customise things?

integration mode; keyboard shortcuts 
and mouse actions etc.

The VLC interface has two modes: 
native and skinnable. Plus, you have a 
dedicated Toolbars Editor, which lets 
you rearrange buttons for the native 
style that you want and even change 
buttons to sliders or vice a versa.

QMPlay2 salvages its less than ideal 
default layout with the ability to change 
almost anything. The interface is 
completely modular and can be 
optimised for anyone’s taste. The same 

is true to the other parts of player: the 
number of settings is huge, you can 
control every bit of QMplay2. 

SMplayer has very useful controls 
under the Preferences > Interface 
section, where you can choose between 
four graphic user interface modes 
(Basic, Mini, MPC and Skinnable) as 
well as set the custom icon set and 
widgets style to use. Romp is the 
outsider in this test, with a very modest 
set of configurables. You’re supposed to 
accept it pretty much as it is.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMPlay2
HHHHH
ROMP
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 Both VLC and 
SMPlayer are 
perfect for 
mimicking lots 
of GUI styles.
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Romp HHHHH
The Romp developers’ original goal was to make a simple yet feature-
rich application, but in the end the balance shifted towards simplicity so 
that some rarely used features were removed. That’s the reason why 
Romp isn’t able to compete with the rest of the players here. However, it 
still manages to get ‘only’ four stars in this category, because the 
features it does have are very good and distinguish it from SMPlayer. 
Romp is able to: capture video from desktop; trim the video picture 
on-the-fly using a timeline; apply filters to improve video quality; load 
subtitles from opensubtitles.org and save audio tracks in MP3 and OGG 
formats. Some time ago, Romp also featured YouTube support, but 
YouTube API changes have meant it doesn’t work anymore.

VLC HHHHH
Most VLC users only know a tiny fraction of its capabilities. For instance, 
VLC can be used for media conversion (Media > Convert/Save), a useful 
feature for different appliances, such as saving streaming videos and live 
air shows to your hard drive, or extracting audio tracks from music 
videos and encoding them to MP3 or OGG. The same feature turns VLC 
into desktop recorder once you select your display as a source for 
capturing. Another excellent feature in VLC is the ability to amplify sound 
beyond 100%. Don’t try it with your favourite music tracks, it will distort 
it and do harm to your ears, but this sort of amplification is a great way 
to listen to very quiet tracks, such as recorded conversations. People in 
the surveillance business really love VLC!

SMPlayer HHHHH
SMPlayer has a setting for choosing the back-end which influences the 
performance, format support and other aspects of the application. Due 
to the fuss and forks around MPlayer in recent years, SMPlayer wisely 
enables you to select what version of MPlayer or MPV you’d like to use. 
Exploring SMplayer reveals an amazing set of features such as: better 
MKV support (eg ordered chapters, 3D metadata); quality settings for 
YouTube and Vevo; the option to display two subtitles at once and 
precise seeking etc. Many of SMplayer‘s power features, such as web 
URLs handling, work well only with the MPV back-end, so take care of it. 
SMPlayer also has a separate application for web videos, called SMTube, 
which is a nice mix of a browser and video player.

T his topic is sometimes confusing, 
because there are two 
considerations: one is hardware-

accelerated video decoding (which 
depends on the video codec used) and 
the other is the hardware-accelerated 
output device (if it’s supported by a 
kernel video driver and provided with a 
proper API). To offload a CPU well, both 
need to be covered.

Bomi has good support for video 
codec acceleration, but it doesn’t 
provide a setting for choosing the video 

Hardware acceleration
How effectively is it and which player eases the load on the CPU?

output. Even though MPV – on which 
Bomi is based – supports both VAAPI 
and VDPAU, Bomi doesn’t enable you to 
set it explicitly, so in many configs 
(mostly Radeon ones) accelerated 
decoding is useless.

VLC also relies on system-wide 
hardware acceleration and only has a 
general checkbox for ‘Accelerated video 
output’ in its Video setting, which will do 
nothing in many cases. QMplay2 has 
the best support for hardware 
acceleration; its Settings control every 

bit of the player’s features. The Playing 
settings section, for instance, contain a 
list of video output methods. You can 
change a method’s priority by dragging 
it up and down with your mouse. 
SMPlayer also has working options for 
VAAPI and VDPAU, which work on 
supported hardware, eg on a laptop 
with an old Radeon HD mobile chip, 
QMPlay2 and SMPlayer were the only 
ones that could use both its hardware 
and a machine with Intel’s Ivy Bridge 
graphics. Romp can’t cope with either.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMPlay2
HHHHH
ROMP
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 Both QMPlay2 
and SMPlayer 
have proper 
setups for 
acceleration. 
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Bomi, QMPlay2 and SMPlayer 
support youtube-dl very well while for 
VLC feature is not supported. Generally, 
all four contenders have good support 
and release updates quite frequently. 
Bomi breaths new life into the older 
CMPlayer with an actively updated Git 
repo. QMplay2 is updated every couple 
of weeks and has gone a long way since 
2012, while SMPlayer has longer delays 
between releases, but continues to 
progress. There’s also a large 
community around the Videolan project, 
which ensures that its news site  
(http://www.videolan.org/news.html) 
is updated regularly. VLC is a very 
popular cross-platform player, eg it’s 
the only easy-to-use solution for 
downloading movies to iPads as you 
can’t access the filesystem. There are 
also many other reason why VLC 
support will remain rock-solid for a long 
time. In contrast, the future of Romp is 
very uncertain, as the development 
team haven’t updated the player for a 
couple of years now.

T he state of a video player 
project’s development is an 
important consideration mainly 

because new codecs and hardware 
keep emerging and a video player 
needs to keep up to stay relevant.

A good example of what can happen 
when development isn’t ongoing is the 
well-known YouTube API changes which 

User guides, manuals, articles, 
FAQs and wiki pages make a 
huge a difference. You may 

want to learn more about a player that 
you’ve been using for some time, or you 
just learn how to use a particular 
feature. Regardless, documentation is a 
useful tool to solve problems and 
highlight important features of a player.

Bomi has an attractive website with 
the support section, but it’s quite small 
and only has brief instructions on 
things such as how to make debug logs 
or feature requests and email them to 
project maintainers. We assume that as 
as Bomi is a young project, the situation 
will improve in future. 

VLC, as an established player, 
boasts the best documentation, 
including detailed user guides for 
different platforms, active forums 
(https://forum.videolan.org) and lots 
of third-party materials (such as the 
famous Arch Wiki) with extra tips, tricks 
and tweaks. VLC’s documentation has 

Development state

Documentation and support

occurred earlier this year. This change 
stopped the integration code in many 
third-party apps from working and 
developers were forced to roll out fixes. 
As of today, YouTube integration uses a 
separate utility called youtube-dl, which 
enables users to download a video and 
then play it locally – and currently this 
is the only decent workaround. 

been translated into many languages 
and is available not only in HTML, but 
also in the PDF format. 

SMPlayer tries to provide good 
support and offers forums, FAQs, a 
public bug tracker and feature request 
page. The main website is also very 
user-friendly and enables newcomers 
to quickly learn what’s special about 
SMPlayer and what distinctive features 
it has. The Help section is also 
populated with useful links to a user 
guide, FAQs and even command line 
options – overall, a very decent package.

QMplay2 is a great player, but it has 
a handful of places where you can learn 
more about it other than via the 
Readme at https://github.com/
zaps166/QMPlay2. Currently the lack 
of documentation is a real obstacle that 
prevents QMPlay2 from becoming a 
popular player.

Interestingly, Romp used to have a 
very strong level of support, and even 
though development has stalled right 

How actively are they being maintained?

How much help you can get online for each player?

 We give our regards to the efforts 
of VideoLAN team and player’s 
passionate community

now the existing materials are still 
available and relevant. The developers 
have created a good wiki with a useful 
first-steps guide and even a promo 
video on Youtube (http://bit.
ly/1LpStSz). Of course, this is still not 
enough to beat the wealth of VLC 
documentation, but shows a good 
example of how a fork of a video player 
can be promoted and supported.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMplay2
HHHHH
Romp
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 Romp needs 
more attention 
while the other 
players tend to 
update regularly.

Verdict
Bomi
HHHHH
QMPlay2
HHHHHH
ROMP
HHHHH
SMPlayer
HHHHH
VLC
HHHHH

 VLC is leading 
in this test with 
SMPlayer and 
Romp performing 
moderately.
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 You can rearrange everything and make VLC look unique, 
with the help of the Toolbars Editor.

support, although annoying, isn’t a 
critical one. 

Meanwhile there was a fierce battle 
for the second place, where SMplayer, 
QMplay2 and Bomi were vying for 
runner-up. All the players are very 
strong and we particularly liked that 
QMplay2 indicates whether VAAPI will 
actually have any effect on CPU load – 
you just drag the item and put it to the 
higher priority and instantly see the 
result. QMplay2 is, essentially, a toolbox 
containing hundreds of items you might 
need (but missing a user manual for 
many of them),

SMPlayer also works well with all 
required settings in a neatly designed 
interface. Bomi is also a very promising 
project that packs a great 
number of features and offers 
a minimalist design, the player 
does, however, feel like an 
alien device which hides all its 
tools inside an enclosure.

Despite the great number of very 
promising and actively 
maintained projects, the 

veteran of the pack, VLC still remains 
the alpha of them all. 

VLC is one of the best examples in 
the world of open source software with 
roots going back to 2001, when the 
VideoLAN project was born. Since then 
the video player, with its distinctive 
traffic cone as a logo, has become one 
of the most valued and recognisable 
players, and we’re proud that it’s a GPL-
licensed application. 

In this Roundup, VLC achieved the 
maximum score in all categories with 
the exception of hardware acceleration. 
We have to admit that it’s not a 
universal issue but rather a particular 
case with our test configurations. VLC is 
reported to use both VAAPI and VDPAU 
on many machines (feel free to check it 
yourself with the  $ vlc --ffmpeg-hw -v  
command). The lack of direct YouTube 

Romp is a great application for 
everyday use, but it’s been left 
unmaintained for such a long time to 
the extent that even some features have 
started to break (eg YouTube support). 
Nevertheless Romp is good for making 
screencasts, trimming them and 
extracting audio tracks from movies.

Video players

The verdict

It’s hard to keep track of the total number of 
video players for Linux as its a popular area of 
open source software development. You 
shouldn’t limit yourself with only five players 
from this Roundup. For instance, Rage video 
player (www.enlightenment.org/about-rage),  
which is a part of the Enlightenment desktop, 
offers some cool things like live preview during 

seeking (just like online players), Gnome 
Videos (or Totem as it was called) can look too 
primitive, but it’s very good at playing files over 
the network shares. Or maybe you’d prefer 
Miro, (www.getmiro.com/download) a 
complete iTunes-like replacement where you 
can do everything including purchasing videos 
from Amazon etc. Despite this being the age of 

cloud services and Internet of things, one thing 
remains the same in any time: your files. The 
philosophy of Unix, where everything is a file, 
isn’t going to disappear and it means that 
you’ll still need a good application for playing 
local media files from your hard drive. Sit back 
and relax, but just make sure your screensaver 
doesn’t spoil the show tonight! LXF 

Also consider...

What is your favourite video player for Linux? We’d love to hear 
about your experiences. Write to us at lxf.letters@futurenet.com.

Over to you...

1st VLC HHHHH 
Web: www.videolan.org/vlc Licence: GPL and LGPL Version: 2.2.1 

 The most balanced and feature-packed player application.

4th Bomi HHHHH 
Web: https://bomi-player.github.io Licence: GPLv2 Version: 0.9.11 

 Offers a sleek interface and many settings, but still a young project.

2nd SMPlayer HHHHH 
Web: http://smplayer.sourceforge.net Licence: GPL Version: 15.9 

 Thanks to the MPV back-end support it’s still a cutting-edge player.

5th ROMP HHHHH 
Web: http://bit.ly/RompPlayer Licence: GPLv3 Version: 1.6 

 Showing its age, but still good for play movies and recording your desktop.

3rd QMplay2 HHHHH 
Web: http://bit.ly/QMPlay2 Licence: LGPL Version: 15.10.18 

 Pulled down by the lack of resources but a very promising project.

“VLC is one of the best 
examples in the world of 
open source software.”
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Ubuntu 15.10

Mayank Sharma runs through 
everything you need to know 
to get productive with the 
latest Ubuntu release.

“The project hosts test builds 
that let you preview Unity 8 
atop Ubuntu 15.10.”

solid ANd stroNg
UbUNtU

T
here was a time when Ubuntu 
releases, especially the non-LTS 
ones, brought about more change 
than in a slot machine. However, 

the last few releases have broken away from 
that tradition and have shipped with only 
incremental changes. Ubuntu 15.10 follows 
this script as the developers have 
concentrated their efforts on polishing the 
next iteration of the core components.

The release comes at a time when the 
desktop is shunning its traditional definition 
and is trying to find its feet in the battle of the 
form factors. Developers everywhere are 
trying to consolidate many devices with a 
standardised user experience: from 
computers that you strap onto 
your wrist to the one that sits 
beneath your office table. 

The changes in Ubuntu 15.10 
are mostly at the invisible end of 
the spectrum. In visual terms, 

the distro doesn’t look all that different from 
the previous one too which has led to many 
online commentators terming it as a ‘boring’ 
release. While it won’t have many review-
worthy features, we’re sure long-time users 
will prefer “boring over broken” any day, to 
borrow a phrase from Mark Shuttleworth. 

In a keynote address at the Ubuntu Online 
Summit (UOS) back in May 2015, 
Shuttleworth outlined the plans for Ubuntu 
15.10 which will continue the project’s march 
towards single-device convergence and 
bringing Ubuntu to PCs, TVs, and mobile 
devices. He explained that working on the 
next iteration of the Unity Shell, Unity 8, has 
given the team a clear vision of how to bring 

together the different form factors. The 
project hosts test builds that let you preview 
Unity 8 atop Ubuntu 15.10.

Another core feature that’s only 
currently available for testing is the Ubuntu 
Snappy package management system 
that’s being prepped to eventually replace 
Debian packages across the range of 
Ubuntu-powered devices. Ubuntu 15.10 lays 
the groundwork for testing and previewing 
both these new components that are core 
to Ubuntu’s converged desktop experience. 

However, it’ll take several releases before 
any of these become a mainstay of the 
Ubuntu desktop. In the meantime, users 
looking for continuity can use our guide to 

safely upgrade to the new 
desktop. We also have tips 
and tricks to help you 
customise your install and 
rein in some of the distro’s 
more esoteric features.
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U
buntu has a reputation of living on the bleeding 
edge and introducing new and revolutionary 
changes, especially with its non-LTS releases. 

However, the changes in Ubuntu 15.10 are pretty much 
incremental in nature, which is good news for users that 
prefer stability and consistency.

Unity 7, the last release of Ubuntu’s controversial desktop 
is essentially in maintenance mode while the developers 
focus their full attention on Unity 8 which is slated for debut 
in the 16.04 release. While the user interface engine isn’t 
much more than a bug fix release, the distribution (distro) is 
shipping the Mesa 11 graphics library, which is notable for 
bringing OpenGL 4.1 support to RadeonSI and Nouveau 
drivers. The release also switches the Gnome stack to v3.16 
for a majority of the components while some, such as the 
Nautilus file manager, are still using a heavily patched version 
of the older v3.14 release.

The changes
Ubuntu 15.10 ships with a customised Ubuntu Linux kernel 
4.2.0-11 based on the upstream 4.2.1 Linux kernel. This 

release supports: the new AMD GPU driver; per-file 
encryption for the F2FS (Flash-friendly file system); NCQ 
TRIM handling for improved support for SSDs and several 
other improvements. One important semi-visible change in 
the release is the switch to stateless persistent network 
interface names. This means that instead of labels like eth0 
and eth1 network interfaces will have more comprehensive 

names, such as enp0s3 and enp0s8. Furthermore, for added 
consistency, these names will be attached to the 
particular interfaces even after you restart the machine 

or remove the hardware.
The only real visible change in 

Ubuntu 15.10 is the switch to 
Gnome’s scrollbars. Canonical’s 
idea was to have scrollbars that 
didn’t take up a lot of screen space, 
and only showed up when they were 

needed. It was a good idea poorly implemented. After a 
constant barrage of complaints, Ubuntu dropped them in 
favour of traditional scrollbars from the upstream Gnome.

Also the option to enable locally integrated menus was 
made available in the last release. However, the menus were 
only displayed for the active window. In 15.10, the menus are 
also available for unfocused windows. 

“The only real visible change in 
Ubuntu 15.10 is the switch to 
Gnome’s scrollbars.”

Drum roll, please. Ubuntu 15.10 entrance, stage left.

 The application suite has been updated to the latest available version as 
well, including Firefox 41, Chromium 44, LibreOffice 5 and Empathy 3.12.10.

Meet the family
An Ubuntu release isn’t just about a solitary 
Unity-based desktop distro but a whole family 
of spins. Besides the changes in the core 
infrastructure of the main release, every spin 
also adds its own. 

Kubuntu 15.10, eg uses the latest KDE 
Plasma 5.4 desktop and KDE Apps 15.08. 
Plasma 5.4 introduces a slew of improvements 
and changes, including preliminary support for 
Wayland and improved support for HiDPI (High 
Dots Per Inch) screens. The release also 
removes any remaining wrinkles from Plasma 
5’s new flat look.

The newest member of the Ubuntu family, 
Ubuntu Mate 15.10, ships with Mate 1.10. This 
release of the lightweight desktop comes with 
several improvements to its core components 

and applications. The distro also uses an 
updated Ubuntu Mate Welcome screen, which 
now enables you to quickly install browser 
plugins, apps and games.

If you’re a Gnome user you can experience 
the full Gnome 3.16 improvements via the 
Ubuntu Gnome 15.10 release. It features a new 
notification system and a mildly toned down 
theme. The release has also made some 
changes to the application stack. The distro 
includes Gnome Music by default and has 
replaced the Shotwell image manager with 
Gnome Photos. Like Kubuntu, Ubuntu Gnome 
15.10 also includes experimental support for 
Wayland. If you use open source graphics 
drivers you can install the gnome-session-
wayland package and then select the ‘Gnome 

on wayland’ option at the login screen. Xubuntu 
15.10 has also swapped applications in its effort 
to pitch itself as a lightweight yet full-fledged 
desktop distro. It has replaced the two main 
productivity applications, Abiword and 
Gnumeric, with the fully featured Writer and 
Calc from the LibreOffice suite. 

In terms of the overall desktop, the previous 
15.05 release included the overhauled Xfce 4.12 
desktop and this one ships with primarily a bug 
fix release with minor updates, such as the new 
Xfce 4 Panel Switch application for changing 
panels along with five preset panel layouts. The 
other mainstay of the Ubuntu family, Lubuntu 
15.10 has also pushed out a bug fix release as 
they prepare for the LXQt-based version that’s 
expected next year.
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Easy install and upgrade

U
buntu has always been one of the easiest Linux 
distros to anchor to your hard disk. Its Ubiquity 
installer is one of the easiest to navigate and 

besides the official Ubuntu spins it’s also been ported to 
several other distros, including the popular Linux Mint 

The Ubuntu installer does a wonderful job of helping you 
install the distro on your computer. It’ll detect existing 
installations of other popular operating systems, such as 
Windows, and resize them automatically to make space for 
itself. However, if you’re installing Ubuntu on a Windows 
8/8.1/10 computer, make sure you turn off FastStartup from 
the Control Panel in Windows. If you get a signature error 
when you boot the media containing the Ubuntu ISO image, 
you’ll have to disable SecureBoot from the BIOS/UEFI and 
beyond that you can try BIOS compatibility mode.

Partitioning is the most crucial step while installing Linux. 
If you have an existing Windows installation on the hard disk, 
the Ubuntu installer will offer to automatically resize it and 
make room for Ubuntu. If you want greater control over the 
size of the Ubuntu partition, you can manually slice your disk 
from within Windows using its Disk Management tool. 

To make room for Ubuntu, launch Disk Management and 
right-click on the drive on which you want to install Ubuntu 
and select the ‘Shrink Volume’ option. In the dialog box that 
pops up, you can specify the space by which you want to 
shrink the disk. This will shrink the existing partition and mark 
the rest of the space as free. You can then point the Ubuntu 
installer to create a partition for itself from this free space.

Step up
If you’re already using Ubuntu 14.04 and wish to upgrade to 
the new release, you can do so without much trouble. 
Although the upgrade process have been refined over the 
years, there are a few things you need to take care of to 
ensure that it doesn’t end up breaking your system. First up, 

Carve up some space for Ubuntu.

 If the Update Manager fails to find a new release, bring up Software & 
Updates, switch to the Updates tab and make sure the ‘Notify me of a new 
Ubuntu version’ option isn’t set to ‘Never’.

 If you can’t afford downtime use Clonezilla to regularly 
image your disks to a portable USB disk.

while the upgrade process hasn’t failed for us for a long time 
now, it always helps to spend some time creating a backup of 
your data. Chances are you are already smart enough to 
regularly backup your important data using Ubuntu’s built-in 
backup application. As an additional precaution you can also 
create a bare metal clone of your disk using Clonezilla which 
can image your disk and save it to a remote location or to 
another locally attached disk.

Also, the upgrade process will install newer versions of any 
proprietary drivers that you’ve installed using the Additional 
Drivers tool. However, if you’ve manually downloaded and 
installed proprietary drivers straight from a vendor’s website, 
then you should first remove these and revert to the open 
source equivalents before initiating the upgrade process.  

If you’re using ATI drivers, to zap them type:
sudo apt-get purge “fglrx.*”

Now backup the xorg.conf file and remove the original with:
sudo mv /etc/X11/xorg.conf /etc/X11/xorg.conf.backup

Now reinstall xorg with
sudo apt-get install --reinstall xserver-xorg-core libgl1-mesa-
glx:i386 libgl1-mesa-dri:i386 libgl1-mesa-glx:amd64 libgl1-
mesa-dri:amd64

and then reconfigure it with:
sudo dpkg-reconfigure xserver-xorg

Similarly, Nvidia users can revert to the Nouveau open 
source drivers by installing them with
sudo apt-get install nouveau-firmware

and then reconfiguring Xorg with:
sudo dpkg-reconfigure xserver-xorg

Also, while a majority of PPAs don’t interfere with the 
upgrade process, some like x-swat and xorg-edges should be 
removed with the ppa-purge utility, such as
sudo ppa-purge xorg-edgers

After taking these precautions, you can safely upgrade to 
the new release. The existing installation will alert you of the 
new release. To manually check for new release, type
sudo update-manager -d

which will launch the Software Updater and search for new 
releases. When it finds one, click the ‘Upgrade’ button to 
begin the upgradation process. 
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Taking complete charge

“Ubuntu ships with one of  
the simplest to use backup  
tools called Déja Dup.”

All the important details to do on a fresh Ubuntu install.

 Set up online accounts
Not everyone will be keen to use proprietary services, but for 
those who don’t mind sullying their open source credentials 
can use some of the popular online ones, such as Gmail, 
Google Docs, Flickr, Picasa, Facebook, Google+ and more in 
Ubuntu 15.10 by configuring the distro to grant access data 
housed inside these services.

To get started, bring up the System Settings by clicking on 
the gears icon in the top-right corner of the screen and head 
to the Online Accounts option. Once you’ve added an 
account, you can search for content on these online services 
from the Dash. Just as you would search for local content, the 
Search lens will also display documents on Google Docs and 
the Photos lens will show pictures from Facebook, Flickr, and 
Picasa. Similarly, you will also be able to publish photos from 
Shotwell directly to a Picasa album or a Facebook album or 
on Flickr, if you have added those accounts.

 Configure backups
One of the first things you should do before you start using 
your new installation is to configure the built-in Backup 
application. Ubuntu ships with one of the simplest to use 
backup tools called Déja Dup. The application has a very 
minimal interface and you’ll need to configure it before 
putting it into action.

Again bring up the System Settings window and click the 
‘Backups’ option under the System section to launch Déja 
Dup. In the application, switch to the Folders to Save tab and 
use the ‘+’ button at the bottom to point the application to the 
folder you wish to save. After you’ve selected the folders to 

backup, switch to the Storage location tab to 
point the tool to the location where you 
want to house your backups. Déja Dup 
can save backups on a separate 
partition or on a remote location 
accessible through SSH, FTP, Samba 
or WebDAV.

While creating a backup, Déja Dup 
will also, optionally, allowing you to 
encrypt the backups. Creating the initial 
backup usually takes quite some time, but 
subsequent backups are much faster because 
the tool only backups data that has changed.

 Share files
Most users will want to share files from their Ubuntu 
computer with other systems on their network which can be 

easily done using Samba, the free software 
re-implementation of the SMB/CIFS 
networking protocol. You can install Samba 
along with its graphical configuration tool 
simply enough with the following: sudo apt-
get install samba samba-common system-
config-samba.

To begin sharing, open the graphical 
Samba configuration application and add the folder you want 
to share and set up its access permissions. Then give it a 
name; which is what others will see when they’re browsing 
network shares on your machine. Last, you’ll have to select 
whether you wish to restrict access to specific users or grant 
access to everyone. Now right-click on the folder that you 
want to share and open the share options to select the ‘Share 
this folder’ option. It’s worth noting that Samba uses a 
separate set of passwords than the standard Linux system 
accounts. Use the  smbpasswd  command to create a Samba 
password for your user [see tutorials p68 for more details]:
sudo smbpasswd -a bodhi

Enable the firewall
Setting up a firewall helps insulate your 
computer from the crackers and malicious 
users looking for illegal entry into your system. 
Linux includes the powerful and comprehensive 
iptables firewall which can be easily managed 
with the Gufw application. It’s available in 
Ubuntu’s Universe repos and can be installed 
with  sudo apt-get install gufw . Once the app is 
installed, bring up the System Settings window 
and click the ‘Firewall Configuration’ option 
under the System section.

Begin by first enabling the firewall. Once 
enabled you can set the Incoming and 
Outgoing policies by selecting one of the three 

options in the drop-down menus. The Allow 
option will allow traffic without asking any 
questions. The Deny option will silently discard 
all incoming or outgoing packets. The Reject 
option is different in that it sends an error 
packet to the sender of the incoming packets.

After you’ve set the policy for both Incoming 
and Outgoing traffic you can define specific 
rules for individual apps and services. To create 
a rule, switch to the Rules tab and click on the 
‘+’ button. Use the Preconfigured tab to select 
the application you wish to control traffic for 
and the application will automatically define the 
most effective rules. 
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Customise Ubuntu
 Manage repos

The larger open source community offers a lot more 
packages than you can find in Ubuntu’s official repositories 
(repos). Third-party repos that host Ubuntu packages are 
known as Personal Package Archives (PPA), and you can 
search for various PPAs on Ubuntu’s launchpad  
(http://bit.ly/PPAsForUbuntu). Every PPA page will list its 
location which begins with ‘ppa:’, eg the location of the PPA 
for the Chromium browser is ppa:winski/chromium. You can 
add this PPA to your system with:  sudo add-apt-repository 
ppa:winski/chromium . Ubuntu will now fetch the PPA’s key to 
verify the archives integrity. When it’s done refresh the list of 
repos with  sudo apt-get update after which you can install 
packages from this PPA.

 Add graphics drivers 
Most video cards have open source drivers available which 
are usually adequate for regular desktop work. But if you plan 
to use your computer for gaming you might need to use 
proprietary drivers from the graphics card’s vendor. Before 
you can install the driver for your graphics card, find out its 
make and model using the  lspci | grep VGA  command. 
You can get more details, such as its clock speed and 
capabilities, using  sudo lshw -C video .

The Oibaf repos is popular for getting the latest bleeding 
edge open source drivers to users. Add and enable the Oibaf 
repo with  sudo add-apt-repository ppa:oibaf/graphics-drivers; 
sudo apt-get update  before upgrading your driver stack with  
 sudo apt-get dist-upgrade . Similarly, to fetch the latest stable 
Nvidia drivers, add and enable the X-Swat PPA with  sudo 
add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-x-swat/x-updates; sudo apt-get 
update  before installing the drivers with  sudo apt-get install 
nvidia-current .

For AMD cards, the best source for the proprietary driver 
is AMD’s website (http://support.amd.com). Use the drop-
down menus on the website to enter details about your 
graphics card and then download the suggested driver. Unzip 
it to reveal a .run script. Before you install the driver make 
sure you install its dependencies with  sudo apt-get install 

Your installation, your way.

 Use CompizConfig Settings Manager to tweak aspects of Unity.

dh-make dh-modaliases execstack libc6-i386 lib32gcc1 . Now 
run the script, such as  sudo sh ./amd-driver-installer-
13.35.1005-x86.x86_64.run . This will launch the graphical 
AMD Catalyst proprietary driver installer which will also install 
the Catalyst Control Center GPU management software.

 Customise boot loader
By default, Ubuntu sets the bootloader to boot the distro 
automatically in 10 seconds. There are several reasons you 
might want to change this behaviour, eg if you have multiple 
OSes on the machine, you might want to reorder them and 
change the default OS, or you might want to increase or 
decrease the time before the default operating system is 
booted automatically. The Grub Customizer [see step 5 and 6 
on the next page] on is a wonderful tool for graphically 
modifying the bootloader. To tweak the default OS to boot, 
launch the tool and switch to the General Settings tab. Select 
the ‘Predefined’ radio button under the Default Entry section 
and use the drop-menu to select the default OS. If you toggle 
the ‘Previously Booted Entry’ radio button, instead of using a 
predefined default entry, Grub will boot by default into the last 
booted OS. You can also adjust the timeout value for booting 
into the default OS from within this page. When you’re done 
making changes, click on the ‘Save’ button and this will write 
the changes to the bootloader.

 Stop leaking information
By default, every time you search for an app or a file in the 
Dash, Ubuntu also displays “relevant” suggestions from online 
web stores such as Amazon. If you don’t want your queries 
being routed to Canonical servers and then to third-parties on 
the internet you can turn off this feature. To selectively exclude 
some services from the results, click the Dash Home icon on 
the launcher and click ‘Filter Results’ next to the search box. 
Now deselect the categories or sources that you want to 
exclude from the search results, such as Amazon and eBay. To 
disable the feature for good, head to System Settings and 
under the Personal section select Security & Privacy. Now 
switch to the Search tab and turn off the option labelled ‘When 
Searching in the Dash: Include Online Search Results’.

 Don’t record file/app usage
For easier access Ubuntu’s Dash displays all recently 
accessed files on your system. To prevent the distro from 
keeping track of particular apps, head to System Settings and 
under the Personal section select Security & Privacy. Now 
switch to the Files & Applications tab, where you can 
selectively turn off tracking, such as Music, Pictures, Videos, 
Presentation etc. If you wish to exclude the contents of 
particular folders, then click on the ‘+’ icon beneath the 
Exclude section and point to the folder you want to omit. 
Similarly, you can exclude particular apps as well. You can also 
use the ‘Clear Usage Data’ button to delete existing records of 
accessed files and apps. To turn off the feature for good, 
toggle the Record File and Application Usage setting to ‘Off’.
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Systemd cheatsheet
Ubuntu has recently introduced a new service 
manager called Systemd replacing its own 
Upstart manager. Although most desktop users 
don’t need to interact with the service manager 
directly, a working knowledge might come in 
handy to bail you out of sticky situations.

The Systemd service manager uses the  

 systemctl  command to control the services. 

Enter the  systemctl  command in a terminal 
window to list the status of everything that is 
controlled by Systemd. Then use the  systemctl 
list-units -t service  command, which will only 
lists the active services. You can check the 
status of any individual service with the  
 systemctl status  command such as: systemctl 
status sshd.service.

Similarly, you can change the state of the 
service by replacing  status  with  start ,  restart  
and  stop  – eg  sudo systemctl start sshd.
service  will start the service if it isn’t already 
running. If you want a service to start at boot 
use  enable , eg  sudo systemctl enable sshd.
service  will do the trick while sudo systemctl 
disable sshd.service disables it at boot.

1  Bye Software Center
Although it’s designed to be very user 
friendly, the Ubuntu Software Center isn’t 
very intuitive when it comes to installing 
components apart from applications, such 
as individual libraries. Synaptic is a graphical 
front-end for the command-line for the 
powerful APT utility and is one of the most 
popular package managers. It’s available in 
the official Ubuntu repositories, and you can 
install it with a simple  sudo apt-get install 
synaptic  command.

4  Load apps faster
The Preload daemon is a clever little tool that 
runs in the background and keeps track of 
your frequently used apps. It then uses this 
insight and loads the apps into memory 
before you need them, thus effectively 
improving their startup time. To use the app, 
just fetch it from the official repositories with  
 sudo apt-get install preload .The daemon will 
then get to work and you should start 
noticing quicker app launches after the app 
has profiled your app usage pattern.

3  New keyboard shortcuts 
If you wish to edit the shortcuts for existing 
actions or define your own, bring up the 
System Settings, click the ‘Keyboard’ button 
and switch to the Shortcuts tab. In this 
window, the existing shortcuts are categorised 
under sections based on their function, such 
as Launcher, Screenshots and Navigation, 
System etc. Click on a category to bring up all 
the shortcuts it houses. To edit one, click on it 
and press the key or key combination that you 
want to assign to that action.

6  Remove unused kernels
Whenever an Ubuntu update installs a 
kernel, it keeps the entry for the older kernel 
as a failsafe option in the boot menu. Once 
you’ve made sure the updated kernel works, 
you can safely remove the older one and 
unclutter Grub. The List configuration tab 
lists all the entries displayed in the current 
Grub configuration. Right-click on the one 
you wish to remove and select the ‘Remove’ 
option. When you’re done making changes, 
click on the ‘Save’ button to update Grub.

2  Customise Quicklists
Quicklists are a set of commonly used tasks 
that you can access directly by right-clicking 
on an app’s icon in the launcher. To add and 
customise quicklists, grab the Quicklist 
Editor from http://bit.ly/QuicklistEditor. 
The application scans the launcher and 
displays all the items currently on it along 
with their quicklist entries. You can now add 
an entry to an existing item, either by 
entering a custom command or by selecting 
from one of the presets.

5  Edit the boot loader
The Grub Customizer app is a wonderful tool 
for modifying Ubuntu’s bootloader. You can 
install it by adding its PPA with  sudo add-apt-
repository ppa:danielrichter2007/grub-
customizer  followed by  sudo apt-get update 
&& sudo apt-get install grub-customizer . To 
customise the boot menu, launch the tool 
and switch to the General Settings tab. 
Select the ‘Predefined’ radio button under 
the Default Entry section and use the drop-
menu to select the default OS.

The top 6 Ubuntu tweaks
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Ubuntu vs the world

W
hile you can credit Ubuntu for helping establish 
Linux as a mainstream alternative, it isn’t the only 
distro that’s designed for use as a regular desktop. 

The distro that has spawned several spins and downstream 
projects is itself based on a project that adorns many a 
desktops. Besides Ubuntu there are several other projects 
that are toiling hard to create the perfect desktop distro that 
will appeal to a wide range of use cases.

The outstanding pupil
Linux Mint is one of the most popular distros built on top of 
Ubuntu. Despite this connection, the two have grown apart 
quite a lot and take different approaches to providing an easy 
to use and intuitive desktop.

One of the main reasons for Linux Mint’s popularity is its 
custom tools. Fans of the distro like the fact that Mint 
packages the best of Ubuntu in a more usable and relatable 
desktop. The core component of its enhanced usability 
experience is its home-brewed Cinnamon desktop that has 
established itself as a mainstream desktop environment that 
follows the conventional desktop metaphor. So while Ubuntu 
went ahead with Unity despite users voicing their displeasure, 

Ubuntu vs Fedora
There are several similarities 
between the Ubuntu and the 
Fedora project. For instance, 

both projects are backed by for-profit 
companies and employ the top software 
developers that are critical to the respective 
projects. One difference between the two is their 
package management systems. 

Fedora uses RPM packages in contrast to 
Ubuntu that uses Debs. Another difference 
between the two is the default desktop, with 
Fedora defaulting to Gnome 3. That said both 

Ubuntu and Fedora projects support other 
desktops as well via a number of distro variants.

In addition to the desktop flavour, both 
projects also produce server releases. However, 
while Fedora has long been used as a test bed 
for Red Hat’s subscription-based RHEL distro, 
Ubuntu has always focused on the desktop user. 
This is also why Ubuntu is better equipped for a 
wide variety of desktop users than Fedora.

While both Fedora’s Gnome and Ubuntu’s 
Unity involve a learning curve, the Gnome 
learning curve is much steeper than Unity’s as 

the desktop has made some usability tweaks 
starting with its 3.x release that take some time 
getting used to. But the desktop is tweakable 
and you can use official extensions to mould it 
as per your comfort level. Also with each 
subsequent release Gnome is expanding its 
repertoire of official apps and now includes apps 
for managing everything from music and 
graphics to running virtual machines. Due to 
this, Fedora, which is often regarded as the 
premier Gnome distro, comes out as a polished 
and well integrated distro with a consistent look.

How the Ubuntu family tree rules the waves.

 The Linux Mint project has also developed a spin of its distro based on 
Debian Testing, which is called Linux Mint Debian Edition.

Mint paid attention to the users’ frowns and tried to look for a 
solution by initially introducing a set of extensions for Gnome 
3 and then building its own desktop.

Both Ubuntu’s and Mint’s desktop shell take cues from 
proprietary desktops. But while Ubuntu will feel familiar to 
users from Mac OS X, Mint will appeal to users coming from a 
Windows desktop. For new users getting familiar with and 
navigating Ubuntu’s Unity takes more time than it takes to get 
started with Mint’s Cinnamon.

Cinnamon features a taskbar at the bottom of the desktop 
which has a Start menu-esque Mint Menu that brings up a 
categorised list of apps and gives you access to the various 
settings on your computer. You can even add shortcuts to the 
side of your taskbar to mimic Windows’ quick launch 
behaviour. Another reason for Mint’s popularity is its ease of 
customisation; Mint has loads of settings for tweaking 
everything down to the minute details of your interface.

Although Linux Mint bundles its own custom settings tool 
that can be used to influence the appearance of the desktop 
and tweak compositing effects, some of its elements are 
similar to Ubuntu’s. The one major difference is the Device 
Drivers tool. In contrast to the one that’s bundled with 
Ubuntu, Mint’s tool has a tweaked user interface and helps 
users make an informed decision about which drivers to use 
for their devices.

In terms of applications, both Ubuntu and Mint come with 
a set of preinstalled apps that cover most of your needs, but 
Mint supplies a wider collection. It’s also a lot more usable 
straight out of the box as it ships with the popular codecs and 
plugins. For adding apps, Mint uses its own Software Manager 
app which isn’t as slick as the Ubuntu Software Center, but 
does its job nicely.

Going upstream
Ubuntu is based on Debian’s Unstable branch but the two 
have marked differences. For starters, Debian caters to over a 
dozen hardware architectures as compared to Ubuntu’s three 
supported architectures: 32-bit, 64-bit and ARM.

Also, while the Debian installer can be used by first time 
users, it puts more emphasis on flexibility and rolls up enough 
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Ubuntu flavours

Ubuntu vs Mageia
Mageia, which came out on top in 
our annual best Linux distribution 
roundup [see Features, p32, 

LXF203] sits pretty much in contrast to Ubuntu. 
The distro, which has had a long association 
with the Linux community in one form or 
another, is managed by a non-profit and has a 
very democratic and transparent development 
process. Mageia is a wonderfully put together 
distro that looks elegant with its custom theme 
and customised KDE desktop. The KDE Plasma 
desktop also adheres to the classic desktop 

metaphor and unlike Ubuntu will not trip up 
first-time users.

By default, Mageia ships with only open 
source software, but you can infuse proprietary 
applications and codecs into your installation 
without much effort. Unlike Ubuntu, Mageia 
greets its users with a Welcome app which does 
a nice job of educating the users about the 
distro’s repos structure and also gives them the 
option to flesh it out by adding popular 
proprietary apps and codecs. In addition to the 
installable live medium, much like Ubuntu, 

Mageia is also available in an install-only DVD 
which offers users a wider selection of apps as 
well as multiple desktops.

Also in contrast to Ubuntu, Mageia has an 
expansive set of custom tools and utilities that 
can be used by first-time users and many offer 
enough flexibility to satisfy advanced users. 
Mageia’s Control Center offers a lot more 
tweakable options than Ubuntu’s System 
Settings. Still, the distro ships with reasonable 
defaults and most users can get started with the 
distro without any tweaks.

 Debian is a ‘purist’ distro to the extent that it forks 
Mozilla projects to remove the trademark requirements.

This distro enables Gnome users to experience the best of their 
favourite desktop environment without missing out on all the goodies 
of Ubuntu. It ships with useful add-ons such as the Gnome Tweak Tool.

The newest member of the Ubuntu family, the distro is a feature-
packed lightweight desktop that also runs on the Raspberry 2. Use its 
Mate Welcome app to easily extend the stock installation.

The oldest and also very popular distro does an impressive job of 
bringing together the latest release of the highly customisable and 
stylish KDE Plasma desktop with the ease of use of Ubuntu.

The distro lets you sample all the Ubuntu goodness on an 
underpowered computer. Keep your eyes peeled for the next release 
which will use the LXQt desktop and include new custom applications.

The Xfce-based distro has made certain changes to its portfolio of 
applications in order to allow users to be more productive with the 
distro and also includes a new tool to switch panels.

options to be of use to experienced campaigners as well. 
While it selects sensible default options, it allows users to 
customise selections at every step of the installation process.

Visually speaking, Debian defaults to a stock Gnome 
release and the distro boasts of one of the largest repos of 
software so you can replace the desktop with virtually any of 
the available options. One of the biggest difference between 
the two is in the age of the package available in their 
respective repos. Ubuntu’s software is usually more current 
than Debian’s, but as a trade-off, Debian’s software tends to 
be more thoroughly tested and stable. The two distros also 
use different security models: Ubuntu does away with the 
root user and instead uses  sudo .

Debian’s packages are divided into three main 
repositories: Unstable, Testing and Stable. Between these 
three repos Debian caters to users looking for stability at the 
cost of features as well as to users looking for bleeding edge 
software and everyone in between.

Lastly, Debian like Linux Mint is primarily a community 
supported project. All its maintainers get a vote on all issues, 
including the selection of a Debian Project Leader. Ubuntu 
does things differently. Although it does have a Community 
Council and Technical Board, Ubuntu’s founder Mark 
Shuttleworth is a permanent member of both, and is known 
to use his veto power to push certain changes through that 
he feels are important to Ubuntu’s and Canonical’s future, 
some of which we’ll see in Xenial Xerus 16.04 LTS in 2016. LXF
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Jonni Bidwell meets Digital 
Ocean’s Tammy Butow to 
talk skateboarding, punk rock 
and life at the world’s second 
largest hosting provider.
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Digital 
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Digital Ocean (DO) is 
a New York-based 
cloud hosting 
provider. Since its 
inauguration in 2011, 
the company has 
witnessed 
phenomenal growth 

and is now second only to Amazon Web 
Services (as far as web-facing IP addresses 
are concerned). Tammy Butow, a former 
cybercrime investigator at the National 
Australian Bank and founder of Ladies Who 
Linux is their Platform Support Manager. 
We caught up with her to talk about life at 
the edge of the cloud.

Linux Format: What does your job at Digital 
Ocean involve?
Tammy Butow: I’m the Platform Support 
Manager and I work with a team of Linux 
system administrators and trust and safety 
analysts. We support developers who want to 
use the Digital Ocean cloud, so if they have any 
questions or come across any issues they can 
just open up a ticket. That goes to our team, 
who are 24/7 so they can provide a rapid 
response. My team all work remotely from all 
over the US, so they’ve got all the timezones 
covered. They also all have a lot of experience 
with Linux so it’s nice because 
they’re able to easily help people 
with their problems. Often if you 
write in a ticket, then we can write 
back straight away with a really 
helpful response.

LXF: How long have you been 
doing that? And how did you get 
into it? It doesn’t sound like you’re from this 
part of the world?
TB: I’ve been working at Digital Ocean for the 
last year. I lived in Australia my whole life before 
that and then I decided that I wanted to work on 
cloud infrastructure. I also wanted to work at a 
startup so I applied to DO, interviews and 
everything happened over the internet and then 
I relocated to New York.

LXF: So Digital Ocean started from pretty 
much nothing, and now all of a sudden 
they’re the second biggest hosting provider 
in the world. How does that even happen?
TB: Yeah, it’s pretty cool. Well, I’ve only been 
there for the last year, but I think the main 
reason is that it’s a very simple experience that 
developers just love. Just to illustrate, when you 
go to the Droplet Create page, to make a server, 
you just click what distro you want, choose the 
size, the pricing’s all really simple. Then if you 
decide you don’t want it anymore you can just 
click ‘destroy’ and it’s gone. The control panel is 

really intuitive and also the API is pretty simple 
to use. People just enjoy using it – that’s why I 
wanted to work there, because it was fun and 
easy to use.

LXF: I’ve dabbled with a couple of low-end 
VPS providers, and in some cases the 
experience really isn’t fun, so I hear what 
you’re saying.
TB: One of our big values is just to create a 
really simple experience. It should be something 
that you think is fun and enjoyable. I love using 
the cloud and using Linux and spinning up new 
servers, trying out new distros. Just being able 
to spin up a new server and try something new, 
it costs a few cents if you only have it running 
for a little while. Whether it’s a different web 
server or a whole different distro, say something 
new like CoreOS, it’s a nice way to do it because 
it’s so easy to get started.

LXF: How did you get into technology?
TB: I’ve always loved technology, my mum and 
dad ran a gardening business, so nothing 
related to computers. My mum grew up on a 
farm and my dad was always outside. Neither of 
them were really into computers but when I was 
little my mum somehow thought that 
computers would be the future and would be a 
good thing to learn. So they paid heaps of 

money and bought this computer and when I 
was 12 we connected it to the internet. So there 
I was a girl on the internet in the early 90s, and 
it was pretty boring – there wasn’t really 
anything for 12-year-old girls – so I decided that 
I was going to make websites for me and my 
friends. So I started being involved in actually 
building the internet, that was a lot of fun. 
Ever since then I’ve always wanted to work in 
technology, so I studied it at university. I’ve 
followed a pretty normal path I think, leading to 
a software engineering degree and then 
working as a software engineer.

I’ve always wanted to increase the number 
of women in technology, because when I 
started to work I realised that there weren’t very 
many of us. I didn’t understand why, because so 
many of my friends loved technology. I had all 
these friends that were girls building cool stuff 
so I started a few different groups: 
GirlGeekAcademy.com, @LadiesWhoLinux and 
we just get together and learn together and it’s 
really cool because you realise that there are 

quite a lot of tech-minded women out there, 
even if they’re not at your workplace.

LXF: I guess once you have that platform for 
finding one another and mingling then you 
can join forces a lot better.
TB: Exactly, it’s like a community and it really 
helps people build their confidence. It’s been 
amazing, in New York especially there are a lot 

of women who’ve been working with 
Linux for a long time. Carmen Andoh, 
she lives there and does devops right 
now, she has over 15 years experience 
and is a great mentor to have.

LXF: The Linux Kernel Mailing List is 
often accused of being 
unwelcoming, insensitive and 

sweary. Linus is consistently unapologetic 
about his own outbursts, claiming they are 
all in the spirit of the project. He opposes 
any attempt to introduce ‘corporate fake 
politeness’, which is fair enough, but in your 
experience have you ever found developer 
culture intimidating?
TB: Personally, I grew up skateboarding and 
listening to punk rock – I was a sponsored 
skateboarder when I was 14, so I grew up in the 
skate parks falling over everyday. There you’re 
always trying to push yourself to get better and 
often end up walking home covered in blood. 
And then I’d be hanging out in mosh pits when 
I wasn’t in the skate parks. And also being 
Australian, it’s very different to living in the US 
I think.

LXF: The quintessential school of hard 
knocks, then?
TB: Exactly. So that sort of stuff doesn’t bother 
me, but if it bothers anyone else that’s not great 
because really things should be more inclusive 

on catching the tech bug 

“I started being involved in 
building the internet, that 
was a lot of fun.”

Interview

 Butow started LadiesWhoLinux as a way for 
women into technology to find each other.

Tammy Butow
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so that everyone can be involved. I mean there’s 
now a lot more diversity in tech, so people from 
different cultures, different genders, different 
backgrounds, that’s a fact of life now, so we 
really need to figure out how to manage that 
diversity. How do you make it inclusive for 
everyone when they’re all so different.

Obviously there are other places on the 
internet where abuse and trolling is much more 
of a problem, but where I am on the internet I 
don’t see that, because the internet is a big 
place and I just don’t go to those places, I don’t 
see any of that on a day-to-day basis because 
it’s not what I’m involved in. Just as you might 

go to certain restaurants and avoid others, so I 
will do with certain websites. I wouldn’t hang out 
somewhere where I was treated rudely in real 
life so why would I hang out in such a place on 
the Internet? So people might think ‘there’s not 
many girls on this bulletin board’, and the 
answer is probably ‘because they don’t want to 
be there’. I mean nobody’s going to be on every 
single website because there isn’t time.

When I moved to the US I thought it’d be 
very similar to Australia, but it’s really not, it’s 
very different and I’ve spent the last year 
figuring out all of those differences. One of them 
is how we’re brought up in Oz versus how 
people are brought up in the US. I’m sure it’s 
totally different in the UK as well.

LXF: Verily, I’m pretty sure we didn’t have to 
pledge allegiance to anything at school. 
Except maybe the fact that teacher was 
always right.

TB: Ha. In Australia when we did sport, boys 
and girls always played together, whether it was 
cricket, football or soccer, people weren’t 
segregated by gender. In the US the opposite is 
true, so you’re altogether in the classroom and 
then all of a sudden divided up for the physical 
stuff. Very different to what I was used to.

LXF: That’s a good observation. At school 
they made us learn knitting and do 
gymnastics and stuff. But moving on from 
those dark days let’s talk about Linux. 
Do you have a favourite distribution?
TB: I use Ubuntu a lot at the moment because 
we use it for work and our customers use it 
primarily. But I try out everything – at the 
moment a lot of my team are studying for the 
Red Hat certificates, so we use a lot of Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) to be able to learn 
about that. So I do have a lot of experience 
there, particularly over the past eight months. 
But yeah, I do stuff with Fedora and other major 
distributions as well. I really enjoyed learning 
CoreOS because it’s very different to other 
Linuxes – very minimalist. I do love to go to 
Distrowatch.com and look at all the different 
distros, seeing where they fit in category-wise 
and seeing all the new ones that pop up. I have 
a friend Ryan who works at Digital Ocean and 
he has his own distro called Symphony OS 
which he’s been running for 10 years. I think it’s 
really cool that you can make your own distro.

LXF: And sticking with 
it for 10 years is pretty 
impressive, too.
TB: Yeah it’s so cool, he 
has a whole community 
that’s grown up around it 
and gets loads of traffic 

with every new release. It’s really cool and it’s 
great that there are people out there doing this.

LXF: I always try and extol the benefits of 
being au fait with a few distros to our 
readers. There’s a sort of parallel with 
language here, in that until you learn to 
speak some other ones, it’s hard to see 
how language works. So until you see 
things from a couple of distros’ perspectives, 
then it’s hard to get a handle on where a 
particular distro ends and Linux begins.
TB: That’s the fortunate thing about working at 
Digital Ocean: I have to know the different 
distros and how they work and how they’re 
different because we have to support all of 
them that we have on the platform. At the 
moment I think we have eight distros, which is 
quite a lot to learn if you want to know them 
inside out. We’ve just added FreeBSD as our 
most recent offering and again that’s very 

different – things being Unix-oriented rather 
than Linux-oriented.

LXF: It’s become pretty straightforward and 
cheap now for anyone to set up their own 
server, and Digital Ocean is making this 
easier still. So this means there’s a lot more 
servers out there and by extension a lot 
more servers that end up hacked. How do 
you manage users setting things up 
insecurely and being part of these statistics?
TB: That’s actually my team that looks after 
that, so that’s the Trust and Safety analysts. 
A big part of that is teaching people what are 
the basics of security. Back in Australia I also 
worked in Cybercrime and Investigations where 
I was investigating malware and taking down 
phishing sites, so I do have that background. 
A lot of what we teach our customers is the 
really simple things – having SSH keys instead 
of passwords is a major thing. Lots of people 
tend not to do this, especially if they’re just 
starting to learn about cloud infrastructure and 
haven’t had to deal with keys before, so we take 
the time to explain them, both theoretically 
and practically.

LXF: Yes, and then once you’ve generated 
and authorised the keys you have to 
remember and not to drop the ball by 
forgetting to tell sshd (SSH Daemon) not to 
accept passwords anymore.
TB: Exactly, and things like changing the port, 
using fail2ban and firewall settings. If somebody 
does receive an abuse complaint we’ll assign it 
to their account and they’ll be alerted. Usually 
it’s because they have been compromised and 
they’ll ask how this has happened. We’ll help 
them with that, destroying the server if 

on internet trolls 

“I wouldn’t hang out 
somewhere where I was 
treated rudely in real life.”
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necessary and recovering data from it if 
possible. Most of the time destruction isn’t 
necessary. Even things like if someone wants to 
set up Wordpress and they install some 
insecure plugins, then there’s a lot of things that 
can go wrong. But that’s why security’s so 
important and I do have a background in 
security as well, so I really do care about it. I 
think it’s just about teaching people that if you 
spin up a new server with the password 
‘password’, then…

LXF: You’ve got about five seconds before 
you’re pwned.
TB: Basically. It’s really not a good idea. But 
often I’ve seen customers say things like “Why 
am I the target?” We have to explain that it’s not 
personal – you’re not the target – these kinds of 
attacks are automated. Just explaining things 
like that to customers, it’s a whole new world to 
a lot of people. They don’t know what it means 
to be compromised or hacked, so teaching the 
fundamentals of security is a big part of what 
we do.

LXF: So on the subject of education, I gather 
you gave an epic Linux masterclass at 
OSCON this year. Can you tell us something 
about that?
TB: Yeah that was really cool, Jessie Frazelle 
(Docker) and Georgi Knox (bit.ly) and I gave a 
talk called Linux Bootcamp: From casual Linux 
user to kernel hacker. That was really cool 
because we really started off with the 
foundations of how do you work with Linux? 
What is Linux? How do you then manage Linux? 
And then things like files, processes, being able 
to use vim. Then we went on to talk about 
filesystems and partitions, what they are and 
how to mount them. Then we went and looked 
at the kernel source tree, so we got into 
configuring the kernel and then building your 
own kernel. That was really fun, I really love 
learning more about Linux, how it actually 
works and understanding it more in depth.

LXF: I always like to make light of the fact 
that I’m a former mathematician. And one of 
many things I learned from that former life is 
how much deeper an understanding of the 
subject matter is required if you want to be 
an effective teacher.
TB: Totally. I studied a Bachelor of Education 
while I was doing my technology degree, and I 
did work as a teacher for a year, so I definitely 
have an education background and I love to 
teach. Jessie studied Maths at university, then 
did computer science as a subject and now she 
works at Docker. She really loves having that 
background, those critical-thinking and problem 
solving skills, it really helps with everything.  LXF

Tammy Butow
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Matt Hanson shows you how to start 
enjoying playing games on Linux.

G
aming on Linux has never  
been better. With over 1,500 
games available on Steam 
(store.steampowered.com) 

alone that support Ubuntu (officially 12.04 
LTS and many other distros, unofficially), 
the breadth of games that you can get on 
Linux is astonishing: from casual card 
games and puzzles for whiling away a few 
hours, to indie games that might be low on 
budget but are high on 
inventiveness, and even big 
budget ‘AAA’ games are now 
available.

Games are also beginning to 
run better than ever on Linux 
distros now that many game 
engines used by some of the biggest names in 
the gaming industry – such as the powerful 
CryEngine.com – have native Linux support. 
Gamers switching from the bloated Windows 
OS to Linux can also see performance 
increases, as their system won’t have to 
devote as much of its resources to 
background processes and instead 
concentrate on delivering the best gaming 

experience possible.
Not only is there a plethora of choice when 

it comes to gaming on Linux, it’s now easier 
than ever to get started. Although Valve’s 
proprietary store front has its issues – such as 
game DRM– it does make installing and 
running games an incredibly simple process. 
It’s also not the only game in the Linux-verse, 
Good Old Games (www.gog.com) is another 
service that sells games for Linux. It offers a 

mix of classic games (that have been made 
compatible with modern computers), new 
games and has a no-DRM policy.

Hardware manufacturers have also been 
upping their game as well, making good 
strides to ensure their graphics drivers are 
Linux compatible, so we can fit the most 
powerful gaming components into our 
machines. Of course, the beauty of Linux is 

that if you’re not too keen on using the 
hardware maker’s proprietary drivers, there’s 
a dedicated community creating third-party 
open source alternatives.

Thanks to the large variety of games 
available on Linux, the PC you use should be 
able to run at least some of them – though 
older machines without dedicated graphics 
cards may struggle to run the more 
graphically intensive and newer games – 

however you’ll still be able to 
play some puzzle, indie and 
retro games.

If you want to give your PC a 
bit of a boost to handle more 
demanding games then you 
don’t have to spend a fortune – 

a few modest upgrades here and there should 
give you a good experience when gaming. 
Most games – unless they are huge open 
world games – aren’t particularly CPU-
intensive, so if you have semi-recent dual- or 
quad-core processor, then you’ll most likely be 
fine to leave your CPU as it is. Modern CPUs, 
such as Intel’s Core i5 and Core i7 range, also 
include pretty decent integrated GPUs as well 

“We’ll show you how you can 
prepare your system to handle 
any game you want to play.”

Get gaming



– which means you might not even need to 
buy a dedicated graphics card to play many 
games.However, if your CPU is showing its age 
or you want to play more demanding games, 
then buying a dedicated graphics card is the 
best upgrade you can buy for your PC.

We have good news on two fronts here. 
First, most modern graphics cards play pretty 
nicely with Linux these days, so putting one in 
your system shouldn’t cause any trouble. Both 
first-party and third-party drivers are quite 
easy to install too (more on that in a bit) and 

Wine for games
Wine (which stands for Wine Is Not an Emulator) 
is a compatibility layer that enables Windows 
programs to run on Linux. Although it’s usually 
used for running office suites and other 
programs that haven’t made it to Linux (or don’t 
have an open source alternative), it can also be 
used for running Windows games in Linux as 
well. Of course, there’s a performance impact to 
running a game via Wine rather than natively, 
so it’s not really recommended for graphically 

demanding games – unless you have one hell of 
a machine. However if you have CDs of some old 
Windows games lying around, or you want to try 
an indie that hasn’t made it to Linux just yet – 
then Wine is a great possible solution.

To install, open up the Terminal and type
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-wine/ppa
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install wine1.7

and a window will pop up asking you to read and 

agree to a EULA by Microsoft. You might have 
hoped you’d left all this behind, but it’s a 
necessary step to using Wine. Once you’ve 
scrolled down and agreed, type in  $ winetricks . 
To run the graphical user interface for Wine. 
You may have to install additional packages, and 
Wine will take you through the process. With 
‘Select the default wineprefix’ selected click ‘OK’ 
and then you can begin installing required 
software to run Windows games in Linux.

 The Steam library lists all the games that you’ve purchased. Once bought, you can 
download and play a game on any machine as long as you’ve logged in once to your account.

 Metro Last Light is one of the more 
demanding games on Linux and also 
comes with a built-in benchmark tool.

they generally behave themselves.
The second bit of good news is that you 

don’t have to spend a lot of money to get a 
capable graphics card. Sure, there are some 
ludicrously expensive GPUs on the market, 
such as Nvidia’s £800 Titan X, but these are 
aimed at gaming enthusiasts. For entry level 
and mid-range cards you can get something 
decent for between £60-£150, depending on 
the level of performance that you require. 
Despite these low prices you should be able to 
run most modern games smoothly thanks to 
most games being scalable for a variety of 
hardware configurations – so you might have 
to dial down an effect here or there, but you’ll 
get smooth framerates.

Most modern games are also developed 
with the Xbox One and PlayStation 4 in mind, 
and despite being pretty new, these games 
consoles have relatively modest graphics 
capabilities compared to PCs. If you want to 
future proof your gaming machine a really 
general rule of thumb you can use when 
choosing a graphics card is that if you want to 
run games at resolutions higher than 1080p, 
or on more than one monitor, then we’d 
recommend going for a GPU with 4GB of 
GDDR memory. However, for most casual 
gamers this will be overkill, and any card 
equipped with 2GB should be plenty.

With this in mind, we’d suggest a graphics 

card, such as the Nvidia GTX 950, is a great 
choice if you want to play most of the latest 
games at 1080p. It comes with 2GB of 
memory and goes for around £130, which 
makes it excellent value for money. We got one 
in to test, in fact, and ran a number of 
benchmarks to see how good it performs.

Benchmarking
The first benchmark we ran was Heaven, 
which is a well-known benchmarking tool 
among gamers for seeing how well a graphics 
card performs. You can download the RUN file 
from http://bit.ly/UnigineHeaven. Once 
downloaded, open up the Terminal and type:
cd ~/Downloads
chmod 700 Unigine_Heaven-4.0.run
sudo ./Unigine_Heaven-4.0.run

To install the benchmark. To run it, change 
directory into the Heaven folder and type  
./heaven . A screen will appear asking you 
what type of benchmark you want to perform. 
Click ‘OK’ and an animated video will appear, 
putting your GPU through a workout. On the 
top-right hand corner of the screen you’ll see 
a counter for frames per second – the higher 
it is the smoother the gameplay will be.

The test computer we’re running the 
benchmarks on has an Intel Core i7-6700K 
processor, Intel’s sixth-generation Core i7 
flagship. It’s one of the best CPUs around, and 
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though it’s a bit pricey at around £260-£300, 
it’s got good future proof qualities, with 
support for new DDR4 RAM and a powerful 
integrated Intel HD Graphics 530 GPU.

Without a dedicated graphics card, the 
Intel Core i7-6700K reached an average of 7.9 
frames per second (fps), with a minimum fps 
of 5.6 in the Heaven benchmark. In 
comparison with a GTX 950 GPU installed, 
the Heaven reached an average of 39fps and a 
minimum of 20.4fps.

We also benchmarked the GTX 950 in 
Metro Last Light, a graphically demanding first 
person shooting game that was the first AAA 
game to be available for Linux. At full 1080p 
resolution the GTX 950 hovered around the 
50 frames per second mark for most of the 
run, offering a smooth gameplay experience. 
However, we found there were sudden drops 
to 36fps when things got busy – though the 
graphics settings were set to maximum. 

If you want a more consistent framerate 
then you can lower some of the graphical 
details, and it will still look lovely. It’s certainly 
better than the integrated graphics that is on 
the Intel Core i7-6700K, which only managed 
21fps in Metro Last Light – and that was while 
running the game at the lowest 
graphical settings, too.

Installing a GPU
It’s clear, then, that if you want to 
play graphically demanding big 
budget games, a dedicated 
graphics card is a must-have on your 
shopping list. Graphics card are relatively 
straightforward to install. All you need to do is 
turn off your machine and pop off the side to 
get to your motherboard. The graphics card 
slots into the primary PCIe slot – check your 
motherboard’s manual (or run a quick online 

search) if you’re not sure, though most 
motherboards are clearly labelled up.

One of the best things about putting 
together a PC is that it’s pretty hard to plug 
something into the wrong port or slot – they 
just won’t fit. The PCIe slots have a little lever 

at one end of them and pressing these down 
helps eject the graphics card if you want to 
remove or replace it, so when installing you 
might have to angle the card so that the small 
cut out in the card fits under the lever. You’ll 
also have to make sure that there’s a gap in 
the chassis of your PC to allow you to reach 

the ports of the graphics card when it’s 
installed. To create a gap most chassis allow 
you to unscrew a thin metal grille to give 
access to the card’s ports. Find the grille that 
aligns with the PCIe slot you’re going to be 
installing the card in, and use a screwdriver to 

unscrew the screws holding it in 
place – but make sure you keep 
hold of the screws. Remove the 
grille cover and then insert your 
graphics card into the PCIe slot. 
Now use the screws that you kept 
hold of and use them to secure the 

graphics card in place.
Many graphics cards – especially the more 

powerful ones – require that they are plugged 
in to your computer’s PSU (power supply 
unit), so check to see if the card has one or 
even two of these PCIe six- and eight-pin 
sockets. Your PSU should have a cable running 
from it with matching connectors. If not, 
Molex adaptors should be provided with the 
card, however any good 500W PSU should 
provide at least one of these and we’d 
recommend upgrading if yours does not. You 
can now close up your PC and attach your 
monitor to your graphics card and power it on.

All going well your PC should boot and 
you’ll see the desktop environment of the 

 The Heaven 
benchmark will 
stress test your 

graphics card 
to see how well 

it performs.
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Steam Machines
Valve, the company behind the Steam platform, 
has been promising to disrupt the way we play 
games in our living rooms with Steam Machines. 
These are compact gaming PCs designed to 
replace gaming consoles, such as Xbox One and 
PlayStation 4. Running SteamOS, Valve’s 
Debian-based distro, the first commercially 
available boxes should go on sale in November – 
hopefully by the time you read this magazine.

Steam Machines are being made by a variety 
of manufacturers, such as Asus and Alienware, 

and come in all different shapes and sizes. This 
means that if you don’t want to build a gaming 
machine yourself, you should be able to find one 
that suits your needs – and budget. Prices start 
from $449 (around £292 – roughly the cost of a 
PlayStation 4 but with a heck of a lot more 
power) to a wallet numbing $4,999 (around 
£3,256) for Falcon Northwest’s Tiki with its 
granite base.

You can find out more about Steam Machines 
and purchase them from Valve’s own Steam 

website at http://store.steampowered.com/
sale/steam_machines.

If you’d prefer to play your games with a 
controller rather than a keyboard and mouse, 
then many USB controllers will work plug-and-
play with Linux and SteamOS, even Microsoft’s 
Xbox 360 controller. Valve has also created its 
own Steam Controller (£40), with the unique 
device supposedly making it easy to control 
games that usually use mouse and keyboard 
controls with the gamepad.

 Alienware is one 
of the big names 
that has built and 
releasing a Steam 
Box in November.

“If you want to play big 
budget games, a dedicated 
graphics card is a must-buy.”



distro that you’re running. Steam, which has 
the biggest collection of Linux games, runs on 
Debian-based systems, though only Ubuntu 
with Unity, Gnome or the KDE desktop are 
officially supported. We’ve run Steam on other 
Debian-based distros, Mageia and Arch with 
success, for the ease of this feature we’re 
running the latest version of Ubuntu.

Because of the growing number of Linux 
gamers both Canonical and Nvidia have 
worked together to make installing graphics 
drivers a lot easier. When Ubuntu is loaded 
you should see a message pop up saying that 
‘Restricted drivers are available’. Click this 
message and a window will open up listing a 
range of drivers that you can install. A 
recommended driver for your system will be 
highlighted, but it’s worth checking some of 
the drivers as there will be information 
regarding whether the drivers are proprietary 
or open source. You can also install drivers 
from the terminal. Open it up and type sudo 
Ubuntu-drivers devices .

This gives you a list of possible drivers, eg 
for an Nvidia graphics card it could list:
driver   : xserver-xorg-video-nouveau - distro 
free builtin
driver   : nvidia-304-updates - distro non-free
driver   : nvidia-331 - distro non-free 
recommended

If we wanted to install the latest official 
proprietary driver from Nvidia – which Ubuntu 
recommends – then we would then type:  
 sudo apt-get install nvidia-331  to install.

You may notice that this isn’t the bleeding 
edge proprietary driver from Nvidia, but it will 
likely run most indie games. For more 

graphically demanding games, such as 
Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor, you’ll need a 
more recent driver. In the past, this has meant 
either downloading and installing a driver 
manually from the Nvidia – which is probably 
too much Terminal exposure for most 
newcomers – or adding and enabling extra 
repositories (repos) to stay up to date. The 
latter option used to mean relying on third-
party repos (eg ppa:ubuntu-x-swat/ 
x-updates for the latest stable), but in an 
exciting and recent development Ubuntu has 
set up an official PPA especially for Linux 
gamers wanting the latest drivers. To fetch 
them, add and enable the PPA using:
$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:graphics-
drivers/ppa; sudo apt-get update

To upgrade to or install the latest driver use  
$ sudo apt-get install nvidia-current . If you’re 
concerned about these drivers making your 
system bleed – most newly released Nvidia 
drivers can tend to have their teething 
problems – then we’d advise sticking to the 
x-swat PPA. To roll back changes made by the 
PPA use  sudo ppa-purge ppa_name .

If you have an AMD graphics card and want 
to install the latest official drivers then you can 
download and install the AMD Catalyst 
program which gives an easy-to-use graphical 
interface for installing the latest drivers. If you 
have previously installed an AMD card you’ll 
need to remove the old drivers by opening up 
the terminal and type in  sudo aticonfig –
uninstall  . Now enter  sudosh ./amd-driver-
installer-x86.x86_64.run  into the Terminal. 
Where it says ‘amd-driver-installer-x86.
x86_64.run’ you’ll want to double check that 
it’s the most recent driver for your card on 
AMD’s website (http://support.amd.com). 
A window will open allowing you to complete 
the installation. A word of warning, before 
updating your kernel down the line, remember 
to remove the proprietary driver.

Game services
Now that your Linux machine is ready to play 
games the big question is where can you get 
games to play? Steam is the obvious choice 

as it has a huge collection with a decent mix of 
genres and game types. It also features some 
nifty features such cross buy, so you can buy a 
Linux game, and if it’s compatible with 
Windows or Mac, you can play it on those 
OSes as well without having to pay for another 
copy. Many games on Steam also support 
cloud saves for you saving your progress on 
one machine and switching to another and 
carry on playing where you left off.

To install Steam in Ubuntu you can either 
search for it in the Software Center or open up 
the terminal and type  sudo apt-get update  
and then  sudo apt-get install steam  to install 
Steam. Once installed you will need to sign in 
with – or sign up for – a Steam account. After 
that buying, downloading and installing games 
through Steam is a piece of cake.

Good Old Games is another great service 
that’s now supporting Linux. Although it’s not 
quite as straightforward as buying through 
Steam, its GoG Galaxy application takes 
plenty of cues from the Steam client (but isn’t 
currently available for Linux, you have to use 
the launcher), but it does come with its own 
pros, such as it only sells DRM-free games and 
it guarantees games to run on supported 
platforms or your money back. Also, as you 
can probably guess from the name, it started 
out specialising in old games, repackaging 
them so that they work on new hardware and 
OSes. Of course, it also features new games as 
well, and you can view and download games 
from www.gog.com.

We’d normally recommend taking a look at 
Desura, too (www.desura.com), which has a 
host of Linux indie games – both free and 
paid-for – but Desura’s parent company filed 
for bankruptcy in June, and aside from 
Humble Bundle offering its assistance (www.
humblebundle.com, and another great 
source of Linux games), there’s been no 
official word on its future yet. The site is still up 
so the choice to buy is your own.

Regardless of the game service you decide 
to use, you should now have a Linux machine 
that’s fully ready to play the latest and 
greatest games. LXF

 You need to sign up for a free Steam 
account to log into the service.

 The Additional Drivers system in Ubuntu 
makes it straightforward to install new open 
source or proprietary graphics drivers.

 The Nvidia GTX 950 is a very good graphics card for its price, though if you 
want a bit more oomph you’ll need to spend a little extra.
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Jolyon Brown
When not consulting on Linux/DevOps, Jolyon 
spends his time bootstrapping a startup. His 
biggest ambition is to find a reason to use Emacs.

Red Hat this month signed a significant 
deal to acquire Ansible, the company 
behind the eponymous devops/

configuration management tool. This oft 
rumoured deal gives Red Hat a strong 
additional component in its hybrid 
management portfolio.

The company states that Ansible will be 
used to help customers: deploy and manage 
applications across the public and private 
cloud; speed up service delivery; streamline 
OpenStack installations and accelerate 
container adoption. The price for the deal is at 
the moment undisclosed, but some estimates 
put it as high as $100m. According to a Red 
Hat FAQ on the acquisition, there may be plans 
to open source all of Ansible’s software, 
including the previously subscription-only 
Ansible Tower product.

Aimed at the enterprise market, Ansible 
Tower provides a user interface for centrally 
executing and monitoring Ansible playbooks as 
well as handling role-based access and 
compliance reporting (the kind of thing which 
tick boxes for enterprise purchasers). Ansible 
will be given a push to compete with the larger 
Puppet and Chef.

Red Hat went into greater detail about the 
reasoning behind the purchase on their 
website (http://www.redhat.com/en/
about/blog/why-red-hat-acquired-ansible). 
The plan will be to have CloudForms (the 
companies existing orchestration and policy 
tool) work as the top-level controller, with 
Ansible Tower handling the automated 
provisions requested through it. Red Hats’ 
Satellite product will continue to take care of 
the underlying OS provisioning and patching (it 
will still be possible to run Ansible standalone 
though). Red Hat pointed out Ansible’s ability 
to manage heterogeneous environments 
including Windows, network equipment and 
Amazon based cloud infrastructure.

On a less serious note, the popular game 
streaming community Twitch announced a 
follow up to the ‘Twitch Plays Pokemon’ project 
with something “much more challenging”: 
a crowd-controlled install of Arch Linux. Every 
five seconds, the most popular keystroke in the 
chatroom is entered into the console of the VM 
which is being streamed. Head over to  
www.twitch.tv/twitchinstallsarchlinux if you 
want to join in, though be aware the original 
was hijacked by a botnet hacker. Oh internet!

Esoteric system administration goodness from  
the impenetrable bowels of the server room.

Open source giant beefs up configuration 
management offering with multi-million dollar 
purchase of company behind popular project.

We’ve had many Linux Format 
readers write into us about 
receiving – or having relatives 

receive – those annoying ‘technical support’ 
spoof calls. I certainly have had them. A 
very kind sounding foreign gentleman rang 
to express concern about my computer’s 
recent performance issues. 

Amused and somewhat curious about 
the scam and how it worked, I kept him on 
the phone for as long as I could. The well-
spoken gentlemen explained that he 
worked for “Windows” and they had spotted 
that things were amiss. He then offered to 
“resolve everything for me” and “was I sat 
at my computer now?” I strung him along 
and pretended to struggle to even get the 
computer switched on in an attempt to 
glean more information out of him before 
he either ran out of patience or twigged that 
I was stringing him along. Eventually, he 
said that he had to go, wishing me a merry 
Christmas as he did so (in the middle of 
summer). 

Now while readers of this column will 
undoubtably be immune to such 
shenanigans and associated malware 
(running a Linux distribution of some sort 
as we all do), but I had a reminder this week 
that this isn’t the case for everyone. I have 
sat on my desk at the moment a PC 
belonging to a friend’s elderly relative. On it 
is a trail of evidence which shows how these 
kinds of scams can cause real pain for 
people that fall victim to them. Its web 
browser history contains a list of money 
transfer websites that were used to rob a 
poor old gentleman while he sat in his own 
home. As we approach the time of year 
where we often see family, it would be 
worthwhile telling them about the danger of 
these kinds of scams and might I venture 
where possible migrating their systems to 
Linux? Let’s do our bit to stop vulnerable 
people from being robbed by these 
despicable con artists.  
jolyon.brown@gmail.com.

Red Hat buys Ansible

Scam busting

 Red Hat eats Ansible for an estimated $100m.
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runs as Vagrant caches the box locally). A lot of the heavy 
lifting for this demo installation is handled by SaltStack, which 
I think is the only DevOps/config management tool I haven’t 
covered in the last year or so. Open Vswitch is used for 
networking too which might be of use if you haven’t seen 
much of it before. 

After a lot of package installations, SaltStack will attempt 
to bring the cluster up. I’ve seen this freeze here and go into a 
loop (slowly but continually printing full stops out at the 
command line). If this happens to you, Just hit CTRL+c and 
do the following from within the newly created kubernetes 
folder which you should now have:
$./cluster/kube-down.sh
$./cluster/kube-up.sh

This worked for me; Vagrant destroyed the two local VMs 
and rebuilt them. SaltStack didn’t miss a beat at the second 
time of asking and I was rewarded with a nice reassuring 
message saying that ‘Cluster validation succeeded’ followed 
by a list of running services:
Kubernetes master is running at https://10.245.1.2

Jolyon Brown grapples with the Kubernetes command line interface in the 
second part of his look at Google’s management software.

Part 2: Kubernetes

Last month, I introduced Kubernetes, the open source 
orchestration system for Docker containers. In this 
issue, I’m going to give a tutorial on getting it up and 

running on a local demo system. For ease of demonstration, 
these will be VirtualBox nodes running on my local desktop, 
but these could quite easily be replaced by physical kit, cloud-
based Linux instances or another virtualisation technology of 
your preference. I’m going to use Vagrant for a really easy 
setup here – I’m going to assume installing it is something 
easily done by readers of this column (pretty much a  yum  
install  or  apt-get  of the vagrant package – failing that visit 
http://vagrantup.com and follow the instructions). 

If you have VirtualBox and Vagrant installed, getting 
Kubernetes up and running is as simple as the commands 
below. However a word of caution: this is going to download a 
Vagrant file and fire up VMs on your local system. As an aside, 
I hate the trend of blindly installing something from the 
internet like this. It’s becoming increasingly common for 
projects to do it. I mean, really? I’d mock a windows admin for 
randomly downloading some EXE file and double-clicking it, 
but this is the Linux equivalent right here:
$ export KUBERNETES_PROVIDER=vagrant
$ curl -sS https://get.k8s.io | bash

That’s not going to stop me from running it in this case, 
though. But if you are paranoid (and as a sysadmin you 
should be) always try stuff like this out on a development 
system, and one that can easily be rebuilt if it’s lost and which 
has no access to any important data.

Quick Kubernetes
That being said, this is the quickest way I’ve seen to get 
Kubernetes up and running. The project has done a great job 
of packaging this up. Vagrant, as I’ve said before, is a great 
tool for quickly prototyping development and test systems. 
All of the setup with SSH keys and the like is done out of the 
box and is perfect for what we’re attempting here. What these 
commands above do is download a Vagrantfile and a bunch 
of Kubernetes-related scripts and code. The Vagrantfile, when 
run, contains details initially of a Kubernetes master and 
single node. A fedora ‘box’ is used by the script as a base here. 
The initial install will take a while depending on your internet 
connection (but will be substantially quicker on subsequent 

Openvswitch and Kubernetes
In the main tutorial I mention that Open vSwitch 
is set up by the Vagrant-based installer. But 
what does this actually do? Open vSwitch (more 
commonly known simply as OVS) is an open 
source, production-ready multilayer virtual 
switch. It’s fairly ubiquitous in public clouds and 
is designed to support standard management 
protocols while at the same time being 
extendible. It’s pretty much a case of doing what 
its name suggests: it acts as a virtual switch. 
In our Vagrant-based setup detailed here, each 

node has a bridge ‘kbr0’ which is used in favour 
of the more usual ‘docker0’ interface. 

OVS sits in front of that and creates GRE 
(which stands for ‘Generic Routing 
Encapsulation’) tunnels between the nodes – 
basically point to point connections – with each 
node having an outgoing tunnel to all the other 
nodes. While this is absolutely fine for small-
scale clusters, such as the one I’ve set up here, 
there is guidance suggesting that in a large 
networking environment VxLAN is preferable. 

This, as you might expect from the name, 
uses VLAN-type techniques to try and combat 
the scaling issues commonly seen in cloud 
infrastructures. OVS happily handles both GRE 
and VxLAN networks. Given the widespread use 
of OVS, it’s definitely worth spending a little time 
getting to know a bit more about it. How many 
infrastructures won’t be cloud-based (even on 
premise systems) or be influenced by the cloud 
in a few years? I expect OVS will be there come 
what may.

 The Kubernetes 
project includes 
a Vagrant-based 
test system, 
proving once 
again how useful 
Vagrant is for 
rapid testing of 
development 
systems.
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KubeDNS is running at https://10.245.1.2/api/v1/proxy/
namespaces/kube-system/services/kube-dns
KubeUI is running at https://10.245.1.2/api/v1/proxy/
namespaces/kube-system/services/kube-ui

This looks OK, but what are the node names? 
$vagrant status
master                    running (virtualbox)
minion-1                  running (virtualbox)

The two nodes can be accessed directly by doing the 
usual  $ vagrant ssh <nodename>  or we can use a handily 
provided wrapper for the kubectl command line interface:
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh get nodes

Only having a single node seems a bit lame though, but 
this can be taken care of quite easily enough by using an 
environment variable:
$ export NUM_MINIONS=3
$ ./cluster/kube-up.sh

Vagrant will now spring into life and make sure there are 
three nodes running. We can run as many extra nodes as we 
want (memory and CPU on my desktop permitting).

Bringing services online
I much prefer the use of the word ‘minions’ rather than nodes 
when it comes to Kubernetes. Perhaps this isn’t ‘enterprisey’ 
enough for the target market (but think of the film tie in 
possibilities and merchandise potential, say I). Whatever you 
decide to call them (cough minions) having them just sat 
around doing nothing isn’t very impressive. Luckily, the 
Kubernetes repo comes with a load of examples for us to try 
out (which can be found under the cluster/examples path). 
The easiest thing to start with is probably simple-nginx, which 
pretty much does what you’d expect, and spins up simple 
pods running a plain ol’ HTTP server.
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh run my-nginx --image=nginx 
--replicas=2 --port=80
CONTROLLER   CONTAINER(S)   IMAGE(S)   SELECTOR       
REPLICAS
my-nginx     my-nginx       nginx      run=my-nginx   2

The impressive thing here is the speed in which the 
services are brought online. Here we are, once again, passing 

arguments to the  kubectl  command which you might 
recognise as Docker-related. Two Nginx pods have been 
started (downloaded from the Docker registry), listening on 
port 80. Kubernetes also creates a replication controller 
called my-nginx to ensure that there are always two pods 
running. I can check the state of these pods by using the 
 get pods  command:
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh get pods

There are a few other commands I can run to see what’s 
happening with my minions. Note though that really I don’t 
care where these pods are running. If these pods were being 
thrown out into the cloud to face the big, bad internet all by 
themselves my only concern would be that I could spin more 
copies of them up to meet demand:
$ vagrant ssh minion-1 -c ‘sudo docker ps’

I can run this against all my nodes, seeing what Docker 
containers they are running. Somewhere in our minion list will 
be two Nginx containers happily waiting for traffic. Running 
the command against the master will show all its associated 
processes; etcd for service discovery, a scheduler, API server 
and controller manager.

I can stop these rather pointless Nginx pods now with a 
simple request to the replication controller:
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh stop rc my-nginx

Scaling the heights
So far so good. It makes sense to compare the work involved 
with Kubernetes with that of having to provision an Nginx 
server the ‘old fashioned’ way. Sure, we didn’t look at the 
configuration of the web server itself, but it’s incredibly easy 
to get up and running with the Kubernetes stack and its way 
of doing things. But what if we wanted to tackle something a 
bit more complicated then scale it up, as Google famously 
manages to do with its online services? Another of the 
provided example setups is a good way of illustrating how this 
can be done. I’ve talked about Redis previously in these pages 
- it’s an in-memory data structure store which can be used as 
database, cache and message broker. It’s exactly the sort of 
thing that needs to be highly available and also be scalable to 
meet demand. Imagine your web service, backed by Redis, 
suddenly hitting the front page of Reddit or gets mentioned 
by a celebrity with several million followers on Twitter? A nice 
problem to have, for sure, but it can also be a make or break 
as to whether a service takes off or slides back into obscurity. 
Never fear. Kubernetes has got your back!

At this point it’s worth taking a look at the YAML files 
which exist in the directory examples/redis. These show how 
it’s possible to design the elements of a pod/service (which 
can then, of course, be put under version control) that can be 
passed to  kubectl  and stood up. The first file to look at is 
redis-master.yaml which defines two containers in a pod: a 
redis master and an accompanying ‘sentinel’. This is a part of 

Kubernetes and Logs
Did you at some point during the main article 
think that using  kubectl  to look at logs from 
service running in the pods was a waste of time 
and came with a large overhead? If so, 10 Linux 
guru points to you and go to the top of the class; 
it absolutely is and does. 

It’s common during any Docker pilot to have 
to address how things are logged. Clearly 
keeping logs locally on the hosts with the 
containers barely reduces the issue. Even more 

so with Kubernetes where the whole aim is to 
not even care where pods actually run. The best 
way to tackle this is to set up a central logging 
server and have logs shipped to it. This matches 
the more traditional Linux ‘syslog’ server which 
would have syslog and other entries being sent 
to it (this is still a good idea).

However the old style rsyslogd type 
arrangement has been superseded by the likes 
of ElasticSearch. This software, which I’ll be 

taking a look at in next month’s column, is 
basically a full text search engine written in Java. 
Kibana  is often used with it which provides 
analytic and visualisation for the ElasticSearch 
indexes. These are both open source. While I 
haven’t been able to set up an ‘ELK’ – which 
stands for ElasticSearch, Logstache (that 
handles the shipping of logs) and Kibana – stack 
here, this is a very common requirement and 
something to take a look at.

 Redis is an 
ideal candidate 
for testing how 
well Kubernetes 
handles scaling, 
if not the most 
exciting thing to 
look at.
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the Redis stack that provides health checking and failover. 
I can fire this up in the follow way:
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh create -f examples/redis/redis-master.
yaml

This will take a little while to start up – the pod will show as 
being ‘pending’ for a while – as the Docker images are 
downloaded from the public Docker hub. Once the pod 
displays ‘running’, I can look at the logs being generated by 
the Redis container. The first argument to the logs command 
is the pod name; the second is the container within it I want 
to see logs for (if there are any available).
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh logs redis-master master

I should see a familiar Redis start up log, which tells me 
that the server is ready for traffic on port 6379. Now we can 
define a service. This is going to allow Redis sentinels to be 
discoverable via the Kubernetes API. The file that defines this 
here in the provided example is redis-sentinel-service.yaml. 
I can bring this online with the same syntax as the  create  
command above. I can also list services with the  get  
command ( get services ). However, at the moment, I have no 
resilience for the Redis service. In order to get this, I need to 
create replication controllers, which as I mentioned last 
month, handle ensuring that the right numbers of pods are 
running. In the example directory are two files defining such 
controllers, one for Redis and another for sentinel: redis-
controller.yaml and reis-sentinel-controller.yaml. 
After creating them (again, with the  create  syntax above), 
I can go on and list them with  get rc  (run  kubctl.sh get 
without any other arguments to see what other entities can 
be listed). 

Now I can scale up my Redis services with the use of a 
simple command:
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh scale rc redis --replicas=3
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh scale rc redis-sentinel replicas=3

Kubernetes isn’t overly verbose about completing this 
task (a single word, ’scaled’ is the only indicator of success) 
but a ‘get’ will show the newly started pods. For a bit more 
information, I find it handy to sometimes run the  get  
command with a  -o json  option (eg  kubectl.sh get -o json 
pods ). Looking at the logs of the Redis master again, I can 
see that sync requests have come in and have been 
completed. Adding more replicas adds to these logs. Now I 
can test failover by killing one of the Vagrant nodes and 
establishing the cluster. By doing this I should see Redis 
pods restarting. 
$ vagrant ssh minion-3
$ sudo shutdown -h now
$ ./cluster/kube-up.sh
$ ./cluster/kubectl.sh get pods

I encourage readers to take a look through the other 
examples supplied with this Vagrant-based setup. There are 
quite a few more covering a range of Kubernetes actions, eg 
we haven’t touched on persistent storage topics here due to 
lack of space, as well as some quite involved application/
infrastructure building tasks to try out. It’s clear to me that 
the ease of standing up a Kubernetes cluster – although a 
production system is obviously going to be much more 
complex than anything we’ve looked at here – mean that it’s 
a strong contender in the fast moving field of container and 
cloud based infrastructure management. LXF
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“SweetHome3D has an 
impressive set of tools for 
customising the plan.”

 An easy way to plan your home’s furniture layout and 
avoid tripping over badly placed rugs.

For anyone planning furnishings 
for their house or apartment 
before going out and buying 

anything, SweetHome3D is a great 
open source utility. Similar features 
exist such as IKEA’s planning tool, but 
it’s not open source and limited to 
IKEA-branded accessories only, as 
you’d expect.

SweetHome3D also has a much 
wider set of features, including an 
expandable furniture set and textures 
library, support for multiple levels on a 
plan and most appealingly editable 
parameters of each item, including size 
and proportions. You can also make 
your own items from scratch if you 

SweetHome3D
want or by importing from various 
supported 3D formats, such as OBJ, 
DAE, KMZ and 3DS.

The visual layout of SweetHome3D 
has a furniture categories tree on the 
left, where you can expand and drag the 
desired items onto the main part of the 
window where the 2D plan is drawn. 
The list of added items and their 
dimensions is placed in the lower-left 
corner. You double-click an item to set 

its advanced options. The lower part of 
the window, just under the plan, hosts 
the 3D view which corresponds with 
the plan. You can drag the view to move 
around or even use the AWSD keys to 
move just as you would in a first-person 
shooter. SweetHome3D has an 
impressive set of tools for customising 
the plan: you can build walls, chambers, 
levels, play with backgrounds and 
textures and model the perfect living 
space of any style and size. The 
application is quite robust; it was 
written using Java (the GUI screams it) 
and looks identical on any platform. 
There’s very good documentation for 
SweetHome3D online, but perhaps the 
best entry point is downloading various 
sample plans from the official gallery. 
It’s the easiest way to learn the basics 
of making your own interior.

SweetHome3D may appear in some 
Linux distributions (distros) through 
package managers, but it’s also very 
easy to download the latest release 
from the project’s website. 
SweetHome3D comes with its own 
copy of Java Runtime Environment for 
compatibility and stability reasons, so it 
should run just fine without the need for 
any extra dependencies.

Version: 5.1 Web: www.sweethome3d.com

SweetHome3D  Liri  PulseAudio  eXeLearning  Bomi  QMMP   
SANE  Solar Wolf  TORCS  FLIF  

Home interior planner

Exploring the SweetHome3D interface...

Planning toolbar
Walls, rooms, polylines and 
text captions can be added 
using this handy toolbar.

Furniture store
Expand categories and enjoy 
the great list of furniture and 
other household goodies.

Object properties
Double-click an item from the 
previous list to open its 
Advanced Properties.

Currently on the plan
Everything that you add to the the 
house plan appears here with its 
current dimensions.

3D view
The 3D view of any of your 
interior arrangements is 
updated automatically.

Alexander Tolstoy
offers a tasty side order of hot and 
spicy (free) sauce to go with this 
month’s rack of hand-picked open 
source apps for your delectation.

The best new open source 
software on the planet
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There is a new addition to the 
family of Chrome-based web 
browsers. But do we really need 

another clone of Google’s super-
successful product? Well, let’s see. Liri is 
a student project of several junior 
developers from Germany, France and 
USA. The idea behind Liri was to craft a 
sleek, minimalist-looking web browser 
with a material design UI and the power 
of the Chromium project under the 
hood. To be precise, Liri uses the latest 
QtWebEngine code, which is based on 
the Chromium engine. The GUI is made 
using QML, which is the same 
technology used in the Plasma desktop, 
and Liri fits very well within Plasma 5 
both in terms of the graphical toolkit it 

For years, PulseAudio has been 
controversial project for many 
conservative users, but it’s 

getting more and more features that 
make it a better choice than the classic 
ALSA. After eleven years of 
development, PulseAudio is now at 
version 7.0 and it boasts several 
remarkable new features. The boldest 
of which is the LFE channel synthesis 
with low-pass filtering. LFE stands for 
Low-Frequency Effects (a Dolby term), 
which are now enabled by default in 
PulseAudio. It means that if you have a 
separate subwoofer and want to play a 
simple stereo file with only two 
channels, the PulseAudio server will 
filter out high frequencies for it. 
Previously, PulseAudio fed a subwoofer 
with the average of all input channels, 
regardless of frequencies.

Another big thing is the more flexible 
jack detection support when using 

Liri

PulseAudio

uses (Qt5 and QML) and the look and 
feel, as it matches the Breeze theme.

In other respects, Liri is a simplified 
version of Chromium 40 but with most 
of the ‘redundant’ features thrown away. 
It still retains a download manager, 
bookmarks, tabs and other essentials, 
but that’s all so far. The Liri team also 
promotes its own source code viewer, 
which works remotely, like a cloud 
service. When you select the ‘View 
source’ item from the Liri main menu, 
the browser shows you the code using 
the service API at http://bit.ly/
LiriSourceCodeViewer with very 
helpful colours and formatting. This 
web-based viewer is also open source 
and is constantly being improved.

ALSA’s UCM (Use Case Manager). 
When you plug a jack in for one device, 
PulseAudio now better understands 
whether it has to mute another device 
to prevent output doubling.

There are few more enhancements, 
such as better resamplers for high-end 
audio content, and PulseAudio is also 
doing a brilliant job of crafting a perfect 
sound for bit depth up to 32-bits, which 
is something for those who can mark 
apart different psychoacoustic models 
in a blind test. For the rest of humanity, 
PulseAudio remains a smart technology 
that can redirect sound output to any 
destination (including remote ones), 
manage input devices and even 

Web browser

Sound server

As Liri is a heavily trimmed down 
Chromium, it has a relatively small 
memory footprint of just 85MB after a 
cold start. The browser is currently in 
the early stage of development and is 
still missing some vital features, like 
passwords storing, plugins support and 
translations (contributors are very 
welcome), but it’s surely worth a try 
thanks to its amazing speed and 
simplicity. It’s best to obtain Liri from its 
official Download page. The browser is 
cross-platform and for Linux it offers 
Debian repository, Ubuntu-compatible 
Deb package and the universal portable 
build in the ZIP format.

improve sound quality by eliminating 
echo and other defects. We’ve already 
covered some cool commands for the 
Pulseaudio 6.0 release [see HotPicks, 
p63, LXF197], and they still apply very 
well to the latest version. 

PulseAudio 7.0 will arrive in most 
Linux distros as a planned upgrade in 
the near future, so it’s best to be patient 
if it is not in your updates repository 
right now. Testing the latest code can be 
done by cloning it to your hard drive  
( $ git clone git://anongit.freedesktop.
org/pulseaudio/pulseaudio ) and 
compiling. See the documentation that 
comes along with the code.

Version: 0.3 Web: http://bit.ly/LiriBrowser

Version: 7.0 Web: http://bit.ly/PulseAudio7

 Liri’s colour 
theme adapts 
automatically 
to the website 
you’re visiting.

 There are lots of configurables in daemon.conf.

“Liri uses the latest QtWebEngine 
code, which is based on the 
Chromium engine.”

“PulseAudio server will 
filter out high frequencies 
for your subwoofer.”

 LXFHotPicks
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A  sleek multimedia player, Bomi 
is designed to be a modern-
looking GUI to the MPV back-

end. It looks very stylish, with a Bomi-
branded splash image stretched across 
the whole window and without any 
visible controls. To access the 
application menu you right-click 
anywhere in Bomi and follow the 
desired menu item.

There’s a tremendous number of 
features and options packed into this 
player. First of all, certain benefits result 
from the MPV features. MPV is a fork of 
Mplayer which has better support for 
remote URLs, streaming, OpenGL 
output, encoding functionality and 
modern optimised code (many ancient 
Mplayer elements were removed). 
On top of that Bomi adds its own 
features, such as video interpolation, 
accurate seeking, subtitles adjusting, 
screensaver disabling etc. 

Bomi
Bomi’s video-handling enables 

upscaling of a low-quality video and 
uses advanced algorithms, such as 
Lanczos and Unsharp mask, to offer a 
better quality picture.

When a video is played, Bomi stays 
out of your way until you hover your 
mouse over the window. A semi-
transparent OSD panel will appear with 
playback control buttons and some 
extras, such as a Playlist button, 
buttons for selecting different subtitles 
and audio tracks. There’s also a ‘hidden’ 
panel which rolls out from the left part 
of Bomi’s window and provides the 
playback history. We have to admit that 
Bomi is a very strong applicant for 

Multimedia player

being the most advanced media player 
we’ve seen, packed with modern 
goodies such as: hardware acceleration, 
streaming support, playlist generation 
and more. Bomi is a relatively new 
project and many popular Linux distros 
don’t yet include it in their repos. 
However, the official Bomi Downloads 
page offers a bunch of packages that 
would satisfy many users, including 
Ubuntu, Arch, KaOS, OpenSUSE, 
Chakra and Fedora users.

Version: 0.9.11 Web: https://bomi-player.github.io

 Bomi’s UI gets out of the way until you hover over it.

“Upscales low-quality 
video and uses 
advanced algorithms.”

This is a continuation of the 
great, libre eXeLearning 
software, led by CENATIC, the 

Spanish state-run open source tech 
centre. It’s software for education, 
specifically for assisting tutors in 
delivering various sorts of materials to 
their students. The idea is to provide 
non tech-savvy tutors with an easy to 
use tool which allows them to publish 
texts and attachments without knowing 
XHTML, HTML5, CSS, Markdown and 
other technologies.

Once installed, eXeLearning is 
launched with  $ exe , which goes ahead 
and creates a local web server at 
http://127.0.0.1:51235 and opens a 
web page in the default web browser. 

eXeLearning
Within this the user has to select a 
preferred language, the markup format, 
web browser.

The productivity scenario for eXe 
starts with arranging the right page 
structure. Note that the ‘Add page’, 
‘Delete’ and ‘Rename’ buttons on the 
top-left pane. Using it you can prepare 
the tree of categories (Topic > Section > 
Unit > …) and then populate it with 
some content. The software has a list of 
various templates, which it calls 
iDevices, in the lower-left panel. You can 
expand the desired category and 
double-click an item with the type of 
information you want to add to the 
page, which can be a poll, quiz, text 
entry, image and YouTube or Vimeo 

Authoring tool

video etc. Finally, you can save the 
whole structure as a named ‘package’.

For each package eXe can generate 
interactive contents in XHTML or 
HTML5, create easily navigable web 
pages including text, images, interactive 
activities, image galleries or multimedia 
clips. All educational materials 
generated with eXeLearning can be 
exported in different digital formats and 
used independently or to integrate 
them into a LMS (Learning 
Management System) such as Moodle.

The tool is mostly based on Python 
and can easily compiled in any Linux 
distro. There’s also the Ubuntu PPA at 
ppa:exelearning/exelearning, an RPM 
package for Fedora and a distro-
agnostic static build in TAR.GZ form.

Version: 2.0.4 Web: http://exelearning.net

 Construct a 
web page with 
polls and tasks 
without any 
markup hassles.

“Specifically for assisting tutors 
in delivering various sorts of 
materials to their students.”

LXFHotPicks 
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QMMP stands for Qt-based 
Multimedia Player, but, unlike 
Bomi, it primarily focuses on 

playing music, working with playlists 
and media library. What makes QMMP 
special is the very sensible distinction 
between the core part and the GUI atop 
of which sit dozens of extra modules. 
Paying so much attention to the 
project’s design has brought greater 
flexibility, such as several interfaces that 
don’t require tweaking the core player’s 
part. QMMP was started as a Winamp 
clone with full support for all Winamp 
2.x skins but with a broader feature set. 
QMMP supports file formats via 
modules, such as qmmp-ffmpeg, 
qmmp-aac and so on, allowing adding 
extra modules at any time.

In QMMP 0.9 you could switch the 
look of the player to the ‘simple’ mode, 
which would make QMMP look like a 
plain Qt4 application with a standard 
toolbar and controls. But for those 

E  very time you plug in your 
scanner or MFP device to a 
Linux machine it’s handled by 

SANE components (which means 
Scanner Access is Now Easy). SANE 
has existed since 1996 and includes 
user-land scanner drivers (back-ends) 
for specific models, the scanimage 
utility for testing purpose, the saned 
daemon for network scanning and a 
bunch of libraries for addressing 
scanners using the SANE API.

Whether your scanner is supported 
or not and what features are 
implemented depends to a large extent 
on the Sane-backends package. This 
was recently updated, after almost two 
years of development, and the new 
SANE 1.0.25 is out. For years the 
scanimage utility could only save 
bitmaps in TIFF, but it’s finally gained 
JPEG and PNG support. A total of 1,515 
scanners are now supported, of which 

QMMP

SANE

wanting to see their music player 
looking a bit more up-to-date, the 
QMMP team has worked hard in 
preparation for the 1.0 branch which 
offers a Clementine-like exterior. 

In the short-term, the developers 
plan to maintain both the 0.9.x branch 
(QT4) and the latest 1.x branch 
simultaneously, but unless you’re a 
strong Winamp fan the newer version 
will be preferable. QMMP 1.0 has better 
code without the dependencies on 
older versions of Taglib and Jack. It also 
sports a brand new equaliser, smooth 
and stable FLAC and Wavpack support 
and low memory consumption. 
Additionally, QMMP has an impressive 
amount of built-in plugins, some of 

nearly 300 are new or previously 
unsupported models.

With SANE 1.0.25 most new Canon 
scanners now work fine in Linux, as well 
as several Epson, PIE and Reflecta 
models. Most existing back-ends have 
received code cleanups and bugfixes, 
so that everyone who used to complain 
about buggy scanner behaviour in Linux 
is strongly advised to test the new 
SANE release. The rest of SANE has 
remained stable for years.

Apps like XSane, which is included 
into the sane-front-ends package, is 
rock-solid and remains popular. The 
SANE project officially recommends 
using your Linux vendor’s packages, 

Music player

Scanning system

which are not enabled by default, but 
are surely worth playing with. In QMMP 
settings, in the Plugins section, tick a 
box for the plugins you want to enable 
and restart the player to apply your 
choice. There are also some handy 
third-party plugins, such as support for 
YouTube and some exotic input formats, 
such as YM and OptimFROG.

Most distros are continuing to offer 
the classic 0.9 version of QMMP, so 
getting the 1.0 release may require 
compiling the application from source. 
Grab the tarball from the QMMP 
website and build it as a usual CMake-
wrapped application.

but it may take extra time to get the 
updates. As a workaround, you can 
build sane-backends from source  
(http://bit.ly/SaneBackendsSource), 
using the traditional  $ ./configure && 
make && make install  command, and it 
should do the job, since SANE sources 
have very few build dependencies. 
Alternatively, you can launch a test 
virtual machine with a bleeding edge 
Linux like Arch or Tumbleweed.

Version: 1.0 Web: http://qmmp.ylsoftware.com

Version: 1.0.25 Web: http://sane-project.org

 QMMP is a Qt-based player with a sleek modern look and 
finely crafted code under the hood.

 As reflected in the compatibility lists on the SANE 
website, there are many new supported scanners.

“QMMP has an 
impressive amount of 
built-in plugins.”

“1,515 scanners are now 
supported, of which 
nearly 300 are new.”

 LXFHotPicks LXFHotPicks
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HotGames Entertainment apps

We’re continuing to discover 
classic games that are 
undeservedly forgotten 

and left to collect cobwebs in the 
interweb’s attic. Let’s blow dust out 
of Solar Wolf, a relatively modern 
reincarnation of SolarFox, which was 
released in 1981 and later ported to 
the Atari 2600. Solar Wolf is an 
accurate and faithful port of SolarFox 
for modern operating systems, 
including Linux. The game is written 
in Python and uses SDL output, 
though we suspect it could run 
smoothly even without any OpenGL 
acceleration. Regardless, we found 
the game very captivating.

You control a small starship that 
you have to guide through a series of 
squared solar cell matrixes inside a 
rack. While capturing the cells you 
must avoid fireballs thrown by 
sentinels, which move continuously 

Solar Wolf
along the perimeter. Level by level the 
task gets harder as more fireballs and 
obstacles are added, such as mines 
and asteroids. Your starship can also 
collect power-ups that can either slow 
everything else down or provide extra 
shielding. For each game you have 
three lives, and when you eventually 
expend all of them you can continue 
playing from where you died. This lets 
you advance further into harder levels, 
rather than just giving up.

The game is accompanied by 
sprightly music with a wolf howling 
from time to time and despite its 
simple graphics and limited number of 
obstacles, SolarWolf is a nice little time 

 Solar Wolf has you trying to collect solar cells while 
dodging between fireballs and asteroids!

Arcade game

killer and a perfect way to improve 
your reactions.

Installing the game is a peace 
of cake – the game exists for 
numerous Linux distros and can 
be found either in your standard 
repos or downloaded straight from 
the project’s website. The game 
has also been adapted to run 
correctly on modern widescreen 
displays, which used to be a 
problem some time ago.

Version: 1.5 Web: http://bit.ly/SolarWolf

“Faithful port of 
SolarFox for modern 
OSes, including Linux.”

There are now a number of 
racing simulators available for 
Linux, but not many of them 

are open source. TORCS (The Open 
Racing Car Simulator) is a perfect 
game that fills the gap. It’s an open 
source 3D car racing simulator 
available for many platforms 
(including Linux), where you drive in 
races against opponents simulated 
by the computer. 

The interesting feature of TORCS 
is the way it accurately simulates car 
dynamics and the torque of different 
engines. Instead of simple 
accelerating and braking, cars in 
TORCS behave as they would in real 
life with natural gear changing, 
realistic drifting, when making turns 
at high speeds, and accurate 

TORCS
cornering that depends on car 
dimensions and weight. The 
background music and the drone of 
motors adds even more atmosphere to 
the racing! There’s a dozen cars and a 
total of 41 tracks, including 24 road 
tracks, 9 dirt tracks and 9 oval race 
tracks available, which are packed into 
a 195MB package. The game supports 
different modes, so that you can race 
against a friend on the same computer 
or play against a number of AI robots, 
but there’s currently no network 
multiplayer in TORCS.

 The AI bots can be hard to outrun when playing on the 
higher difficulty level.

Race simulator

Launching the game brings up 
the main menu for changing settings. 
Unless you select the ‘Quick Race’ 
option, the standard process entails 
choosing the number of player, AI 
difficulty, a car and a track and 
entering your nickname. Playing 
TORCS is a joy, as it’s one of the most 
spectacular and realistic racing 
games for Linux with quality graphics. 
At the same time, TORCS isn’t just  
racing for your high-end graphics 
card, it will run on integrated graphics 
by lower the video settings a little.

Version: 1.3.6 Web: http://torcs.sourceforge.net

“One of the most 
spectacular and realistic 
racing games for Linux.”

LXFHotPicks 
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The compression ratio of bitmap 
graphic files is still an ongoing 
issue. Everyone loves smaller file 

sizes, faster webpage loads, more spare 
on hard drives, and avoiding wasting 
money on extra mobile data costs etc. 
The majority of pictures you see on the 
web are either JPG or PNG, and both 
formats have good balance between 
compression and visual quality. But 
could it be even better? 

FLIF is a new lossless image format 
based on the MANIAC (which stands 
for Meta-Adaptive Near-zero Integer 
Arithmetic Coding) compression 
method, which can outperform the 
likes of PNG, FFV1, lossless WebP, 
lossless BPG and lossless JPEG2000 in 
terms of compression ratio.

To try it out you need to download 
the code snapshot from the project’s 
website and make sure that you have 
the libpng-dev package (or similar) and 
then type  $ make . In a few seconds 

B lender is a great project that the 
Linux community has every 
reason to be proud of since its 

public appearance back in 1998. 
Created as a hobby project by a group 
of Dutch enthusiasts, Blender has 
become a fully integrated 3D content 
creation suite that offers a broad range 
of essential tools: including modelling; 
UV mapping; texturing; rigging and 
skinning; animation; many types of 
simulations (fluid and rigid bodies etc); 
scripting; rendering; compositing; VFX 
and game creation. 

The interface is optimised for 
simultaneous use of mouse and 
keyboard, and Blender has an on 
screen target cursor that enables you 
to place objects in the 3D space. Once 
you have your target cursor positioned 
using your mouse, you can use 
keyboard shortcuts to place your object 
(lights and geometry etc). Rendering 

FLIF

Blender

you’ll get the compiled flif binary, which 
acts as an encoder and decoder of FLIF 
images. The syntax is very simple:  
 $./flif input.png output.flf  and the 
traditional  ./flif --help  will pop up the 
list of options, such as interlacing, 
palette and quality etc. Keep in mind 
that FLIF can convert only PNG, PAM 
and PNM file formats currently, so it 
makes sense to compare FLIF outputs 
with the PNG as the most widespread 
format from the list.

In our tests, lossless FLIF output 
was smaller than PNG with the highest 
compression ratio and is comparable 
with JPG in terms of file size. The only 
problem is that you cannot view the 

can be done with a quick flick of the F12 
button. Of course, working with Blender 
for newcomers is a steep learning curve 
so it’ll take time before you’ll be able to 
do something more complex than, say, 
a ball on a plane. 

However, for experienced users 
Blender offers the very handy 
Interaction preset setup with 
predefined settings for people 
accustomed with 3D Max and Maya. 
The recent Blender release, 2.76, 
enables the ability to do stunning things, 
such as photo-realistic HDR rendering 
with GPU acceleration, high-quality 
textures for lots of materials (glass and 
metal etc) and has a great animation 

Image file format encoder

3D modelling tool

Version: GIT Web: http://bit.ly/FLIFEncoder

Version: 2.76 Web: www.blender.org

“Output is smaller than 
PNG with the highest 
compression ratio.”

“Blender can do photo-
realistic HDR rendering 
with GPU acceleration.”

FLIF file, so right now you can only use 
the FLIF binary to archive images and 
recover them later using  $ ./flif -d input.
flf output.png . However, it’s possible to 
view the FLIF-encoded images using 
the separate tool called UGUI_FLIF 
(http://bit.ly/UGUIFLIF), which is 
based on HTML and JSON. Once the 
FLIF file format is finalised there will be 
a more appropriate viewer, and files 
encoded with an older FLIF binary won’t 
be compatible with a newer one. Still, 
this work in progress encoder is very 
inspiring news.

 The only real thing that’s missing for FLIF is a viewer.

 Blender is a very capable. Rusty surfaces can be made by 
superimposing different layers and effects.

toolset. The new version is another step 
forward: making better use of AMD 
GPUs in Linux; adding an initial 
implementation of camera zoom 
motion blur; new ‘Flatten faces’ and 

‘Edge offset’ modeling tools; and Pixar 
OpenSubdiv library support etc. 

The official Blender website offers 
various download options, but no 
packages for specific Linux distros. 
Instead, it’s best to get it from your 
repos. For instance, Ubuntu users can 
get the latest version of Blender from 
ppa:thomas-schiex/blender. LXF

 LXFHotPicks
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P
icraft started with a hack 
someone made for rendering 
an image captured with 

picamera in Minecraft. I wanted to 
make a video-rendering variant but 
discovered that the Minecraft Pi 
Edition (MCPI) wasn’t fast enough. I 
gave up on the idea  until I ran across 
a hack using Sonic Pi: a real-time 
spectrum analyser in Minecraft. This 
was updating much faster, and I 
discovered the answer was to 
concatenate requests together in a 
single network transaction.

I went back to see if I could 
implement something similar in 
MCPI. Unfortunately, the more I dug 
into it, the more I discovered things I 
didn’t like (camelCase, getters, 
setters etc). So, I set out to replace it.

I started with the basics: a decent 
Vector class, supporting every 
operation I could think of, and 
immutable so it could be used as a 
key in dicts and sets. Next came a 
Block class with a variable 
constructor so you can demand a 
block that matches an HTML colour 
spec.  Then a Connection class with 
batching capability, and finally filling 
out the boring bits like World, Player, 
and Events. I moved onto extending 
the API in interesting ways: 
reimplementing some of the bits in 
Martin O’Hanlon’s excellent 
minecraftstuff library. 

Finally, I experimented with a new 
means of handling events. In Picraft, 
you can now mark a function as 
handling a block hit at a certain 
location, or mark another function as 
a response to the player moving 
across a particular territory. You can 
read more about Picraft at:  
http://picraft.readthedocs.org.

Welcome...

Dave Jones 
is the creator of 
Picraft library.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming a 
real marketing force and one key driving 
force is the Raspberry Pi. No one expected 

the Pi to be such a big success in the first place, 
never mind become an actual functional element 
in the IoT market. But the tiny size, low power and 

Pi user
Pi + Code Club

Custom Pi service

The Raspberry Pi Foundation joins forces with 
the Code Club for awesome teaching power. 

Driving the Raspberry Pi for commercial use, Element14 
offers a customised build service.

low cost of the Pi means it’s more than capable of 
becoming a central powerhouse for almost any 
IoT project you can think of. 

Until now, the only flaw has been the inability to 
customise the Pi base design to perfectly suit your 
IoT projects, but a new partnership between 
Raspberry Pi Trading (the commercial arm of the 
Foundation) and Element14 rectifies this by 
offering an exclusive world-wide customised 
consultancy, design and manufacturing service. 

Any of the Raspberry Pi boards and 
accessories can be customised and all of them will 
feature the Broadcom chip. Requests with a 
minimum order quantity of 3,000 to 5,000 units 
can be made through the Design Centre with costs 
and lead times variable from project to project. 

The new service promises to propel the Pi into 
new corners of the world and into even more 
exciting projects. For more information go visit at  
www.element14.com/custompi.

Since 2012 seven million Pis have been sold 
and more than 3,800 coding clubs have 
been established with more than 44,000 

children regularly attending Code Clubs across the 
UK with around 40% being girls. But it’s not 
enough. Both the Foundation and Code Club want 
to do more and to facilitate that Code Club will 
become a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation.

The Pi Foundation told us explicitly the brand 
and approach will continue unchanged, as it’s a 
proven model that works incredibly well. For the 
people that run clubs nothing will change, Code 
Club HQ will continue to create awesome projects 
running on whatever hardware they like to use.

The Pi Foundation sees this as an opportunity 
to diversify its education programme, reaching out 

to an even larger audience through the platform-
neutral Code Club.

It sounds like a match made in heaven to us 
and the decision has been met with enthusiasm 
and glee, as is usual from Code Club members. 
For more information visit www.codeclub.org.uk.

 a match made 
in digital maker 
heaven: Code 
Club and The 
Raspberry Pi 
Foundation.

 ever wanted to add, remove and tweak almost 
every element of the Pi’s design? now you can.

Giving you your fill of delicious Raspberry Pi news, reviews and tutorials
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Linux distribution Review

Verdict

In brief...
 The latest 

release of the 
official distro 
supported by the 
Raspberry Pi 
Foundation. The 
distro is based 
upon Debian 
Jessie and comes 
with a raft of 
improvements to 
hardware and 
software, which 
sees the distro 
mature into an 
all-encompassing 
platform for 
hackers and 
makers as well as 
a cost-effective 
second computer.

As a connoisseur of all things Raspberry Pi, Les Pounder takes a sniff at the 
latest Raspbian release from the Raspberry Pi Foundation.

Raspbian Jessie

Features 9/10
Performance 9/10
Ease of use 7/10
Documentation 7/10

Raspbian Jessie

 With improved user experience, 
thanks to refining existing tools, we 
see a powerful platform emerging.

Rating 9/10

Developer: Raspberry Pi Foundation
Web: www.raspberrypi.org
Licence: Various

GPIO access
The first release to feature 
GPIO access for all users. 
Previously only root or 
sudo could use the pins.

Features at a glance

Settings
The new suite enables 
anyone to tinker with their 
setup, from keyboards to 
overclocking their Pi.

Perhaps the biggest change is under 
the hood. Typically, only the root user or 
a user with sudo access is able to use 
the GPIO pins. The workaround is using 
IDLE, the Python editor, where you’d 
need to open a terminal and run IDLE 
with  sudo . This isn’t an issue anymore, 
as now any user can access the GPIO 
pins via IDLE in the Programming 
menu. This is a major change and will 
enable a much easier transition for 
those learning to code via the GPIO. 

Powerful platform
Talking of Python, Raspbian Jessie has 
a new version of the popular Pygame 
library called Pygame Zero. This is 
commonly used to make games with 
Python but it has a rather steep 
learning curve. It’s a simpler version of 
Pygame with a focus on helping 
educators wanting to enrich coding 
lessons. Any code written for Pygame 
Zero uses a text editor or IDLE, but to 
run it you will need to open a terminal 
and run  pygzrun  along with the name 
of your project.

With this latest release we see why 
Raspbian is considered to be the de 
facto distribution (distro). Its mix of 
thoughtful refinements to established 
applications, raspi-config and sudo-less 
GPIO access, and new software, 
including LibreOffice, which enables the 
Pi to meet the needs of different user 
groups and not just coders.

Raspbian Jessie does come at a 
cost, the install size is well over 4GB, 

Since its début in 2012, the 
Raspberry Pi has used Raspbian 
as the official operating system. 

Looking back at the early versions of 
Raspbian, we see a rather basic OS that 
was still in its infancy, but with the latest 
release of Raspbian we have a whole 
new beast.

The latest Raspbian is based on 
Debian Jessie and ships with kernel 
4.1.7 by default, and refines the desktop 
re-design spearheaded by Simon Long 
in 2014 by shifting to the newer GTK 3 
toolkit. When you first boot up you will 
see a major difference to the boot 
process; it now boots to the Raspbian 
desktop by default, but this can easily 
be changed. Raspbian Jessie also ships 
with a new way to make system 
configuration changes and this is the 
Raspberry Pi Configuration application, 
a GUI for the stalwart raspi-config, 
which is used to overclock your Pi 
among other things. Adding 
applications to the main menu is now 
made easier thanks to the Main Menu 
Editor, similar to Alacarte, which has 
been written in Python. A nice touch is 
the inclusion of scrot, an application 
used to take screenshots, something 
we use a lot when distro hopping.

To further cement the idea that the 
Raspberry Pi can be used as a typical 
desktop computer, the Raspbian Jessie 
comes with the LibreOffice suite and 
the Claws Mail email client. There are 
also two new Java IDE: BlueJ and 
Greenfoot in the Programming menu 
taking advantage of the Pi 2’s hardware.

leaving approximately 3GB of available 
space on an 8GB SD card. This isn’t too 
high a cost as Raspberry Pi comes with 
8GB micro SD cards. But for those of 
you with older Pi running on a 4GB SD 
card or the Raspberry Pi Compute, 
you will need to wait a little longer for a 
planned ‘lite’ version. 

We tested the new release on a 
Raspberry Pi B+ with 512MB of RAM 
and can report that it was perfectly 
usable even with less RAM. However, 
with 256MB of RAM that’s present on 
the A and A+ the Pi was slower but this 
is to be expected.

The Raspberry Pi continues to 
dominate the single board computer 
community and the latest Raspbian 
release will further ensure its 
dominance, despite a growing threat 
from the Ubuntu Mate distro.  LXF

 The Raspbian desktop environment, thanks to the work of Simon Long, is now 
a slick experience with a very refined user interface.
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TutorialRaspberry Pi AstroCam

COMPATIBILITY

a+/b+ & 
Pi2

import datetime
We’re using  pygame  to enable input via the Sense Hat 

joystick, which replicates the cursor keys and Enter key of a 
keyboard.  PiCamera  is used to access the camera. We 
import the Sense Hat library and use a variable to make easy 
work of its syntax. Last, we import  datetime , which we use to 
generate timestamps for file names.
pygame.init()
screen = pygame.display.set_mode((640,480))
pygame.display.set_caption('Pygame Test')

To use pygame we must initialise it, create a display with a 
resolution of 640x480 pixels and name the window. Next, we 
create two functions, the first handles taking a picture.
def takepic(timer,toggle):
  for seconds in range(timer):
      sense.show_message(str(seconds), text_colour=[255,0,0], 
scroll_speed=0.05)

AstroCam: Take 
photos with a Pi
Les Pounder takes his faithful Pi, a Sense Hat and the official Pi camera and 
creates a camera for budding space adventurers.

Last issue, we introduced the Sense Hat which will 
power the Astro Pi mission aboard the International 
Space Station. For this tutorial we’ll use it to control a 

Raspberry Pi camera, and use a joystick to control settings, 
such as the timer and flash and to trigger taking a picture. For 
the whole project you will need a Raspberry Pi 2, A+ or B+, 
the latest release of Raspbian, as well as the HAT and camera. 
All of the code is at http://bit.ly/LXF205AstroCam.

Installation of the camera and Sense Hat is a little tricky, 
and requires threading the ribbon cable of the camera 
through the Sense Hat via the slot to the left of the joystick. 
You’ll need to ensure that the blue edge of the connector is 
facing the Ethernet port of your Pi, then lift up the plastic 
holder on the Camera port, insert the ribbon, replace the port 
to retain the ribbon and affix the hat to all 40 GPIO pins.

For this project, we strongly recommend that you install 
the latest version of Raspbian Jessie as this comes with the 
Sense Hat library pre-installed. Jessie also enables any user 
to access the GPIO pins via Python and no longer requires 
IDLE to be run via  sudo . You can download the latest version 
at www.raspberrypi.org/downloads.

Boot up your Pi and it will start the desktop environment. 
Go the main menu and navigate to Programming and then 
select ‘IDLE 3 (Python 3)’. IDLE 3 will open with an interactive 
shell, which we won’t be using, navigate to File > New Window 
to open a blank document and then save the blank 
document, File > Save as astro-cam.py. We’ll start the code 
by importing the libraries that will power our project.
import pygame, time
from pygame.locals import *
from picamera import PiCamera
from sense_hat import SenseHat
sense = SenseHat()

The Raspberry 
Pi camera must 
be protected 
from touching 
the Raspberry 
Pi, especially the 
GPIO pins. You can 
purchase a case for 
the camera from 
CPC (http://cpc.
farnell.com) and 
Pimoroni (https://
shop.pimoroni.
com) for less 
than £5.

Quick
tip Picamera

The official Raspberry Pi camera is one 
of the oldest add-ons that has been 
made for the Raspberry Pi. It uses a 5MP 
sensor to create 1080p video and high 
quality still images at 2,592x1,944 pixels. 
It works with a robust and well written 
Python library that is very capable. 

High speed photography at 90fps is 
possible by reducing the resolution to 
640x480 pixels, and this enables the 
camera to be used in scientific 
experiments and sports photography. 

The camera can also be used as a novel 
form of input using colour detection built 
into the Picamera Python library. 

Another form of input is OpenCV 
which enables a computer to ‘see’, 
requiring the user to program the 
computer to look for and interpret 
objects/faces and act accordingly. This 
form of input is computationally 
expensive and reduces the frame rate of 
the camera to around 10fps but it can be 
used successfully. The camera uses a 

fixed focus which can’t be altered in 
software, but it can be hacked using a 
craft knife to break the glue seal around 
the lens, but this is not something we 
recommend. The latest version of the 
Raspbian operating system, Jessie, 
comes with the camera pre-configured 
and ready for use, but if you are using an 
older Raspbian version, you will need to 
use raspi-config  to enable the camera, 
followed by pip3-2 to install the 
Picamera libraries to your Raspberry Pi.

 Our finished project is rather easy to assemble, but it can 
be integrated into a photo booth with relative ease.

Les Pounder
travels the UK 
working with the 
Raspberry Pi 
Foundation to 
deliver its popular 
Picademy training 
to teachers. He 
also writes a blog 
at http://bigl.es.

Our 
expert
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      time.sleep(1)
First, we define the name of the function, in this case  

 takepic , we also create two arguments that can be passed to 
the function. These arguments are the timer value and toggle 
used to control the flash unit. We use a for loop to iterate for 
the number of seconds that the timer is set for. It will scroll 
the timer value across the LED matrix on the Sense Hat 
before sleeping for one second and repeating the process:
  a = str(datetime.datetime.now())
  a = a[0:19]
  flash(toggle)

We come out of the for loop but remain in the function and 
create a variable called  a  which stores the current date and 
time and converts it to a string. We slice the string by only 
using characters from positions 0 to 19 ( [0:19] ) of the string, 
effectively the real date and time. Last, we call the  flash  
function with the value of toggle. Still inside the function we 
set up the camera to take a picture:
with PiCamera() as camera:
  temp = round(sense.get_temperature(),2)
  camera.resolution = (800, 600)
  camera.framerate = 24
  camera.start_preview()
  time.sleep(5)
  camera.stop_preview()
  camera.annotate_text = ‘This image has a temperature of 
%s C’ % temp
  time.sleep(0.1)
  camera.capture('/home/pi/'+(a)+’.jpg')

Taking pictures
We start by creating a  temp  variable which will contain the 
current temperature. We use the Sense Hat temp sensor to 
take a reading, which is rather precise, and round the reading 
to two decimal places. We fix the resolution of the camera to 
800x600 pixels and the framerate to 24 frames per second 
and open the preview window for five seconds allowing time 
to frame the shot before the preview window is closed. Next, 
we annotate the image to include the current temperature, 
before sleeping for 0.1 seconds, and taking the picture and 
saving the image to home with the current time and date as 
the file name. Our final function handles the flash.
def flash(toggle):
  print(toggle)
  if toggle == ‘on':
      sense.clear(255,255,255)
  elif toggle == ‘off':
      sense.clear()

We touched on this function in the  takepic()  function and 
we call this function from inside of  takepic() . The  flash  
function has one argument and this controls whether the 
flash is on or off. If the value of toggle is  ‘on’  then all of the 
LEDs are set to full brightness. If the value of toggle is  ‘off’  
the LED matrix is turned off. We now move to the main code 
(see http://bit.ly/LXF205AstroCam):
try:
  timer = 0
  while True:
      for event in pygame.event.get():
          if event.type == KEYDOWN:

We start by using a try…except test which will enable our 
code to exit gracefully, if needed. In there we set the value of 

the timer to 0 ( timer = 0 ) and use a loop to check for any 
user input on the joystick. If the joystick is pressed then a key 
press is detected.
              if event.key == pygame.K_UP:
                  print('Adding time')
                  timer = timer + 5
                  sense.show_message(str(timer), text_
colour=[255,0,0])

If the key press returns that up has been pressed on the 
joystick then five seconds is added to the timer and reported 
to the user via the LED matrix. Likewise, if down is pressed on 
the joystick then five seconds is removed from the timer.
              elif event.key == pygame.K_LEFT:
                  print('Add flash')
                  sense.show_message('Flash ready’, text_
colour=[255,0,0], scroll_speed=0.05)
                  toggle = ‘on’

Here we use pressing left on the joystick to turn on the 
flash by changing the value stored in the variable toggle to  
 ‘on’ . Pressing right on the joystick will turn off the flash. Our 
final condition triggers taking a picture.
                  elif event.key == pygame.K_RETURN:
                  print('Takepic')
                  takepic(timer,toggle)
                  flash('off')

Pressing the joystick in is the same as pressing Enter or 
Return and triggers the  takepic()  function and passes the 
values of the timer and the toggle variables as arguments to 
the function. A picture is taken and then the flash is turned 
off. Our final section of code is the except part of the try…
except test.
except KeyboardInterrupt:
  pygame.display.quit()
  pygame.quit()

If the user pressed CTRL+c the project will cleanly close 
any open pygame windows and exit. With all this code 
complete, save you work and click on Run > Run Module to 
start taking pictures with your AstroCam! LXF 

 The Sense Hat 
is a remarkable 
platform for 
running scientific 
experiments, 
and thanks to a 
robust Python 
library we can 
integrate it into 
lots of different 
projects.

Scratch update
In the latest version of Scratch, released 
with the new Jessie image, the 
Raspberry Pi camera can be used to 
generate sprites which are controllable 
using the Scratch palette of commands. 
The new version of Scratch also 
supports add-on boards, such as Sense 

Hat, to enable younger children to 
recreate projects like AstroCam. Work is 
still ongoing for this project but the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation have invested 
a significant resources to create a 
version of Scratch which will meet the 
needs of many different users.
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defunct platforms is available as open source software, 
which you can install on top of a Raspbian distribution 
(distro). However, the easiest way to start playing vintage 
games on the Raspberry Pi is to install the purpose-made 
RetroPie distro, which packs a bundle of emulators.

You can manually install RetroPie on top of an existing 
Raspbian distro but it’s more convenient to use the pre-
baked image. In addition to Raspberry Pi 2, the distro works 
with the older models as well, so make sure you grab the 
correct image. You need to transfer this image to at least a 
4GB card, either using the  dd  command in Linux, such as
$ dd if=retropie-rpi2.img of=/dev/sdd

You also need a USB keyboard and mouse for some initial 
setup that you can’t do remotely via SSH. We’ll also hook up 
a compatible Wi-Fi adaptor to the Raspberry Pi, which won’t 
work straight out of the box, but we’ll get to that later. Most 
important of all, make sure you grab some gaming 
controllers to enjoy the games to the hilt, and RetroPie can 
work with various controllers, from cheap no-names ones to 
PS3 and Xbox 360 controllers. 

Once you’ve prepared the memory card with the RetroPie 
image, insert it into the Pi, connect the controller, the Wi-Fi 
adaptor, the speakers and the USB input devices, hook it up 
to your HDMI monitor, and power it up. The Pi boots directly 
into Emulation Station, which is the graphical interface it 
uses to enable you to switch between emulators. The 
interface asks you to configure the controller. However, 
before we do that, we have to tweak a couple of settings. 
Press the F4 key on the keyboard to exit the Emulation 
Station, then head to XTerminal. 

Basic setup
The first order of business is to expand the image to take 
over the entire card. In order to do this, bring up Raspbian’s 
configuration utility with
$ sudo raspi-config

and select the first option to expand the filesystem. Once 
that’s done, head to the second option to change the default 
password for the pi user.

Next up, head to the Advanced Options and select the 
SSH option to enable remote access. To ensure you use the 
maximum memory for gaming, head to the Memory Split 
option. If you’re using a Raspberry Pi 2, allocate 512 to the 
GPU. Users of the older B+ model should earmark 256. 
Finally, scroll down to the Overclock option, where users of 
the Raspberry Pi 2 should select the Pi2 option. Once you’ve 
made all the changes, head back to the main menu and 
select ‘Finish’ to restart the Raspberry Pi and save changes. 

RetroPi: Use an 
Xbox gamepad
Relive the golden era of gaming by hooking your Pi up to a game controller.

V ideo games in the 1980s were quite different from 
the latest crop of frag -’em- till- you’re- dead point-
and-shoot games. They were tastefully crafted 8- bit 

graphical masterpieces, with an intense storylines and 
gameplay that kept you engrossed for hours. If reading this 
makes you feel nostalgic, you can emulate the golden era of 
gaming consoles on your modern hardware and escape back 
to that golden era. 

The new quad-core Raspberry Pi 2 has enough number-
crunching power to recreate the video game consoles of 
yesteryear virtually. Most of the software that creates the 

COMPATIBILITY

all 
Pis

 Just to be on 
the safe side, try 
playing games 
with the default 
clock speeds, 
before you try to 
overclock the Pi.
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The RetroPie script is a wonderful tool that you 
can use to convert a stock Raspbian distro into 
the ultimate arcade machine. Or, if you are 
already running a version of RetroPie, you can 
use the script to update to a newer version 
without downloading and reinstalling the whole 
thing all over again.

To upgrade your installation, exit Emulation 
Station and enter the following in the CLI:
$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get upgrade
The above commands refresh the distro’s 

repos and brings it up to date by re-installing 
any outdated packages. With the base distro 
updated, it’s time to update the various gaming 
emulators. Again on the CLI, type:
$ cd RetroPie-Setup
$ sudo ./retropie_setup.sh

As you are in the script, the first task is to 
update the RetroPie-Setup script itself. 

The script lists two different upgrade options at 
the top. The first one fetches pre-built binaries 
of the emulators, while the second one compiles 
them from source. The former option is faster, 
while the latter, although excruciatingly slow on 
the Raspberry Pi, fetches the bleeding-edge 
versions of the emulators. You can safely ignore 
the second option and just go with the first one, 
which downloads and sets up new versions of all 
of the emulators.

Get print and digital subs See www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/linsubs

When you’re back up again, press F4 once more to exit 
out of Emulation Station. We’ll now get the Wi-Fi adaptor to 
work. Open the configuration file with:
$ sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces

and then change its contents to resemble the following:
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
iface eth0 inet dhcp

allow-hotplug wlan0
auto wlan0
iface wlan0 inet dhcp
   wpa-ssid “Your Wireless Network Name”
   wpa-psk “Your Wireless Network Password”

Make sure you replace the text in the  wpa-ssid  line with 
the SSID and password for your Wi-Fi network. Press Ctrl+x 
to save the file and exit the text editor. Now reboot the Pi 
with  sudo reboot . Once it comes back up, your Wi-Fi 
adaptor connects you to your router. From this point on, you 
can do the configuration remotely from another computer. 

Exit Emulation Station yet again and make a note of the 
IP address RetroPie has been assigned by your router. 
Assuming it’s 192.168.3.111, you can now log in to it from 
another computer with  sudo ssh pi@192.168.3.111 .

Irrespective of how you’re accessing the Pi, the next 
order of business is to tweak some RetroPie-related settings. 
Change into the RetroPie-Setup directory with
$ cd ~/RetroPie-Setup

and execute the configuration script with
$ sudo ./retropie_setup.sh

The script fetches any required packages that are 
missing from your installation. When it’s ready, the script 
displays an Ncurses-based menu. First up, scroll down to the 
second-to-last option, which updates the RetroPie-Setup 
script itself. Once it’s done, re-launch the script and scroll 
down to the third option, labelled Setup/Configuration.

In here, scroll down and select ‘323’, which makes the 
necessary changes to display the RetroPie configuration 
menu in Emulation Station. This helps you make changes to 
the distro without heading back to the command line. Now, 
depending on your audio gear and how it’s connected to the 
Raspberry Pi, you might need to handhold RetroPie before it 
can send audio output correctly. Select option ‘301’ to 
configure the audio settings. If the default auto option isn’t 
playing any sound, scroll down and select the output to 
which your speakers are connected. The menu also gives 
you the option to bring up the mixer to adjust the volume. 

Configure controllers
Now reboot the distribution one last time and this time 
continue with Emulation Station. If you’ve connected your 
controller, the distro will pick it up. Press and hold any key on 
the controller to help the distro correctly identify the 
controller. You will then be asked to map the keys on the 
controller. Be aware that this basic mapping is only for 
navigating around the graphical interface and helping you 
switch between the emulated system and selecting a game. 
Once you’ve set up the controller, you’re dropped into the 

To map an exit 
option to the game 
controller, edit 
retroarch.cfg and 
add input_enable_
hotkey_btn = “X” 
and input_exit_
emulator_btn = 
“Y”. Replace X 
and Y with the 
identifiers for the 
Start and Menu 
buttons on your 
chosen controller.

Quick
tip

Upgrade RetroPie

 If you want to, you can make changes to the splash 
screen using the RetroPie-Setup script.

 Emulation Station displays the number of games inside a particular emulator.
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main menu of the Emulation Station interface. Now, to set 
up the controller for gaming, head to the RetroPie menu in 
Emulation Station and select the ‘Configure RetroArch 
Keyboard/Joystick’ option. Use the keyboard and select the 
first option, labelled ‘Configure Joystick/Controller’. Then 
follow the on-screen prompts to set up your controller. 
If your controller doesn’t have the buttons you’re being 
asked for, just wait for a few seconds and the setup will move 
on to the next button.

Controller drivers
If you use an Xbox 360 or a PS3 controller, you first have to 
install their drivers before RetroPie can pick them up. In 
earlier versions, this involved some hacking on the 
command line. However, in the latest version of the distro, 
it’s a very simple and straightforward affair. Head to the 
RetroPie-Setup option in the RetroPie menu inside 
Emulation Station. This brings you to the Ncurses menu of 

the RetroPie-Setup script we were in earlier. Use the 
keyboard to select the third option to configure the distro. 
Scroll through the list and select the relevant option to install 
the driver for your controller – ‘318’ to install the PS3 driver 
and number ‘332’ to install the driver for the Xbox 360. 

The Xbox360 script downloads the xboxdrv driver and 
edits the /etc/rc.local file to start the driver on boot. The 
script adds entries for wired 360 controllers. If you are using 
wireless controllers, open the /etc/rc.local file in a text 
editor, hunt for the lines that begin with  xboxdrv  and 
replace the  --id  option with  --wid .

If you are using PS3 controllers, once you’ve installed the 
drivers using the script as described earlier, you’re prompted 
to plug in the Bluetooth adaptor for the controllers. Even 
after you do so, RetroPie will fail to detect your controllers. 
This is to be expected, according to the developers. Exit the 
script and out of Emulation Station. Once you’re back on the 
command line, switch to the /opt/retropie/

1  Network transfers
If RetroPie is connected to the router, you can 
transfer game ROMs to it from any computer 
on the same network. The distro ships with a 
pre-configured Samba server and shows up 
as a Windows share. Copy the ROMs inside 
the directory for their particular emulator.

3  Plug and play
Now put that USB stick into your desktop PC 
and copy the ROMs on to it, making sure to 
put them in the right folder. When you put this 
memory stick back in your Pi, RetroPie pulls 
the ROMs into the matching directory for the 
associated emulators automatically.

2  Via USB
The easiest way to transfer ROMs is to use a 
USB flash drive. When it detects a USB disk, 
RetroPie creates a directory structure for 
ROM files that mirrors the emulators installed 
on the distro. Wait a while as it creates the 
directories and then remove the drive.

Transfer ROMs

Use a virtual gamepad
Don’t sweat if you don’t have a gaming 
controller – you can create and use a virtual 
one from within your phone or tablet instead.

To create the virtual gamepad, head to the 
XTerminal and enter the following commands 
to install the required components:
$ sudo apt-get update 
$ sudo apt-get upgrade
$ wget http://node-arm.herokuapp.com/node_

latest_armhf.deb
$ sudo dpkg -i node_latest_armhf.deb

Once you have the components, switch to 
the root user with the  su  command. You’re 
prompted for the root user’s password 
(raspberry). Once authenticated, enter
# git clone https://github.com/miroof/node-

virtual-gamepads

# cd node-virtual-gamepads
# npm install
# npm install pm2 -g

The above steps take a little time to 
complete. Once they’ve finished, you can 
launch the controller and enable it to start up 
automatically at boot:
# pm2 start main.js
# pm2 startup
# sudo pm2 save

Now grab your phone or tablet, open the web 
browser (the developers recommend Google 
Chrome for best results) and enter the IP 
address of the Pi in the address bar. You should 
now see a virtual controller on the page. Note 
that you need to configure your controller with  
and RetroArch just as you would with a physical 

controller. The game controller web application 
also provides haptic feedback – if you find it 
irritating, you can deactivate it by taking your 
device off vibration.

 You can hook up as many as four virtual 
controllers to RetroPie.

When using 
multiple controllers 
at the same 
time, it’s best 
to use identical 
controllers to avoid 
configuration and 
gameplay issues.

Quick
tip
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supplementary/ps3controller/ directory and type
$ sudo ./sixpair

This nifty little utility should detect the Bluetooth adaptor 
and make it known to RetroPie. 

Now reboot the Raspberry Pi and, once it’s back up, 
change to the /dev/input directory and list its contents with  
 ls . If your controller has been detected, it’s listed as js0. 
You can test the controller by using:
$ jstest /dev/input/js0

which brings up the jstest program designed to test the 
features of a controller. Now head back to the RetroPie menu 
in Emulation Station and use the Configure RetroArch 
Keyboard/Joystick option to set up your controller. And 
that’s it – your controllers are now all set up and ready to go. 
You can do this with all your controllers and RetroPie saves 
the configuration and automatically loads it whenever you 
plug the controller in.

You can now scroll through Emulation Station and play 
the pre-installed games with your controllers. When you’re 
done with those, follow the walkthrough to transfer your own 
gaming ROMs into the RetroPie. There are several websites, 

1  Configure ScummVM
Start the launcher and click on the Options button. Switch to the last 
tab, which houses miscellaneous settings. Use the ‘Theme’ button to 
change the visual appearance of the launcher by switching to another 
theme. The GUI Renderer setting defines how the launcher is 
rendered, and the Autosave option controls the length of time that 
ScummVM waits between saves.

2  Default paths
Switch to the Paths tab to configure where ScummVM looks for 
particular files. The Save Path option points to the default folder 
where ScummVM will store saved games. If the option isn’t set, the 
saved games are stored in the current directory. Then there’s the 
Theme Path option, which points to the directory that stores 
additional themes for the launcher. 

3  Add games
To load a supported game into ScummVM, copy its data files from 
the original media. If you’ve downloaded the files from ScummVM’s 
website, you have to extract them before copying them into RetroPie. 
Then run ScummVM, press the ‘Mass Add’ button and point 
ScummVM to the extracted folder. It auto-detects any games in there 
and they appear in the game list.

4  Global menu
Now select the game you wish to play and press ‘Start’. While playing 
the game, you can press the Ctrl+F5 key combination to pause the 
game and bring up the global menu. This gives you the option to get 
help and influence gameplay. Using the ‘Help’ button, you can access 
any in-game help documentation, while the ‘Options’ button enables 
you to tweak certain settings, such as volume.

Play games in ScummVM

 RetroArch is a multi-system emulator that does the heavy-lifting for the distro. 

such as World of Spectrum (www.worldofspectrum.org), that host legally 
downloadable ROMs for free, donated or abandoned by their developers. True 
retro gaming fans will have created their own ROMs from old cartridges, though, 
which isn’t too tricky thanks to adaptors like the Retrode. LXF

Raspberry Pi RetroPi
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CIFS is primarily associated with PCs running Windows, 
which makes it the best solution for those running a mixed 
network of Windows and Linux PCs, as well as Apple Macs.

Next is NFS, or Network File System. This is an open 
standard specifically designed to allow client PCs to access 
files over a network in a similar way to those stored locally on 
the computer. NFS and SMB/CIFS are competing standards, 
but you can run both side-by-side in Linux.

In this tutorial we’ll focus on Samba for compatibility 
purposes, but NFS does have advantages of its own, 
particularly on a closed network where you know every single 
device that’s connected to it. It’s actually more efficient than 
Samba, making it quicker and less demanding on the server, 
but trickier to set up beyond basic home folder sharing (see 
NFS Sharing box, p70 for more information on using it).

Setting up network shares in Linux
First things first: how do you share a folder on your PC with 
other computers attached to your local network using 
Samba? The irony is, although Samba is the simplest option – 
and the only practical one on a network of mixed computers 
– it can still be quite complicated to administer. Thankfully, 
though, if your file-sharing needs are basic, it’s actually quite 
simple. First, you’ll need to install two additional packages 
before you can start sharing folders:
sudo apt-get install samba
sudo apt-get install libpam-smbpass

Reboot, then browse to the folder that you wish to share – 
for simplicity’s sake (and to ensure that you have all the right 
permissions), make sure this is one in your personal Home 
folder. Right-click the folder and choose ‘Properties’, 
then switch to the Local Network Share tab. Tick ‘Share this 
folder’, then – if required – choose a different share name for 
the folder to make it easier for users to identify on the 
network (you can also add a comment to the folder to make it 
easier to identify). 

Deciding who receives what access to your shared folder 
can be as simple or as complicated as you want to make it. 
If you’re happy to open up your folder to anyone that is on 
your network, then ticking the ‘Guest access…’ box under the 
Local Network Share tab of the shared folder’s properties is 

Samba: Share 
files & folders

Sharing files between computers is one of the most 
fundamental reasons for setting up a local network. 
It’s something that’s designed to work seamlessly with 

your day-to-day file browsing, so everything’s handled using 
shared folders, which are made accessible to other 
computers connected to the same local network.

Users can control exactly who has access to each folder 
and determine what rights they have over the files within that 
folder. These rights can usually be boiled down to two basic 
settings: full read/write access and read-only. The latter 
makes it possible to share files securely without worrying 
about your files being overwritten or deleted – other users 
can copy files from the shared folder as well as view them, 
but they can’t perform any kind of editing on the folder or the 
contents stored in it.

One crucial difference between file sharing in Linux and 
other operating systems is that permissions for files inside 
the shared folder are independent to the shared folder itself, 
so simply granting someone full access to that folder doesn’t 
automatically grant users full access to the files within – they 
can delete those files (so some care is required), but they 
can’t necessarily open or edit them unless the files 
themselves explicitly allow it. This can be awkward, but as 
you’ll discover, it’s possible to change this behaviour.

If you’re running Ubuntu (we’re using 14.04.3 LTS in this 
tutorial), then the likelihood is that everything you need to 
access shared folders are already in place, but you’ll need to 
add additional packages if you want to turn your PC into a 
server in order to share files with others. In this tutorial, we’ll 
reveal all the prerequisites you need to enable all aspects of 
file sharing on your system, as well as show you how to set up 
a shared folder for others to access. We’ll also look at different 
sharing systems, explore issues with access control (typically 
revolving around folder permissions) and provide you with all 
the tools you need to become a file-sharing guru.

Networking sharing is all about acronyms and strange 
words like ‘Samba’. First up are SMB, which stands for Server 
Message Block, and CIFS, which stands for Common Internet 
File System. SMB and CIFS are largely interchangeable (CIFS 
is a version of SMB) and basically provide shared access to 
files, printers and other resources over a local network. SMB/

Messed up your 
smb.conf file in 
Gadmin Samba? 
Open a Terminal 
and type in the 
following:
sudo cp /etc/
samba/smb.conf.
old* /etc/samba/
smb.conf
You’ll find that this 
should restore your 
previous Samba 
configuration and 
reboot for it to 
take effect.

Quick
tip

Sharing Explore different sharing 
systems and set up file and folder shares

Nick Peers goes hunting for the ins and outs of sharing files with other 
PCs on your network.
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Use LVM to limit shared folder size
If you’d like to set aside a maximum amount of 
space for your shared folder, and you’ve enabled 
Logical Volume Manager on your Ubuntu install 
[see Tutorials, p72, LXF202], then you can use 
LVM to set up a dedicated partition as a shared 
volume. If you want to avoid using the Terminal, 
boot from your Ubuntu install disc, then search 
the Software Center for ‘lvm’. Select ‘Logical 
Volume Management’ and click More info > Use 
This Source > Install. Once done, launch Logical 
Volume Management from Launcher, expand 
Logical View, select root and click ‘Edit 
Properties’. Reduce the size of your main 
partition by the amount you wish to allocate to 
the shared volume – say 2GB.

Now reboot into your main Ubuntu 
installation. Open Terminal and type  sudo  

mkdir /mnt/<shared> , changing  <shared>  to 
your choice of shared folder name. If you’ve not 
previously used the LVM graphical tool, install it 
again from the Software Center. Launch it, select 
Logical View in the left-hand pane and click 
‘Create New Logical Volume’ to set up your new 
shared volume. Give it a suitable name (say 
shared), then click ‘Use remaining’ to allocate it 
all the space you freed up in the previous step. 
Select ‘Ext4’ for filesystem, then tick both 
‘Mount’ and ‘Mount when rebooted’ boxes. Type  
 /samba/<shared>  into the Mount point box, 
replacing  <shared>  with the folder name you 
created in step two. Click ‘OK’ and the volume 
will be created and mounted, ready for sharing – 
either via file manager or using gadmin-samba 
if your needs are more complex.

 One way to apply a limit to the size of 
your share is to create a logical volume.

Get the best mag deals Subscribe now at http://bit.ly/LinuxFormat

sufficient to do this. However, if you leave this unticked then 
the only way to access the folder over the network as things 
currently stand is by logging in with your local account’s 
username and password.

Next, decide whether users can copy files to the folder as 
well as delete those within it (tick the ‘Allow others to create 
and delete files in this folder’ box), click ‘Create Share’ or 
‘Modify Share’ and you’re done: the folder should now be 
visible and accessible over the network to all other connected 
computers, including Apple Macs and Windows PCs.

Access shared folders
Now you’ve shared a folder, how do you access it – or indeed 
any other shared folder on your network, including those on 
Macs and Windows PCs? The answer is incredibly easy – 
if everything’s set up correctly. Your computer’s name will 
now be visible to other users when browsing the network, 
while typing its name or IP address into the ‘Connect to 
server’ box should also get you access.

Access through Ubuntu is simple too – in fact, other PCs 
running Ubuntu don’t need to install any additional packages 
for basic access to your shares; support is baked into Unity’s 
default file manager as well as the launcher itself. Open Files, 
then click ‘Browse Network’ under ‘Network’ in the left-hand 
pane or choose File > Connect to Server… and click ‘Browse’. 
The file manager supports both NFS and Samba shares, and 
you’ll be prompted to log in using whatever credentials are 
required (with Windows shares, ignore the Domain field if 
you’re connecting via a workgroup, which is likely in most 
home user environments).

By default, you’ll need to re-connect to the share each 
time you log on. This can be a long-winded process, even if 
you’ve opted to save your login credentials forever. One work 
around is to bookmark the shared folder (right-click its entry 
in the left-hand pane of the file manager under Network and 
choose ‘Add Bookmark'), which gives you one-click access 
from the file manager, but you’ll still have to manually click 
the link to mount the share each time you restart your PC.

If you’d like more control over the whole process – such as 
being able to mount a shared folder automatically at startup 
– then you have one of two options. The simplest one involves 

a package called Gigolo, which is a graphical front-end for the 
userspace virtual filesystem GIO/GVfs (see the quicktip box, 
left, for more information).

If you’d like maximum control – including being able to 
mount your shared folder to a directory under mnt – then 
you’ll need to install cifs-utils, which you can get through 
Software Center (or via  sudo apt-get install cifs-utils  in the 
Terminal). Once installed, create a mount point in the media 
folder, replacing  <sharename>  with your choice of shared 
folder:  sudo mkdir /media/<sharename> . Next, if you’re 
planning to automount Windows shares – particularly those 
on computers without static IP addresses – then do:
sudo apt-get install libnss-winbind winbind
sudo nano /etc/nsswitch.conf

Change the line ‘hosts: files mdns4_minimal 
[NOTFOUND=return] dns’ to the following:
hosts: files mdns4_minimal [NOTFOUND=return] wins dns

Restart the networking service ( sudo service network-
manager restart ) or reboot your PC, then test the service by 
typing  ping <hostname>  where  <hostname>  is the 
computer name assigned to your Windows PC. Press Ctrl+z 
to end the ping when you’ve seen if it’s working or not.

Next, create a hidden file to store your Windows username 
and password securely:  sudo nano ~/.smbcredentials . Type 

 Basic folder sharing can be set up in Ubuntu very easily and directly from the 
file manager using Samba and the Local Network Share tab.

Want to auto-
mount folders 
without using the 
Terminal? Install 
Gigolo via the 
Software Center 
or Synaptics. This 
adds network 
functionality to 
any desktop shell. 
It automatically 
mounts shares at 
startup that are 
bookmarked and 
will spot a dropped 
connections and 
reconnect to them 
again automatically.

Quick
tip
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Struggling to get 
permissions to 
work in Samba? 
Then take a 
look at bindfs 
(http://bindfs.
org). This enables 
you to share 
directories while 
retaining control 
of permissions. Be 
warned though: it’s 
a FUSE file system, 
so performance will 
take a hit.

Quick
tip

If you missed last issue Head over to http://bit.ly/MFMissues now!

 Conneced PCs and Macs should be visible to your computer through the 
Browse Network option in Ubuntu’s file manager.

the following two lines, substituting  <username>  and  
 <password>  with the credentials you need to log on to the 
shared folder:
username=<username>
password=<password>

Save the file and exit. Next type  id <username>  and hit 
Enter, substituting  <username>  with the username you use 
to log into your distro. Make a note of the uid and gid 
numbers (typically 1000). You’re now ready to set up the 
automount using fstab. Type the following two commands to 
first back it up and then open it for editing in Gedit (which 
makes it easier to edit than nano due to the long 
configuration line):
sudo cp /etc/fstab /etc/fstab_old
sudo gedit /etc/fstab

Add the following line, substituting the elements enclosed 
in <> with the appropriate information:
//<hostname>/<share> /media/<sharename> cifs credentials=/

home/<username> 
/.smbcredentials,iocharset=utf8,gid=<1000>,uid=<1000>,file_
mode=0777,dir_mode=0777 0 0

Save the file and exit nano, then type  sudo mount –a . 
If everything has been set up correctly, you should see the 
network share appear in both Launcher and the file manager; 
if not, check you’ve entered your credentials correctly in 
fstab and try again.

Advanced sharing
You’ve created a shared folder and learned how to access 
other shares, so what’s next? First, you can share multiple 
folders from the same computer, so you could, eg have one 
public shared folder for everyone to access, and a privately 
shared folder that requires your username and password to 
access. But what if you want to share a folder with specific 
people only, without revealing your own username and 
password to them?

The answer lies with editing the smb.conf file, where all 
your configuration data is stored. You can do this by hand – 
type  sudo nano /etc/samba/smb.conf  – but there are GUIs 
available that make things that bit easier. The step-by-step 
guide (see bottom, p71) reveals how to do this by setting up 
and configuring separate user accounts for each person who 
wants access with the help of the gadmin-samba package.

With your users set up, you can now focus on another 
problem. One of the biggest issues with network shares is 
sorting out file and folder permissions. As we’ve mentioned, 
when users copy files into the shared folder, those files will 
retain their original permissions, which could mean issues for 
other users wanting access to the files. You can fix this 
manually via the Permissions tab on the shared folder’s 
Properties – click ‘Change Permissions for Enclosed Files…’ 
to do so, then select your desired access before clicking 
‘Change’. This basically applies the shared folder’s 
permissions to all the files enclosed within.

NFS sharing
We’ve focussed on Samba for this tutorial, but if you’re 
working exclusively with Linux machines and want a faster, 
less CPU-intensive solution, and you’re not afraid to function 
without access to a convenient GUI, here’s what you need to 
do in Ubuntu 14.04 to access your home directory remotely. 
First, install two packages:  sudo apt-get install nfs-common 
nfs-kernel-server . Next, type  sudo nano /etc/exports  to 
open the file where you configure what directories you wish 
to share – eg, to share your home directory, add the 
following line  /home *(rw,sync,no_root_squash) .

Save the file and exit, then type  sudo service nfs-kernel-
server start . That’s it for a basic NFS server – you then go to 
another machine on your network, install nfs-common if 
necessary and use the following Terminal command to 
mount the shared folder:
sudo mkdir /local
sudo mkdir /local/home
sudo mount <hostname>:/home /local/home

You’ll now have access to your server’s home directory 
from the other PC. These are the most basic steps – there’s 
no security involved, so it’s likely you’ll want something more 
robust. With that in mind go to https://help.ubuntu.com 
and search for ‘NFS’ to read how to set it up.

 NFS is a faster and more efficient way of sharing files between Linux-only 
machines, but it is quite complicated to set up.
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That method is a bit of a fiddle, so it’s good to know you 
can configure Samba to force your choice of user 
permissions and owner on these files when they’re created or 
copied across. The ‘directory mask’ and ‘create mask’ settings 
are the ones that allow you to set permissions (such as 0660 
or 0770) on newly created files and folders as well as those 
copied across from another machine – if you’re struggling to 
remember what settings do what, go to http://permissions-
calculator.org/decode and enter your four-digit code to see 
how it translates into actual permissions. There’s also two 
other settings – ‘force user’ and ‘force group’ – that enable 
you to override the default owner on these files with your 
own choices.

To make these changes using gadmin-samba, select your 
shared folder from the list on the Shares tab, then scroll down 
below the access permissions section where you’ll find the 
four settings – enter your choices here, scroll back up and 
click ‘Apply’. Even then you may run into problems – if that’s 
the case, open a Terminal window, type  umask  and press 
Enter. Its default setting is 0002, so if it’s different for any 
reason that’s probably where your issue lies.

One downside of shared folders is that there’s no easy way 
to set a limit to the size of the folder or how much data people 
can copy to it. If space is tight you may want to investigate 
one of two workarounds. If LVM (see Tutorials, p72) is enabled 
on your PC, check out the box (see Use LVM to Limit Shared 
Folder Size, p69) for a neat fix using a dedicated shared 
volume. If you don’t have LVM enabled you can achieve 
something similar – albeit with a significant performance 
penalty – using the dd utility. Enter the following commands, 
replacing  <filename>  with your choice of name:
dd if=/dev/zero of=<filename> bs=1024 count=2M
sudo mkfs.ext4 <filename>
sudo mkdir /media/shared
sudo nano /etc/fstab 

Add the following line:
/home/<username>/<filename> /media/shared ext4 
defaults,users

Save and exit, then  sudo mount –a  and you’ll see two new 
entries appear under Devices. It’s not elegant, but it works – 
you can then share /media/shared in the same way you 
would any other folder. LXF

1  First steps
Open Software Center – search for ‘gadmin-samba’ and install it. 
Once done, open via the Launcher. It’ll back up and then complain 
about the current configuration file – click ‘Yes’ to create a new one. 
Click ‘Activate’ if its status is set to ‘deactivated’, then review the 
information on the Server settings tab, configuring it to match your 
network’s settings – click ‘Apply’ when done.

2  Create users
If necessary, you need to create users on the server for each person 
who wants access to the shared folder. Switch to the Users tab and 
click ‘New User’, then provide a username and password, plus assign 
each account to the same group (say shared). Leave /dev/null 
selected under ‘Home directory’ and ‘Shell:’ so the user only exists 
for sharing purposes. Click ‘Apply’.

3  Set up shared folder
Switch to the Shares tab. Click ‘New Share’ to create a shared folder. 
Provide a name and directory, then scroll down and click ‘Add access 
permissions’ to configure access by user or group, plus define what 
permissions they have. Click ‘Forward’ and you can then select the 
users or groups in question – Ctrl-click for multiple selections, and be 
sure to include your own username.

4  Final steps
Scroll down and verify ‘Writeable’ is set to ‘Yes’. Click ‘Add’ followed 
by ‘Apply’ to share the folder – it should immediately become 
accessible over your network. Now browse to the shared folder in 
your file manager, right-click and choose Properties > Permissions. 
To allow other users to write to the folder, set Others to ‘Create and 
delete files’ and click ‘Close’.

Configure your server with gadmin-samba
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of a hard disk partition, nor the limitations associated 
with them.

Let’s start with a simple example, using one PV. In these 
examples we will assume /dev/sdb1 is a partition on an 
external device. (Don’t play with your system drive at this 
point but see the A Testing Setup box, p73 for other options.) 
If this partition already contains a filesystem, it will be 
overwritten. All commands should be run at root or prefixed 
with  sudo . Start with  $ pvcreate /dev/sdb1 . This will simply 
initialises the partition ready for use. Now we create a volume 
group containing it with:
$ vgcreate MyFirstVG /dev/sdb1.

Give the VG a meaningful name, maybe containing the 
hostname of the computer, don’t use something like VG00. 
If you later connect this disk to another computer that has a 
VG with the same name you will discover why unique names 
are important. The next step is to create a logical volume and 
put a filesystem on it:
$ lvcreate --size 1G --name TestLV MyFirstVG
$ mkfs.ext4 /dev/MyFirstVG/TestLV

You can see from the second command that your volume 
groups appear as directories under /dev containing entries 
for each logical volume, you’ll also find them all at /dev/
mapper/vgname-lvname. Once you‘ve created a logical 
volume, you can do anything you would normally do with a 
partition with it, such as creating a filesystem and mounting 
it, but there is more that’s possible.

For a start, you no longer have any form of partition limit, 
you can create as many LVs as you want, making it easy to 
organise your hard drives. Worried about all those ISO images 
you are downloading filling your home directory? Create a 
separate LV for them; it will only fill itself and not cause 
booting problems by filling up more important filesystems 
(try logging in when /home or /var is at 100%). You can also 
freely add, remove and resize logical volumes, doing so with 
partitions means much shuffling of data, extended GParted 
operations and usually a reboot. Because of this, it’s 
important to learn a different mindset when organising your 
disk. Don’t think about all of the available space, only about 
what you need. Make a logical volume large enough to handle 
the expected needs plus enough headroom to avoid 
fragmentation. Generally it’s a good idea to stay below 80% 
full when possible, so making the filesystem say 50% larger 
than you will use should give plenty of wiggle room. Why not 
make it larger? Because you don’t need to and may need the 
space for something else later should your usage patterns 
change. You also don’t need to because enlarging a logical 
volume and the partition it contains is dead simple, the 

LVM: Organise 
your drives

LVM How to set up and use Logical 
Volume Manager with ext4

Neil Bothwick demonstrates how to take advantage of the power of LVM 
to make the most of your hard drives and partitions.

Back when hard drives were small and expensive, 
partition management was not much of an issue. 
Once you had your root, swap and home partitions in 

place, there wasn’t much space left for anything else, and 
multiple drives were a luxury. Now that hard drives are so 
large, fast and cheap, we need a better way to organise things. 
Yes, you could just have root and swap and dump everything 
on the root partition but there are many advantages to 
separate filesystems.

So called ‘next generation’ filesystems [see Roundup, 
LXF203] such as Btrfs and ZFS will handle everything for you, 
including RAID, volume management, snapshots and much 
more. But what if you want to stick with a tried and tested 
filesystem such as ext4, or need the large file speed of XFS, 
but still want to work with multiple drives and partitions? You 
need Logical Volume Manager (LVM). If you run Fedora, you 
probably already use LVM, so here we will show you how it all 
fits together and how to get the best out of it.

The core of LVM
There are three core components to LVM:

 Physical Volumes (PVs) These are the physical block 
devices used as the building blocks. They are usually disk 
partitions, but could be dm-crypt devices for an encrypted 
setup or virtual disk files if you want to experiment with LVM 
or even whole disks or any combination of these.

 Volume Groups (VGs) A volume group consists of one or 
more physical volumes and can be thought of as the LVM 
equivalent of a disk drive, a sort of virtualised disk. Physical 
volumes can be added to (or removed from) a volume group 
to alter its size.

 Logical Volumes (LVs) These are the devices on which you 
create filesystems. You can think of them as partitions on the 
volume group, but they neither have the physical boundaries 

 lvdisplay, and 
its cousins 
vgdisplay and 
pvdisplay, 
provide plenty 
of information 
about the 
components of 
an LVM system.
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opposite is far from true. The golden rule of resizing 
filesystems: enlarging is much, much easier than reducing. 
To increase the size of the above test volume to 2G is as 
simple as:
$ lvresize --size 2G MyFirstVG/TestLV
or
$ lvresize --size +1G MyFirstVG/TestLV
followed by
$ resize2fs /dev/MyFirst/VG/TestLV

This can be done with the filesystem not only mounted 
but in use too. Reducing the size is a lot more work, and time, 
as it involves first unmounting the filesystem, then reducing 
with  resize2fs , which often requires an  fsck , then using  
 lvresize  to reduce the size of the LV and finally running  
 resize2fs  again to make the filesystem fill the LV, as you 
should reduce the filesystem by a bit extra to make sure you 
don’t lose any of it when reducing the LV. If this contains 
system directories, you may have to use a live CD.
$ umount /dev/MyFirst/VG/TestLV
$ fsck -f /dev/MyFirst/VG/TestLV
$ resize2fs /dev/MyFirst/VG/TestLV 950M
$ lvresize --size 1G MyFirst/VG/TestLV
$ resize2fs /dev/MyFirst/VG/TestLV

Multiple drives
What happens when you start to run out of disk space? 
You can only go so far with resizing things, once the volume 
group is full – so where do you go next? On a desktop or 
server system, that answer is quite simple: add another hard 
drive and call it /dev/sdc:
$ pvcreate /dev/sdc1
$ vgextend MyFirstVG /dev/sdc1

That’s all there is to it, your volume group now has lots 
more free space and you can enlarge or add logical volumes 
as you need. Speaking of free space, how do you know just 
how much free space you have in your VG and what is using 
the rest of it? To see the details for your VG run  $ vgdisplay 
MyFirstVG .

If you omit the name of the VG it will show data for all of 
them. If you only want to see how much space is being used 
and free, the short output from  vgs  may be more suitable. 
There are equivalent commands  pvdisplay ,  pvs ,  lvdisplay  
and  lvs  for physical and logical volumes. Each of these 

commands lists all relevant objects unless you give it a list of 
those you want to see.

We have seen how easy it is to add a new device, but 
removing one is slightly more work, but not much. Say you 
added /dev/sdc1, a much larger disk, and now want to retire 
/dev/sdb, maybe because it is older and slower. First, you 
move all the data from the old disk to the new one:  $ pvmove 
/dev/sdb1 .

This will move all data from the specified PV to others in 
the volume group – you can specify which ones, if there are 
many, but this is usually unnecessary unless you intend to 
remove more than one. Now remove the PV from the volume 
group with  vgreduce  using  vgreduce MyFirstVG /dev/sdb1  
or  vgreduce MyFirstVG --all .

The second option removes all unused physical volumes. 
Many distro installers now have an option to use LVM when 
setting up your disk – Fedora has done it by default for some 
years. If you want to boot a system with the root filesystem on 
LVM, you will need to use an initramfs, but your distro’s 
installer will take care of that. If you are setting things up 
yourself, Dracut [see Tutorials, p78, LXF197], will create an 
initramfs that boots from LVM. There is plenty more to LVM, 
as evidenced by the multiple man pages, but we have covered 
enough for you to be able to use and understand it. LXF

 Webmin provides some web-based tools for graphical administration of LVM.

A testing setup
If you want to experiment with LVM, you could use an external hard disk drive, but 
you will find that the drive would be slowed down by the USB bus. However, for 
quick testing, using disk image files are an easy solution, assuming, of course, you 
have the spare space:
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=somefile0 bs=1 count=1 seek=10G
$ losetup /dev/loop0 somefile0
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=somefile1 bs=1 count=1 seek=10G
$ losetup /dev/loop1 somefile1

This creates two files then creates block devices that access those files. Now you 
can use  /dev/loop0  and  /dev/loop1  in place of  /dev/sdb1  and  /dev/sdc1  in the 
examples. You will lose the loop devices if you reboot, but not the files, so just run 
the losetup commands again in that case.

 Fedora uses LVM by default, and provides some minimal 
graphical tools, but using the whole volume group for swap 
and root removes much of the flexibility LVM offers.
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the component parts of that record are organised into fields: 
such as first name, surname, street address etc. This data is 
then represented as a table, with each field assigned its own 
column and individual records recorded along each row.

The first row in any spreadsheet should contain the 
column headers, which help identify each field. If you’re 
starting out from scratch, open Calc and create a blank 
database. Type each field name into the columns along row A 
– here’s an example of what to include: first_name, last_
name, address, town, county, country, postal code, home_
phone, work_phone, mobile, email, website, category.

Obviously, you may need to include more details – eg 
some addresses require a second line, so include address1 
and address2. Similarly, you may have no need for a country 

LibreOffice: 
Mail merging

LibreOffice Using the power of mail 
merge with Base, Calc and Writer 

Nick Peers reveals how to save time and master mail merge in LibreOffice 
using a combination of Base, Calc and Writer.

Anyone who’s had to write the same letter to many 
different people, dutifully substituting names and 
addresses for each one, will appreciate what mail 

merge can offer. (So will those too lazy to write names and 
addresses on envelopes at Christmas time). Thankfully, 
LibreOffice Writer possesses a tool that can simplify the 
process in the form of its Mail Merge Wizard. A mail merge 
works by taking a list of contacts and automatically inserting 
key information from that list into specific parts of a 
document – eg the address block in a letter, or the 
personalised greeting that opens it. The contacts list is 
maintained separately and can originate from one of three 
places: a database, a properly formatted spreadsheet or a 
CSV file.

LibreOffice even allows you to use an existing Thunderbird 
or Icedove address book as the source for your contacts list, 
although this involves converting it into a read-only database 
using the File > Wizards > Address Data Source… option. 
For the purposes of this tutorial, though, we’re going to focus 
on using a properly formatted spreadsheet as the basis of our 
contacts list. This spreadsheet can then be directly imported 
into the Mail Merge wizard (see Mail merge using Writer and 
Calc, below) or used to populate a Base database that gives 
you greater flexibility over its use.

Set up your contacts list
Your contacts list should – in the grand manner of all 
databases – be organised into fields and records. Each 
individual’s contact details form the basis of each record, and 

Nick Peers
has been playing 
around with 
computers for 
over 30 years, and  
dabbling with 
Linux for the best 
part of a decade.

Our 
expert

Are you running 
the full version of 
LibreOffice? Some 
Ubuntu distros 
don’t include it by 
default, in which 
case apt-get install 
libreoffice will do 
the trick and fill in 
the missing bits.

Quick
tip

Mail merge using Writer and Calc
If you don’t have time to get bogged 
down in databases then it’s possible to 
perform a mail merge operation using 
your contacts spreadsheet as the source 
– you can even set up filters to include 
only a subset of your records.

Once your Calc spreadsheet is up and 
running, create a blank document in 
Writer and choose Tools > Mail Merge 
Wizard. The actual steps you follow are 
practically identical to those in the six-
step walkthrough (see p78), but there’s 
one crucial difference – when you come 
to select your Address List, click ‘Add…’ to 
browse for your spreadsheet file. Once it’s 

in the list, highlight it and click the ‘Filter…’ 
button. You can add up to three filters to 
specify exactly which records in the list.

Adding a filter involves selecting three 
elements: field name, condition, and 
value. To send a letter, eg, to all your work 
contacts, after clicking ‘Filter…’ you’d 
select your category field under ‘Field 
name’. Set condition to ‘like’ and enter the 
category (‘Work’) in the Value box. If you 
want to add other conditions, select the 
field name, then choose whether the 
condition can be matched on its own 
(select OR) or needs to be matched in 
addition to the original condition (AND).

 Add multiple filters with an OR operator to match more 
than one category in your contacts list.

 The simplest way to record your contacts list is by using 
a Calc spreadsheet and then import it into Base.
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or website, so feel free to exclude these. One particularly 
important column header is category. This allows you to 
assign each contact to a particular group, such as ‘home’ or 
‘work’. To find out more about this field – and add it to an 
existing list of contacts – check out the Prep Calc Database 
for Transfer box (see p77).

With your column headers in place, you’re now free to 
record each contact’s details. Remember, each contact takes 
up a row in your database, so your first record is recorded in 
row 2, the second in row 3 and so on. Don’t forget to save as 
you go, and once you’re done, congratulations – you’ve 
created your contacts database. Don’t worry too much about 
recording people’s information in alphabetic order – simply 
select the column containing your surnames and click the 
‘Sort Ascending’ button on the toolbar should you want to 
keep things nice and neat.

Transfer to Base
As things stand you’re now ready to jump straight into using 
Writer’s Mail Merge tool (the box on p77 reveals how this 
works using your Calc spreadsheet). But while Calc is 
adequate for the task, there are reasons to go further and use 
the data from your spreadsheet to create a fully blown 
database using LibreOffice’s database component, Base.

First, Base supports more complex databases – including 
relational databases that allow you to create multiple tables 
of data and link them together. If, eg, you have a large DVD 
collection that you lend out to friends, you could track lending 
using three tables: your original contacts list, a second table 
listing all your DVDs, and, finally, a third table that allows you 
to link DVDs with the people who’ve borrowed them.

Second, Base supports queries, which allow you to create 
custom subsets of your contacts list based on a series of 
filters. In this tutorial, we’ll use queries to allow you to set up 
mail merged documents targeted specifically at contacts that 

reside in a particular group or category of contacts, but you 
can go further. You could set up a query to filter your contacts 
by the town they live in, or their surname (Base allows you to 
match contacts based on multiple criteria, so eg you could 
include three or more different surnames to cover everyone in 
your family).

Base also provides a better way of inputting data into your 
contacts list by allowing you to set up a form-based entry 
screen, which is easier to navigate than a table. And finally, 
you can use your contacts list to generate reports of your 
data using Base’s Reports tools too – eg a neat way to 
generate a formatted printout of your contacts.

The good news is that moving from Calc to Base doesn’t 
mean you have to start your contacts list again from scratch. 
Here’s how to import your data from your spreadsheet: first, 
open Base and the Database Wizard will open. Leave ‘Create a 
new database’ with the default ‘HSQLDB Embedded’ option 
selected and click ‘Next’. Leave the default settings as they are 
and click ‘Finish’. Browse to your desired location – typically 
Documents, then give your database a name and click ‘Save’.

To remove a 
database choose 
Tools > Options, 
expand the Base 
section and select 
‘Databases’. 
Highlight your 
unwanted DB and 
click ‘Delete’ to 
unlink it.

Quick
tip

1  Create basic query
You’ll need to create separate queries for 
each group of contacts you have in Base. 
Switch to Queries view in the left-hand pane, 
then double-click ‘Use Wizard to Create 
Query’. Click ‘>>’ to add all available fields to 
the query. Click ‘Next’, then use the dropdown 
menus to ensure results are sorted in the 
desired order (typically surname and then 
first name). Click ‘Next’.

3  Name, test and repeat
Finally, give your query a more easily 
identifiable name – eg ‘Query_Group_Work’. 
Click ‘Finish’ to view the filtered list of 
contacts.  Close the window, then repeat the 
steps to set up separate queries for each 
group in your contacts list. The procedure is 
identical except you need to select the table 
rather than a query from the Tables drop-
down menu in the first step of the wizard.

2  Finish setting up query
Leave ‘Match all of the following selected’, 
then click the Fields drop-down menu to 
select your group or category field from the 
list. Leave Condition set to ‘is equal to’ and 
enter the desired group value (such as ‘home’ 
or ‘work’) into the Value box. Click ‘Next’, 
leave ‘Detailed query’ selected and click 
‘Next’ again. Leave the aliases as they are, 
then click ‘Next’ again.

Create database queries to filter your records

 Transfer your Calc data into Base quickly using copy and 
paste to open the Copy Table wizard.
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Now switch to Calc and open your spreadsheet. Select the 
data to be copied – including the all-important column 
header – and choose Edit > Copy. Move back to Base, make 
sure in you’re in Table view and choose Edit > Paste to open 
the Copy Table window. Leave ‘Definition and data’ selected, 
then make sure both boxes – including ‘Create primary key’ – 
are ticked before clicking ‘Next’. Review which fields you want 
to import – click ‘>>’ to import them all, or select each one in 
turn and click ‘>’ to add them to the list. Click ‘Create’. You 
should see ‘Table 1’ appear under ‘Tables:’ double-click it to 
verify all your records have been imported. Close the window 
when you’re done. Now your database has been created, it’s 
time to add some queries to it, which will allow you to filter 
your contacts according to friends, work colleagues or 
whatever criteria you’ve set. Follow the three-step 
walkthrough to do so (see p76).

Let’s merge
Once your contacts list and queries are in place, you’re ready 
to start taking advantage of them in Writer. The good news is 
that a mail merge wizard is provided for letters and emails, 
which makes the process as straightforward as possible. It 
works by generating a single document that contains multiple 
pages or sections, one for each person in your contact list.

The six-step walkthrough steps you through the entire 
wizard: select your data source, which is one of your 
database’s queries for a filtered list, then set up your two 
mail-merged elements, namely the address block and 
personalised greeting. Then it’s on to creating the document, 
adding personal touches to individual letters and finally 
saving, printing or emailing the finished result. Make sure 
you’re happy with the generic version of your letter before you 
jump to step seven of the wizard, where you can edit specific 
letters if you wish. If you go back and edit the main document, 
those personalisations will be lost.

Once you’ve finished creating your mail-merged letter, 
you’re given four choices: the first is to save the starting 
document, which saves the basic document. Second is ‘Save 
merged document’, which gives you the option of saving a 
single multi-page document or saving each personalised 
document separately – choose a filename, and Writer will 
append a number to the end of each one. You can also save 
a specific range of documents by entering the start and 
end numbers.

Option three allows you to print off your merged 
documents – again you can print them all or specify a range. 
Finally, you can use the email field in your contacts list to send 

out emails of the document to your contacts (plus manually 
enter addresses in the CC and BCC fields by clicking ‘Copy 
to…’). Specify a subject, choose to send the message as plain 
text, HTML or in an attachment (OpenOffice, PDF or Word are 
supported) and again opt between sending to everyone or 
specific people in the list only. Click ‘Send documents’ and 
then – if necessary – enter your email account information 
into LibreOffice for it to use to send the email.

Printing labels and envelopes
One final way in which you can use your database of contacts 
in Writer is to print out a series of envelopes (Insert > 
Envelope) or labels (File > New. Labels). Both work in a similar 
way: in the case of labels, leave the Address box unticked – 
this simply refers to your own return address as defined 
under Tools > Options > LibreOffice > User Data. Next, select 
your contacts list from the Database drop-down menu, then 
pick the table or query containing the addresses you wish to 
use from the Table menu beneath it.

Next, you need to select each database field in turn and 
click the left arrow button to add them to the Label text box. 
Things can get a little tricky here with placement – eg, don’t 
forget to add a space between the first and last name fields, 
plus add a line return between each part of the address.

Once done, use the Format options to set the dimensions 
of your label. Click the Brand dropdown menu to see if your 
labels are covered – there’s Avery, Herma, Leitz, Sigel and 
Tower. If it’s here, click the Type dropdown menu to pick the 
exact sheet; if not, switch to the Format tab to enter this 
information manually using your labels as a guide. Finally, the 
Options tab allows you to distribute your labels across an 
entire page or print them singly, plus configure your printer 
using the Setup… button.

When you’re ready, click the ‘New Document’ button and 
wait for Writer to generate the labels. You won’t actually see 
the names and addresses in your contacts list – just a series 
of field names. This is normal – when you select File > Print, 
you’ll be warned that your document contains address fields 
and asked if you want to print a form letter: click ‘Yes’.

The Print dialog will appear with your chosen contacts 
shown – you can then print them all, select a numbered 
range or hold the left Ctrl button as you click individual rows 
next to contacts to pick and choose exactly which addresses 
to print. You can then choose to output the file to your printer 
or save it as a file that, when opened, replaces the field 
information with the actual names and addresses of your 
chosen contacts.

Prep Calc database for transfer
Before you import your spreadsheet list of 
contacts into Base, open it in Calc and first verify 
you have column headers (such as first_name, 
last_name, address and so on) in row 1 – Base 
will create the relevant fields from these 
headers. If you’ve not done this, select the first 
row by clicking the ‘1’ to the left of it, then right-
click and choose ‘Insert Rows Above’. Enter your 
field names into the new blank row.

When entering or editing field names, make 
sure there are no spaces between words by 

using an underscore character (‘_’) as a 
substitute – for example, ‘first_name’.

Finally, you need to add one or two extra fields 
to your list: name the first field ‘category’ or 
‘group’, which allows you to filter contacts 
accordingly into groups such as ‘home’, ‘family’, 
or ‘work’. The second field is only applicable if 
someone’s gender is important when writing the 
salutation in your letter (eg, Dear Mrs Smith). 
Name this ‘gender’, then assign M to males and F 
to females.

If you’ve got a large number of contacts, 
filling in their category and gender by hand is 
going to be a tedious process, so speed things 
up by typing the first category – say ‘home’ – 
into the first cell where it appears. Now right-
click this cell and choose ‘Copy’. Next, hold the 
left Ctrl key as you click in each cell where you 
want ‘home’ to appear. Once they are all 
highlighted, you just need to right-click and 
choose ‘Paste’, and you should see it’s quickly 
added to those cells too.
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1  Select contacts
Open Writer to a blank document and select Tools > Mail Merge 
Wizard. Leave ‘Use the current document’ selected and click ‘Next’. 
Verify Letter is highlighted and click ‘Next’ again. First, select your 
database and click ‘Change Table…’ to select which filtered list you 
wish to use from the available queries (click ‘Preview’ to verify it’s the 
right list). Click ‘OK’ twice.

2  Edit address block
Click ‘More…’ to choose the address block you want to use – select 
the closest template to your needs and click ‘Edit…’. Add new 
elements to the list by dragging them from the left-hand pane into 
position. Click and drag existing elements to reposition in the list, or 
select an unwanted element and click the ‘<-’ button to remove it. 
Click ‘OK’ twice when you’re done.

3  Match fields
Next, click the ‘Match Fields…’ button. Use the drop-down menus 
next to each element to match them to the fields in your database – 
you don’t need to match every one, so leave any element you don’t 
plan to use marked as ‘< none >’. Use the Address block preview 
window to check your fields match correctly, and click ‘OK’ when 
you’re done followed by ‘Next’.

4  Set up greetings
Opt to provide a generic greeting by unticking ‘Insert personalized 
salutation’ and choose from the General salutation drop-down menu. 
Alternatively, leave it ticked to provide a personal one using your 
contacts list. If your greetings are gender specific, select your gender 
field from the ‘Field name’ drop-down menu, then select the value 
(typically ‘F’ or ‘Female’) that specifies it’s female.

5  Create personalised salutation
Click the ‘New…’ button next to Female. Drag the Salutation element 
into the top box and type the greeting (such as Dear) into the 
Customize salutation box. Next, drag First Name into the list and then 
finally drag Punctuation Mark in. Select this and insert a comma (,) 
into the Customize salutation box. Use the Preview box to check 
everything looks okay and then click ‘OK’.

6  Compose and send
Click ‘Next’ to choose where the address block and salutation appear 
on the page. Click ‘Next’ then ‘Edit Document…’ to write your actual 
letter. When it’s finished, click ‘Return to Mail Merge Wizard’. Click 
‘Next’ and all the individual documents will be generated as separate 
pages. You’ll have the opportunity to personalise individual letters, 
then click ‘Next’ to save, print or email the merged document. LXF 

Create a mail merge letter
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An easy way for a novice to understand the differences 
between the two package managers is to use an analogy: the 
difference between a manual and automatic car. A car with a 
manual transmission relies on the driver understanding the 
dependency between the vehicle direction of travel and the 
engine’s revolutions per minutes, so they translate that 
understanding into changing to the right gear. Being familiar 
with the sound of the car engine and knowing when a gear 
shift is needed is a sign of an experienced driver, while many 
novice drivers rely on the tachometer or speedometer to 
decide the gear selection for the desired speed. In contrast, 
there’s less driver dependency in a vehicle that has an 
automatic transmission. If the driver knows in what direction 
the car must move, it’s a simple case of choosing D for drive 
forward and R for reverse.

Now let’s make sense of that analogy: software package 
managers RPM and Yum are respectively the manual and 
automatic car transmissions delivering the MAD functions for 
an OS. RPM relies on the user knowing all the dependencies 
to successfully install software while Yum tries to take care of 
any dependencies for you to make managing software a 
smoother experience.

So which is better? It depends. Like any discussion on 
cars, what is best depends on the individual driver. Both 
software package managers have a role to play and what 
tasks you use them for will depend on how successful they 
are in how they do it. For the systems administrator just off 
the blocks, Yum is ideal because it removes the initial 
confusion and struggle of having to find software 
dependencies to successfully install software. To other 
sysadmins, developing the environment using specific 
packages is a challenge they  probably enjoy as they gain a 
better understanding of what packages are being used for a 
given application.

RPM, the manual one
RPM is a legacy tool that moved Linux on from manually 
compiling source code to scripted installations. This package 
manager provides the MAD basics along with some other 
useful functions for managing software, and it uses a 
command line interface application that requires root level 
permissions. The format of RPM’s command syntax is:
rpm -<options> <package-name>  example rpm -Uvh 
tcpdump-4.7.4-2.fc21.x86_64

As you can see, it uses the standard command ( rpm ) 
followed by options ( -Uvh ) with the software package name 

Managers: RPM, 
Yum and DNF

Package managers Using Yum, RPM 
and DNF for software shenanigans

Sean Conway explores three command-line software package managers 
for messing about with software and dealing with package dependencies.

Y ou don’t have to be mad to manage software but it 
helps. That’s MAD as in being aware of the three 
main functions involved in managing software: 

Modification ('M’ or updates) of software, adding ('A') 
software and deleting ('D') software. In this tutorial, we’ll cover 
the tools used for managing software on a Red Hat system, 
including Red Hat Package Manager (RPM) and Yellowdog 
Updater Modifier (Yum).
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at the end. If you want to target more than one package, 
multiple package names can be included by using a space.

The command includes fifteen single letter options as well 
as other expression options, such as  whatprovides .

Check the man pages for the full list, but out of the gate 
options for delivering basic MAD function are  -Uvh  and  -e .  
 U  will install a software package if it isn’t installed or update 
the package if it’s found, and  vh  sets verbose feedback and 
generates hash marks to indicate when RPM is doing 
something. The  -e  option removes, deletes or erases the 
package installation.

As well as the MAD basics, there are basic query options 
(which uses  -q ). By adding some additional letters to  -q  you 
can tailor the output to be more specific.

  rpm -q <package-name>  A response will indicate if a 
package is installed.

  rpm -qa  Lists all the packages that are installed.
  rpm -qc <package-name>  What configuration files are in 

this software package.
  rpm -qi <package-name>  What dependencies are in the 

software package name.
  rpm -qf </path/file-name>  What package did a particular 

file come in.
  rpm -ql <package-name>  What is installed as part of this 

package.
  rpm -qp <package-name>  Indicates what’s not installed in 

this package yet.
  rpm -qpR <package-name>  What dependencies are in 

this package
  rpm -qa <package name>  Query the install base to list the 

installed package. Dropping the attribute <package name> 
from the query will provide a list of all packages installed.

  rpm -ql <package name>  Lists the full path of the 
components installed from the package. This is a great 
command for finding where the configuration file for a 
package is installed.

RPM’s Achilles heel is that it doesn’t ensure that package 
dependencies are resolved during installation. If a 
dependency is missing the manager just exits and spits out a 
message identifying the software components that it can’t 
find. Although informative, it’s frustrating when all you want to 
do is, eg, play Doom and need to find a missing components 
called elibsecp256k1.

Yum, the automatic one
The Yum package manager reduces the amount of time 
spent in RPM-dependency purgatory. Under the hood, Yum 
relies on RPM to do some of the heavy lifting, but contains 
some additional smarts to assist it in resolving all the 
necessary dependencies for a successful install. Yum is also a 
command-line based utility, released under GNU General 
Public License, and is primarily written in Python.

Like RPM, Yum uses options followed by the package 
name and an account with root privileges or a  sudo  prefix 
will be required. The basic MAD functions are:
yum update <package name>
yum install <package name>
yum remove <package name>

Yum uses its repositories (repos – these are the software 
libraries of packages available to it) to provide a response that 
the user must acknowledge before carrying out the request. 
Note: the  yum  command can be used without referencing a 
package name.

To list all the packages that are installed and available to 
the package manager simply use  yum list . To update a 
software package that’s been installed use  yum update . 
Adding a  -y  option after a  yum  command will run it without 
any acknowledgment.

The optioned command  yum list installed  provides a list 
of all packages installed. Using  yum list updates  will, as you 
may have guessed, update all installed packages if available.

To determine the package source of a particular piece of 
software use  yum whatprovides </path/to/command> . This is 
helpful for software tools (eg /bin/dig) as they might be 
installed as part of a larger package.

Anyone who has done their own OS installation may recall 
being asked to select what groups of software to install. Well, 
the command  yum grouplist  will provide a list that should 
look similar to the software installed groups.

To kick off the installation of all the software packages 
contained in the group use  yum groupinstall “Development 
Tools”  (Note: the double quotes are required). This is a 
powerful command as the user doesn’t have to try and 
determine all the packages that make up a group, just the 
group name. 

A most convenient command option, and one that we 
frequently fall back on, is  yum history . This gives a historical 
log of all recorded installs that can be referenced for rollbacks. 
For instance, say that an admin after ignoring six months of 
notifications [go on… – Ed] issues a  yum -y update . After a 
system reboot, the GUI screen is black. In this scenario, the 
updated kernel hasn’t worked with the proprietary video 
drivers that have been installed (RPM’d in). Restoring a 
command line, yum history provides a list of work that’s been 
done, and drilling down using, eg,  yum history info 31  

 Whatprovides 
is an easy way to 
find a package 
source for a 
piece of software.

 Who knew history was sequential, the ID can be used to rollback installs.
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 If you still 
want to use Yum 
then get used to 
being reminded 
that it’s been 
depreciated. 

provides the details of the software updates and installations 
that resulted in the issue. To rollback the installation, all the 
sysadmin needs to do is use  yum history rollback 31 . 
An excellent handy little cheat sheet for Yum commands can 
be found at http://bit.ly/YumCheatSheet.

Using Yum for security updates 
Yum can also be used for security related software updates. 
The command supports querying Red Hat Advisories 
(RHSAs), MITRE’s Common Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE, 
https://cve.mitre.org), Red Hat custom CVE  
(https://access.redhat.com/security/cve) and Bugzilla 
security-related information. To take advantage of this option 
In Red Hat 6 and CentOS 6, the yum-plugin-security 
package must be installed. The Yum security features were, 
initially, offered in Fedora 16 as a plugin but have been 
absorbed into Yum itself. There’s also supporting 
documentation for the security package:  yum help  or  
 man yum-security  provides many more details on tailoring 
security for Yum than just  man yum .

The command  yum updateinfo summary  provides a 
short summary of security notices or bugfixes. Using  yum 
updateinfo list  provides more details on the packages 
involved while  yum updateinfo list cve  and  yum updateinfo 
list bugzillas  both selectively filter the returned list. If the 
listing provides a security tracking reference number (RHSA, 
CVE, Bugzilla or Fedora)  yum updateinfo <tracking_number>  

(eg RHSA-2015:1834,CVE-2015-4500, FEDORA-2015-14578, 
1251157) will pull in the related data if available.

DNF, on the test track
Since the release of Fedora 18, the distro project has been 
offering the software package manager, DNF (Dandified Yum) 
as well as Yum, which uses the package management 
libraries hawkey and libsolv for the back-end. DNF claims to 
be better at resolving dependencies, as it benefits from 
SUSE’s libsolv library as well as adding an application 
programming interface (API) that Yum didn’t have and a 
lowering of memory footprint. For Fedora 22, Yum was 
deprecated and DNF was made the default software package 
manager. If you want to try Fedora 22 64-bit out, it was 
included with the magazine recently [Reviews, p19 LXF200].

Before you wonder why you’ve just learnt about package 
managers that are no longer current, be aware that replacing 
the command  yum  with  dnf  is all that’s needed to use the 
new – and rather dandy – package manager. If you try using 
the  yum  command in a terminal in Fedora 22, you’ll be 
reminded that Yum is deprecated and that you should really 
use the  dnf  command, instead. For a good reference source 
offering a detailed comparison of both DNF and Yum see  
http://bit.ly/DNFvsYum. LXF 

Dependency
Dependency is the requirement that some 
software packages need a specific version of a 
share package to be installed in order to run. 
Share software packages are designed so that 
multiple programs can take advantage of their 
code. Two or more packages that use specific 

shared packages/libraries may not run if the 
share package version level isn’t correct and a 
specific version may break one package, yet 
permit another to work.

An example of a software dependency would 
be a package that contains Perl scripts. If the 

version of Perl installed on the computer doesn’t 
support all the functions used in the scripts, the 
dependency for the package installation may fail 
as an earlier version of shared Perl libraries may 
not contain the necessary components that are 
needed to support the code in the scripts.

 Use Yum to get more details on security vulnerabilities.

 Hit ‘y’ now and cry like a baby for Yum will do as asked without question.

Group names 
and the packages 
they contain may 
change. Take a 
look at the yum 
response before 
confirming them.

Quick
tip
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-rw-r--r--  1 mtsouk  staff  157 Sep 30 10:31 hw.luac
$ lua hw.luac
Hello World!
$ file hw.luac
hw.luac: Lua bytecode, version 5.2

If you run  lua  without any other command-line 
arguments, you’ll be sent to the Lua interpreter, and you can 
execute hw.lua within the interpreter as follows:
> f = loadfile("hw.lua")
> f()
Hello World!

A simple Lua example
There’s another way of running Lua, which includes creating 
an autonomous Lua script. To develop the script version of 
the “Hello World!” program you’ll need to do:
$ cat hw.script
#!/usr/bin/env lua
print("Hello World!")
$ chmod 755 hw.script
$ ./hw.script
Hello World!

If you already have a compiled file, you can include it in a 
script and run it as a script using the following technique:
#!/usr/bin/env lua
dofile("hw.luac")

Now that you know how to compile and execute Lua code, 
it is time to program something more interesting.

Lua: Writing 
Conky scripts
Mihalis Tsoukalos covers the essentials for getting started programming in 
Lua and writing scripts that can be used in Conky, the system monitor.

T his article is about Lua, the lightweight, fast and 
embeddable scripting language and how its scripts 
can be used in the lightweight Conky system monitor. 

Lua was created back in 1993 by Roberto Ierusalimschy – it 
means ‘moon’ in Portuguese – and it’s currently the leading 
scripting language for games. Lua’s biggest advantage is that 
it enables you to build everything yourself, which is also its 
biggest disadvantage as sometimes you end up having to 
build everything yourself!

On a Ubuntu system you can install Lua by executing  apt-
get install lua5.2  as root. You can find the precise version of 
Lua you’re using by running  luac -v , which will show you 
information similar to the following:
Lua 5.2.3  Copyright (C) 1994-2013 Lua.org, PUC-Rio

Lua is a small language with a simple syntax but many 
capabilities, and the Lua version of the “Hello World!” program 
is just a single line  print("Hello World!") . You can save the 
aforementioned line in a file named hw.lua which can be 
executed using many ways. The first one is using the lua 
compiler:
$ luac -o hw.luac hw.lua
$ ls -l hw.luac

Mihalis 
Tsoukalos
is a Unix 
administrator, 
programmer, 
DBA and 
mathematician 
who enjoys 
writing articles 
and learning 
new things.

Our 
expert

You can find the 
Lua documentation 
as well as an 
extensive list of Lua 
books at www.lua.
org/docs.html. 
The Lua FAQ is also 
located at www.lua.
org/faq.html.

Quick
tip

 If you try to calculate the factorial of an integer in Lua 
that is less than zero, the program will fail as it cannot 
currently deal with negative numbers.
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The following Lua code finds numbers that belong to the 
Fibonacci sequence:
function Fibonacci(n)
  local function inner(m)
    if m < 2 then
      return m
    end
    return inner(m-1) + inner(m-2)
  end
  return inner(n)
end

for i = 1, 10 do
 print('For i = ' .. i .. " fibonacci number is " .. 
Fibonacci(i))
end

You first define a function called Fibonacci. Then, you 
define a local function named  inner()  which is a function 
that’s restricted to a given scope. What you are really doing is 
storing a function that is used recursively into a local variable. 
(see screenshot, p84, which shows how to calculate the 
factorial of an unsigned integer in Lua without using 
recursion.) The io.write() function used for printing the results 
is similar to the printf() C function. In case you try to calculate 
the factorial of a negative integer, the program will stop its 
execution with the ‘stack overflow’ error message as the 
current algorithm will create an endless loop when used with 
a negative integer.

Creating a Class in Lua
Lua doesn’t have a class system! However, Lua has excellent 
metaprogramming facilities that make defining class objects 
easy. In object-oriented languages, each object is an instance 
of a specific class. Lua doesn’t include the concept of a class; 
each object defines its own behaviour and has a shape of its 
own. In Lua, each object may have a prototype, which is a 
regular object where the first object looks up any operations 
that it doesn’t know about. To represent a class in such 
languages, you simply implement an object to be used 
exclusively as a prototype for other objects. In Lua you create 
prototypes in the following way:
setmetatable(a, {__index = aaa})

After executing the aforementioned command,  a  looks 
up in  aaa  for each operation that it doesn’t have. In other 

words,  a  is an object of class  aaa . Although there are many 
ways to define and implement classes, the following chunk of 
code presents a one particular method that is both flexible 
and quite common:
Points = {}
Points.__index = Points
function Points.create(pnts)
    local newObject = {}
    setmetatable(newObject,Points)
    newObject.pnts = pnts
    return newObject
end
function Points:win()
    self.pnts = self.pnts + 3
end
function Points:loss()
    self.pnts = self.pnts + 0
end
function Points:draw()
    self.pnts = self.pnts + 1
end
function Points:punished(punishmentPoints)
    self.pnts = self.pnts - punishmentPoints
end 
aTeam = Points.create(30) -- initialise an object
aTeam:win() -- pnts is now 30+3
aTeam:draw() -- pnts is now 33+1
aTeam:punished(10)  -- pnts is now 34-10
print(aTeam.pnts)

The presented method uses the setmetatable command. 
In order to create other ‘teams’ that behave similarly to 
Points, you arrange for these new objects to inherit their 
operations from Points, using the __index metamethod. Lua 
tries to look up the punished() function in aTeam and cannot 
find it. Because aTeam has a metatable that defines __index, 
it will then look up the punished() function in that metatable. 
Therefore, aTeam:punished(10) is actually a call to Points.
aTeam:punished(aTeam,10).

As you can see, lines that begin with ‘--’ are comments in 
Lua. Similarly, you can insert a comment at the end of a line 
after some existing Lua code.

It’s now time to learn more about other Lua features 
before using them to enhance Conky. Functions in Lua are 
first-class citizens, therefore they can be passed as function 

On Ubuntu you 
can install Conky 
with sudo apt-get 
install conky. 
On Arch Linux, 
you’ll need to use 
pacman -S conky 
as root. To find 
the current Conky 
configuration with 
conky -C that will 
produce an output 
of about 80 lines.

Quick
tip

Doing systems programming in Lua
Although Lua is not a systems programming 
language, it can interact with the operating 
system using the Operating System library. 
However, the Operating System library only 
provides two functions for file manipulation: 
os.rename and os.remove which are for 
renaming and deleting a file respectively. 
The following Lua code shows you how to read 
environment variables:
> print(os.getenv("PATH"))
/usr/local/bin:/usr/bin:/bin:/usr/sbin:/sbin
> print(os.getenv("DOESNOTEXIST"))
nil

As you can see, if the variable you are trying to 
read isn’t defined, the call returns nil.

The os.clock() function returns an 
approximation of the amount of CPU time in 
seconds. You call it as follows:
> print(os.clock())
0.003559

The os.difftime(t2, t1) function returns the 
difference in seconds between two times 
whereas the os.date() returns the date as a 
string using the MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS format. 
The os.execute([command]) function allows you 
to run external commands and is analogous to 
the system(3) C system call. The os.exit([code]) 
command uses the exit(3) C function to 
terminate the host program with an optional exit 
code. Last, the os.tmpname() function creates a 

temporary file without opening it which is a job 
for the developer. The following Lua code 
demonstrates how to extract the various 
components of the os.date() command:
> t = os.date('*t')
> for key, value in pairs(t) do print(key,value) end

The first command produces a table that is 
being processed and printed using the  pairs()  
command which allows iteration over key and 
value pairs. Please note that the table.foreach() is 
deprecated and should be replaced by the  
 pairs()  function.

As you can probably appreciate from what 
we’ve covered here, performing systems 
programming in Lua is a challenge.
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The following 
keywords are 
reserved and 
cannot be used 
as names in Lua: 
and, break, do, else, 
elseif, end, false, for, 
function, if, in, local, 
nil, not, or, repeat, 
return, then, true, 
until, while. Please 
note that Lua is 
also case sensitive.

Quick
tip
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 Running Conky 
with a custom 
.conkyrc file 
allows you to 
include the 
information 
you want in the 
output. Just be 
careful when 
editing the 
existing .conkyrc 
files as they can 
be fairly complex.

parameters and assigned to other variables. Lua is a 
dynamically typed programming language which means that 
runtime variables have a type despite the fact that variables 
in a program don’t have types. Until you learn more things 
about Lua, you can treat the term metatable as ‘a table 
behind a table’. Another synonym for it is ‘custom behaviour’.

The last thing that you need to know is that Conky works 
with Lua scripts, so when developing for Conky your final 
product should be a Lua script. Therefore, the better you 
know Lua the easier your job will be with Conky. However, Lua 
scripts used in Conky need not start with the  #!/usr/bin/env 
lua  line.

Configuring Conky
Conky is a lightweight system monitor tool for the X Windows 
system that can display any kind of information on your 
desktop. The good thing about Conky is that it can be 
extended using the built-in Lua support. Conky supports 
various command line parameters. The most useful one is  -d  
which makes Conky run in the background without the need 
for an attached terminal. As Conky usually prints messages 
while running, it is better to combine  -d  with  -q  for a quiet 
Conky operation. In order to use Lua with Conky, you will 
need to install an extra package. On a Ubuntu Linux system, 
the required steps are the following:
$ wget http://gnome-look.org/CONTENT/content-
files/139024-Conky-lua1.tar.gz
$ tar zxvf 139024-Conky-lua1.tar.gz
$ cd Conky-lua/

Inside the Conky-lua directory there are many tar.gz files 
named after the names of various Linux distributions 
(distros). For an Ubuntu system, you should extract the 
Conky ubuntu-lua.tar.gz file which will create a directory 

named Conky ubuntu-lua that has the following files in it: 
clock_rings.lua, conkyrc and new-ubuntu-logo.png. 
You should now use the conkyrc file you found inside the 
Conky ubuntu-lua directory as Conky’s configuration file by 
simply executing  cp conkyrc ~/.conkyrc . You will learn more 
about the .conkyrc file in a while, but for now look at the 
following output which shows how Conky uses Lua scripts:
$ grep lua conkyrc
lua_load ~/.lua/scripts/clock_rings.lua
lua_draw_hook_pre clock_rings

The clock_rings.lua file mentioned in the output of the  
 grep  command is the one that can be found inside the 
Conky ubuntu-lua directory. The clock_rings.lua file must 
have the function that’s mentioned after the  lua_draw_hook_
pre  command with the string  conky_  in front of it. If the  
 conky_clock_rings()  function isn’t present, you are going to 
get various error messages, when you start Conky, like the 
one below:
Conky: llua_do_call: function conky_clock_rings execution 
failed: attempt to call a nil value

However, Conky will still run but the area reserved for the 
clock will be empty. It should be made clear that the clock_
rings.lua file contains only Lua code like the one you saw in 
the first part of this tutorial. If you open an existing Lua script 
that works in Conky and aren’t sure which function to set in 
.conkyrc, look for the function name that begins  conky_ .

As with most Linux applications, you can change a lot of 
the Conky options and store them in a text file named 
.conkyrc which should be inside your home directory. It’s a 
plain text file that you can change using your favourite text 
editor (eg Conky is running using a modified .conkyrc file, 
pictured below, left). Please bear in mind that Conky requires 
some system resources, so don’t display too many fields and 
information on busy client or server Linux machines.

To keep things organised, it’s better to put the clock_
rings.lua file in a separate directory so make one called 
.conky inside your home directory and copy the clock_rings.
lua file there. For changes to take effect, you’ll need to make 
alterations to the .conkyrc file found inside the Conky 
ubuntu-lua directory. You should replace the next line
lua_load /~.lua/scripts/clock_rings.lua

with the following
lua_load ~/.conky/clock_rings.lua

This line helps you give Conky the location of the script to 
use whereas the line that begins with  lua_draw_hook_pre  
tells Conky which function to run from the lua script that was 
loaded. Before continuing with the rest of the article please 
make sure that you have no syntax errors in your .conkyrc file 
by running Conky and seeing the produced output. The  
.conkyrc file that came with Conky ubuntu-lua.tar.gz 
produces the Conky look you can see on p87 (top, right), 
which is impressive and different to the default Conky look or 
our custom .conkyrc (see left). As you can understand from 
both screenshots, you can totally change the look of Conky.

Simple Lua scripting
The presented Lua code will make Conky display the “Hello 
World!” message. As you might imagine, you will need to 
create a Lua function in a separate file called hwConky.lua 
and make Conky load this function. The Lua code for 
implementing the conky_hello_world function is the following:
require ‘cairo’
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 This is how 
Conky‘s default 
look changes 
if you use the 
.conkyrc file 
that comes with 
Conky ubuntu-
lua.tar.gz.

function conky_hello_world() 
 -- Standard code that should be present in the 
conky_ function only
 if conky_window == nil then
         return
 end
 local cs = cairo_xlib_surface_create(conky_window.
display,
  conky_window.drawable,
     conky_window.visual,
     conky_window.width,
     conky_window.height)
 cr = cairo_create(cs)

 print ("Hello world!")
 
 cairo_destroy(cr)
 cairo_surface_destroy(cs)
 cr=nil
end

The code is straightforward and easy to understand. The 
first line shows that the script will use cairo which is the name 
of the graphics library that Lua will be using to draw graphics 
displayed in Conky. Then, the implementation of the  conky_
hellow_world()  starts. The first lines are standard code and 
should only be present in the  conky_  function. They are used 
for defining the canvas where Lua will draw text and graphics; 
every Lua script must have these lines. Next, a  print()  
command is given. The tricky thing here is that its output can 
be seen in the terminal you used to execute the conky binary 
and not in the graphical Conky area on your desktop. The bad 
thing is that the message will be displayed every time Conky 
is being refreshed. The last three commands do some clean 
up and free some memory.

You should also make the next two changes to the  
.conkyrc file in order to load your desired function:
lua_load ~/.lua/scripts/hwConky.lua
lua_draw_hook_pre hello_world

A slightly modified version of conky_hello_world can be 
used to actually display text on screen. Please include the 
following lines of code after the  print()  function call and 
restart Conky:
font="Mono”
fontsize=14
x = 100
y = 200
cairo_set_source_rgba (cr,1,1,1,1)

cairo_select_font_face (cr, font, CAIRO_
FONT_SLANT_
NORMAL, CAIRO_FONT_WEIGHT_
BOLD);
cairo_set_font_size (cr, fontsize);
cairo_move_to (cr,x,y)
cairo_show_text (cr,“Hello 
LinuxFormat!")
cairo_stroke(cr)

Now, let’s try some more practical 
Lua code to develop something a little 
more useful.

More Lua scripting
The name of the Lua file you’re looking 
for on the LXFDVD is LXF.lua and the 
name of the main function is conky_
uptime(). The code in LXF.lua reads the 
three uptime values from the shell and 
prints their values using the approach 
that we’ve previously covered. 

Apart from the common parts, a big 
difference this time is that the code calls 
the external  uptime  command using 
the io.popen() function and gets the 
desired results with a little help from 
Awk. The  os.execute()  command 
cannot do the same job, because it 
doesn’t allow you to get the results from 
the command that you have executed. 
So, the trick to getting the results is to 
use the following lines of Lua code:
local command = ("/usr/bin/uptime | /usr/bin/awk ‘{print 
$(NF-2)\” \"$(NF-1)\” \"$(NF)}'")
local aHandle = assert( io.popen(command , ‘r’ )) 
local text = aHandle:read('*l') 

The first line, above, defines the command that is to be 
executed, the second line executes the command as a 
separate process and returns a file handle that you can use to 
read data from the program. Finally, the last line reads the 
actual data from the file handle and stores it to a new variable.

There might exist easier ways to do the same thing, but 
this approach is more generic and can be used in many 
different situations. Please don’t forget to make the 
appropriate changes to .conkyrc in order to use it.

Remember that as long as you are able to draw, get and 
display information using Lua and Conky, only your 
imagination can limit what you can do! LXF

About tables in Lua
The bad news is that tables are the only 
‘container’ type in Lua. The good thing is that Lua 
tables are very flexible and powerful as they are 
associative arrays, which means that they can 
store any kind of key and value pairs. The 
following Lua code shows how to create and use 
a table:
> aTable = {} -- define an empty table
> print(aTable)
table: 0x7f87235002b0
> aTable[0] = “zero”
> aTable[1] = “one”
> =aTable[0]
zero

> return aTable[2]
nil

It’s required that you first declare an empty 
array before adding elements to it. As you can 
see from the last line of the previous output, if 
there is not a value associated to a key, the 
return value will be “nil” – assigning “nil” to an 
existing key erases the key and value pair from 
the table. The aforementioned example shows 
how to use a Lua table as a traditional array but 
you can also define elements as:
 aTable["key"] = “value”

As you can understand, a Lua array can contain 
multiple types of keys at the same time.

You can easily generate a table without the 
need to manually add index numbers using the 
following way: 
> anotherTable = {"one”, “two”, “three”, “four"}

Note that the index of the first element is 1. If 
you are going to use constant strings as keys, 
you can use a special shortcut syntax offered by 
Lua: > aTable.stringConstant = “anotherValue" .

The following code shows how to print all 
elements of an associative array which is pretty 
much what other programming languages do:
> for key,value in pairs(aTable) do 

print(key,value) end
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from the Layout drop-down in the top-right.
Initially our project consists of two objects, a Main Camera 

and a Directional Light, which you can see in the Hierarchy 
tab in the top-left. These are fairly fundamental to any project: 
without a camera there would be no point of observation and 
without a light everything would be dark. You can pan around 
the central Scene View using the right mouse button and 
zoom in using the mouse wheel. Clicking on the camera in the 
Scene View (or in the Hierarchy pane) will open a preview 
window in the scene, so that you can see what your camera 
sees. At the moment our project doesn’t have anything for 
our camera to see (the light source is invisible), which makes 
for a rather bleak preview. By the end of this tutorial, we will 
have a neat game based on rolling a ball around a play area 
and collecting things. Follow the six-step guide over the page 
to set up the aforementioned ball, area and things.

Coding in the Unity editor
Well that was easy, but as you can probably imagine there’s 
going to have to be some code in order to breathe life into our 
newly created objects. Unity supports two languages directly: 
C# and UnityScript (a modified form of JavaScript). 
Historically, the Python-like Boo language was also available, 
but support for that was dropped last year. Unless you have a 
strong preference for JavaScript, most guides recommend 
using C#, as we shall do in this tutorial. It’s good to get into 
the habit of organising your project, so we’ll start by making a 
folder for our scripts. Right-click on the Assets folder in the 
Project panel and select Create > Folder and call it scripts. 
Our first task is to connect keyboard input with moving the 

Unity 5: Make 
a ball game
Jonni Bidwell dabbles with the experimental Linux editor for Unity, 
discovering physics, C# and little spinning charms.

The Unity game engine has featured a Linux runtime 
since version 4, which was released in 2012. Allowing 
developers to export to Linux without any extra effort 

has enabled a raft of great titles find their way to our penguin-
powered desktops: Cities: Skylines, Kerbal Space Program 
and Pillars of Eternity and the list goes on. Until recently, those 
wanting to actually make Unity games on – as opposed to for 
– Linux were forced to run the editor through Wine. We’ve 
showed how to do this in past issues [see Code Academy, 
p88 LXF199] and unlike many of our other Wine experiences 
found it to work pretty well. However, it’s nice to not have to 
rely on Wine, and now thanks to the recently released Linux 
version of the Unity Editor. To get it installed see the box 
opposite, be aware that this software is ‘experimental’ and 
should be treated as such. We ran into the odd glitch, mostly 
connected to dragging and dropping components. You may 
run into worse, in which case you’d be advised to recourse to 
running the Windows version through Wine.

At this point it’s not clear how much attention the Linux 
editor will receive. Thanks to a passionate and vocal 
community, development of a Linux editor was one of Unity’s 
most requested features. A great deal of work went into 
creating it, and it would be a shame to see it abandoned. 
Unity’s Linux runtime was also introduced as an experimental 
feature, and that has turned out remarkably well, as 
evidenced by the impressive numbers of Unity games being 
developed for and played by Linux users. Hopefully the 
burden of maintaining the Linux editor will be similarly 
justified by developer interest. For this article we’re going to 
follow the Roll A Ball tutorial which you can watch online at 
http://bit.ly/RollABall and credit for the material goes 
entirely to Unity’s Adam Buckner.

When you first start Unity (  unity-editor  from the 
command line if you can’t find it elsewhere), you will be 
prompted to sign up for a free account. This seems to be 
mandatory, use a throwaway email if you’re concerned. You’ll 
then be prompted for a project name and location. Feel free 
to watch the friendly ‘Getting started’ video first, then let’s call 
our project LXFRoll and store it in the suggested 
Documents/directory. Unity allows additional asset 
packages to be imported at this stage, but there’s also pre-
curated collections for 2D and 3D games, we’ll use the 3D 
one, which is highlighted by default. Initially things may seem 
daunting, but don’t feel intimidated, Unity is incredibly 
powerful. Also note that the default Linux layout will appear 
different to many of the tutorial videos out there – don’t 
worry, all the features are there, and you can rearrange things 

Jonni Bidwell
knows that winter 
is coming. His old 
PC is the only 
thing keeping 
drafty Future 
Towers warm.

Our 
expert

To get context-
sensitive help from 
MonoDevelop at 
any time press 
Ctrl+'. This is a 
good way to learn 
all about the 
manifold scripting 
functions available 
to you.

Quick
tip

 Flippfly’s Race The Sun is one of the many Unity-powered 
indie game successes, and it runs great on Linux.
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ball. To this end, open the scripts folder and right-click in the 
assets tab. Select Create > C# Script and rename it 
PlayerController.cs. We’re going to capitalise on Unity’s 
physics capabilities here, so that key presses will add forces 
to our ball, rather than moving it directly, which will make for a 
much more realistic simulation. First, we need to bestow 
upon our ball some physical properties. Select the sphere –
either from the Scene View or in the Heirarchy tab – then 
click on Add Component in the Inspector tab and select 
Physics > Rigid Body. We need to connect script and sphere, 
so with the sphere still selected drag the script from the 
Assets view into the Inspector. Double-clicking this script will 
open it in MonoDevelop, which may or may not be your 
preferred code editor, but it does integrate nicely with Unity 
so we’ll stick with it. Rather than an empty script, Unity will 
start you off with a template for your PlayerController object. 
This includes the functions Start() and Update() which are 
run when the object is initialised and once per frame 
respectively. We won’t use the Update() function, so you can 
delete that part and add in the required extra lines until it 
looks like this.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {

    public float speed;
    private Rigidbody rb;

    void Start ()
    {
        rb = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();
    }

    void FixedUpdate ()
    {
        float moveHorizontal = Input.GetAxis ("Horizontal");
        float moveVertical = Input.GetAxis ("Vertical");
        Vector3 movement = new Vector3 (moveHorizontal, 0.0f, 
moveVertical);
        rb.AddForce (movement * speed);
    }
}

We’ve declared two variables at the start of the class,  
 speed  and  rb . The  public  keyword means that the  speed 
variable is accessible (and editable) from inside the Unity 
editor. You should be able to see it in the sphere’s Inspector 
tab, set it to 5 and adjust it to your preference later. Our  rb  

variable stores a reference to the sphere’s  Rigidbody  
component. Looking up these things is expensive so it makes 
sense to do it once at the beginning and re-use the reference 
as required. The  FixedUpdate()  function is more suited to 
adding forces than the standard Update() function, which is 
affected by framerate – it is called once per frame.  
 FixedUpdate()  by comparison is called with a consistent 
interval, making it more suitable for physics updates (see 
http://bit.ly/UpdateandFixedUpdate). Here we check for 
keyboard input, using  Input.GetAxis  and use this to form a 
three dimensional vector. Our ball isn’t going to move along 
the y axis (ie it remains on the plane), so our middle 
component here is  0.0f , which is how we express zero as a 
floating point number in C#. If you’ve ever dabbled with our 
Python Minecraft tutorials, then you’ll appreciate that  
 Vector3  datatype is pretty similar to Minecraft’s  Vec3 .

Adding a camera script
Our game is now sufficiently well-developed as to be tested 
now, which you can do using the ‘Play’ button in the top-
centre. Roll the ball around (using the WASD keys) until you 
realise there’s more work to be done and then push the ‘Play’ 
button again to return to the editor.

It would be nice for the camera to follow the player around, 
so let’s make a script to do just that. First though, for the sake 
of good cinematography, set the Main Camera’s position to 0, 
5, -12 and set the x rotation to 12 degrees. Now select the 
Main Camera and then in the Inspector Tab use the ‘Add 

Installing the Unity editor
Before you do anything at all with Unity, it’s worth 
noting that the Unity editor requires around 
4GB of hard disk space. This means that you’ll 
want to have at least 6GB free before you fetch 
the package.

If you use Arch Linux and the unity-editor 
package in the AUR, and are using a helper 
application such as Yaourt, then you’ll need even 
more space since the package is first built in  
/tmp and then copied over to its final resting 
place in /opt/Unity/. Space on /tmp is set up 

by Systemd by default on Arch, but usually only 
around 600MB are set up. You’ll want to override 
this by adding a line like the following into /etc/
fstab
tmpfs  /tmp   tmpfs  nodev,nosuid,size=8 G  0  0

and then issuing  mount /tmp -o remount  as root, 
and the AUR package shall be your oyster.

Unity provides Deb packages that are suitable 
for Debian, Mint, Ubuntu, elementary OS and a 
number of other distros, as well as a generic 
installer for everyone else not mentioned. You 

can find links to both on the forum thread at 
http://bit.ly/UnityLinuxReleaseNotes . 
The Deb package requires the lib32stdc++6 
package (among others) although the gdebi  tool 
can sort all this out for you. If you’re not using the 
Deb package, then you’ll have to figure out the 
dependencies for yourself. In order for script-
editing functionality to work out-of-the-box you’ll 
need to install the monodevelop package, 
irrespective of whether you used the package or 
the installer.

 The release notes state, with the kind of understatement we Brits love, “Idle 
CPU usage is higher than it ought to be”. Running Unity on a laptop will be noisy.
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Component’ button to create a new C# script, which we’ll call 
CameraController. Edit the script so that it reads:
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

public class CameraController : MonoBehaviour {

    public GameObject player;
    private Vector3 offset;

    void Start () {
        offset = transform.position - player.transform.position;
 }
 
    void LateUpdate () {
        transform.position = player.transform.position + offset;
 }
}

Again, we’ve rebuffed the standard Update() function, this 
time in favour of LateUpdate(), which is called after the usual 
frame updates, and might otherwise cause camera oddities 
or slowdowns. All our camera controller does is maintain a 
constant vector between the camera and the player, almost 
as if it were carrying a selfie stick, only less awful. Before this 
code will work though, we need to set the Player object in the 
Camera Controller script. You’ll find this at the bottom of the 
Inspector tab.

We need to add some more pickups, which we’ll place 
freehand. Click on the word ‘Local’ in the top bar to switch to 
Global mode and duplicate our pickup a further 11 times, 
arranging them in a circle around the origin by dragging them. 
Using Global mode means that they move relative to the 
game’s axes rather then their own, which you will recall we 
rotated previously. Thus we can easily move our pickups 
around on the floor, rather than through it. Don’t worry if you 
don’t get a perfect circle here. Check out the box to animate 
these and make them seem more attractive (in the sense 
that if you were a sphere you’d want to pick them up).

Attach a new script to the pickup prefab and call it Rotator. 
The following line inside the  Update()  function is all that’s 
required to set our pickups spinning on all their axes:
        transform.Rotate (new Vector3 (15,30,45) * Time.
deltaTime);

Collision detection
We want to be able to pick up our pick ups, so we need to 
detect the collisions. Add the following code inside the 
PlayerController class, right before the final closing brace:
    void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
    {
        if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Pick up"))
        {
            other.gameObject.SetActive (false);
        }
    }

This will deactivate (disappear) any object that our sphere 
collides with, so long as it has a tag called  Pick Up  set. Let’s 
set for all our pickups in one fell swoop by using our prefab 
cube. Select it from the Assets tab and choose ‘Add Tag’ from 
the Tag drop-down in the Inspector tab. Use the plus (‘+’) sign 
to add a new tag called  Pick Up  (exactly as in the code 
snippet, above). We also need to set the  Is Trigger  property 

in our prefab’s Box Collider component, so that they are 
aware of each other. Now select one of the pickups and note 
that it (and all its brethren) have inherited this tag and trigger 
status. If you use the ‘Play’ button now you should find that 
our sphere no longer collides with the pickups, but that 
instead they disappear.

All our game is missing is a scoring system, and there’s 
just about enough space left to describe how to do that. 
First, we need to add a new variable  count   to our 
PlayerController script. Declare it, and another variable  
 countText  that we’ll use in a moment, by adding the 
following lines below the  speed  and  rb  declarations:
    public Text countText;
    private int count;

We’ll also need to initialise it, so set it to zero in the  
 Start()  function:
        count = 0;

And finally we need to increment it every time we pick up 
a penguin, er… pickup. This just requires this line right after 
we de-activate our pickups in the  OnTriggerEnter()  function, 
inside the  if  clause:
            count = count + 1;

In order to display our score, we need to add a new text 
element to our game. From the Hierarchy tab, select Create > 
UI > Text. This will add a new Canvas object with the required 
child Text element. Select this element and click on the 
Anchor preset in the Rect Transform. While holding Alt and 
Shift choose the top-left option, to anchor our score text here. 
Now we need to hook this into our code, so once again edit 
the PlayerController script. First, we need to add the user 
interface namespace, so add this line below the first line  
 using UnityEngine;  in the PlayerController script:
Using UnityEngine.UI;

In the  Start()  function, below where we initialised our  
 count  variable, add:
        countText.text = “Count: " + count.ToString ();

All that’s required to finish this off is to attach the Text 
object to the PlayerController script, which is just a matter 
of selecting the Sphere in the Hierarchy, finding Player 
Controller (script) in the Inspector, and associating our Text 
element with the public quantity Count Text. 

Now you can build the project from the File menu and 
share it with your friends. We’ve seen how tremendously 
powerful Unity is and we’re sure you lovely readers can have a 
lot of fun exercising your creative potential. LXF 

 Spend some time getting used to the perspective widget 
and working in three dimensions, placing the pickups is 
much easier from a top-down perspective.
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1  Floor-midable
Let’s brighten things up a little by adding a floor. From the 
GameObject > 3D Object menu select ‘Plane’. So we’re on the same 
page select the cog in the top-right of our plane’s Transform 
component and choose ‘Reset’. This will ensure it is positioned at the 
origin, ie it has co-ordinates (0,0,0). Also in the Transform component 
set the x and z scale factors to 2.

2  Spherical protagonist
Next let’s add our main hero of the day, our player character – a 
sphere (in homage to Thomas Was Alone), which you can also find in 
the 3D Object menu. Ensure that it’s selected and once again use the 
Reset option to position it at the origin. Edit the y component of 
Position in the Transform and make it 0.5, so that it sits nicely on top 
of the grid, rather than being partially embedded therein.

3  His dark materials
We need to fix the white on white colour scheme. Right-click the 
assets panel at the bottom, and choose Create > Material. Click on its 
name and rename it floor_blue. Click on the block next to the Albedo 
property in the Inspector (top right) to open a palette. Choose a 
suitably moody shade of blue, and then drag the asset onto our plane 
in the scene view.

4  The western wall
We need to create some walls to prevent falling into oblivion, which 
would be a bit inconvenient. First create a new empty object in the 
Heirarchy panel and call this object  Walls . Now right-click on this and 
select 3D Object > Cube to create a child object. Call this object West 
Wall  and set the x,y and z scale components to 0.5, 2 and 20.5. Set 
it’s position to -10, 0, 0.

5  More walls
Right-click the west wall in the Hierarchy and select ‘Duplicate’. 
Call this new object East wall and change its x position to 10. Clone 
this wall again to make the North wall, changing the scale 
components to 20.5, 2 and 0.5 and the position to 0, 0, 10. 
Finally, duplicate this wall and change the position to 0, 0, -10 to 
make the South wall.

6  Pickups
Now we need to create a new cube and rescale it to 0.5, 0.5, 0.5. Set 
all of it’s rotation components to 45 and set its position to 0, 1, 5. 
Create a new yellow material and apply it to our powerup. Make this 
cube object a prefab by dragging it from the Hierarchy to the Project 
view. Doing this will enable us to recycle our pickups and the code 
that pertains to them.

Building the game environment
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touchpads
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SSH servers
3  Mounting 
Android devices

4  Wireless 
connection issues
5  Securely 
destroying data
★ Slow desktop 
startup issue

1  Touchy touchpad
 I find the touchpad on my laptop too 

sensitive; when I’m typing, I 
sometimes accidentally move the 

mouse pointer so that the text I type goes 
somewhere completely different. I don’t 
want to get rid of the tap to click feature as I 
find it very useful, but can I either reduce the 
sensitivity or even turn it off temporarily 
when I am typing? I’m using Kubuntu 15.04.
Chris Collins
 If your trackpad uses the synaptics 

driver, and the majority do, you can 
use the Touchpad tab in the Input 

Devices section of KDE’s system 
Settings. There’s an option to disable 
the touchpad while typing, but I’ve 
had mixed results with this. The 
problem is the timeout: set it too 
short (like the 250ms default) and 
any slight pause in typing awakens 
the touchpad, but set it too long and 
you have to wait before you can 
perform any mouse actions after 
typing. Experiment with this to see if it 
works for you, otherwise there’s an 
option to set hotkeys to enable and 
disable the touchpad manually, which 
work very well provided you 
remember to use them.

For users of other desktops 
without such an option, or if your 
trackpad does not use synaptics, you 
can turn it on and off with the  xinput  
command. The first thing to do is run  
 xinput  in a terminal with no arguments, it will 
show information about your input devices:
Virtual core pointer
  > Virtual core XTEST pointer
  > SynPS/2 Synaptics TouchPad

Once you have the name of the trackpad, 
you can use  xinput  to turn it off and on:
$ xinput --disable “SynPS/2 Synaptics 
TouchPad”
$ xinput --enable “SynPS/2 Synaptics 
TouchPad”

If you bind each of these commands to a 
hotkey combination using your desktop’s 
settings (SystemSettings > Shortcuts > 
Custom Shortcuts in KDE 5) you can turn the 
touchpad off and on at will. If you would rather 
have a single hotkey that toggles it on and off, 
save this script somewhere, setting TP to the 
name given by  xinput  above, make it 
executable and bind it to a key (test it in a 
terminal first).
#!/bin/sh
TP="SynPS/2 Synaptics TouchPad”
if xinput --list “$TP” | grep -q ‘This device is 
disabled’; then
  xinput --enable “$TP”
else
  xinput --disable “$TP”
fi

It’s a simple script that checks the output of   
 xinput --list  to see if the trackpad is already 
disabled. If it is the script re-enables it, 
otherwise the trackpad is disabled. This should 
work with any distribution (distro), any desktop 
environment and any trackpad – or any other 
input device if you feel the need to disable the 
mouse or keyboard for some reason (although 
if you disable the keyboard, don’t rely on a 
hotkey to re-enable it!).

 This month we   
 answer questions on:

 Disable your touchpad, either automatically or 
manually, in KDE’s System Settings.

Win!Enter our competition

Get into Linux today!

way more copies than any 
other Linux mag in the UK. As we like 
giving things to our readers, each issue the 
Star Question will win a copy of one of our 
amazing Guru Guides or Made Simple 
books – discover the full range at:  
http://bit.ly/LXFspecials.

For a chance to win, email a question to 
lxf.answers@futurenet.com, or post it at 
www.linuxformat.com/forums to seek 
help from our very lively community. 
 See page 94 for our star question.

Linux Format is 
proud to produce 
the biggest and 
best magazine that 

we can. A rough word count of LXF193 
showed it had 55,242 words. That’s a few 
thousand more than Animal Farm and 
Kafka’s The Metamorphosis combined, but 
with way more Linux, coding and free 
software (but hopefully less bugs). That’s as 
much as the competition, and as for the best, 
well… that’s a subjective claim, but we do sell 
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D
rive locations and mount points can 
be confusing, particularly those 
coming from Windows and expecting 

something akin to the C:, D:, E: notation. 
In Linux, everything is available in the root 
filesystem at /. When a device is mounted, 
you specify both the device to mount and 
the place to mount it, called the mount point. 
The contents of the device are then visible 
inside that mount point. A mount point is 
nothing magic, it is simply a directory. The 

most common example is of using a 
separate partition for the home directory. 
In this case, home on the root partition is an 
empty directory, as you can see if you boot 
from a live CD and mount the root partition. 
Once the other partition is mounted at  
/home, its contents can be seen there, so if 
the home partition contains directories for 
alice and bob, these appear at /home/alice 
and /home/bob.

Permissions can be a confusing aspect of 
mount points. The permissions of the 
directory used for the mount are irrelevant, it 

takes on the permissions and ownership of 
whatever is mounted under it, so trying to 
change them on an unused mount point is a 
fruitless exercise. If you are mounting a 
filesystem that doesn’t have Linux 
permissions, like a FAT formatted USB stick, 
the mount point is given fake permissions to 
enable you to read and write with the device. 
Mount points give a great deal of flexibility, 
eg if you have a large drive full of videos, you 
can mount it at ~/Videos so that the 
contents still appear in your home directory, 
despite being on a completely different drive.

should do so only for sites that absolutely need 
it. If you already have a host entry for this site 
in either /etc/ssh/ssh_config or ~/.ssh/
config, add this directive to it:
HostkeyAlgorithms +ssh-dss.

If you don’t have an entry for this site in either 
of those files, add one like this:
Host 82.917.814.129
  HostkeyAlgorithms +ssh-dss

If you usually use the hostname rather than 
the IP address to connect, you should put that 
in the host line. If there’s a section starting with  
 Host * , you must place your entry above it. 
This is because SSH uses the first entry that 
matches, so an earlier  Host *  section would 
mean that your addition is never seen. If this is 
a one off connection and you don’t want to add 
the host to your config file, you can also enable 
the key algorithm on the command line for a 
single invocation of SSH.
ssh -oHostKeyAlgorithms=+ssh-dss user@
hostname

The  +  in front of the algorithm’s name 
means that it’s added to the list of available 
algorithms, otherwise it would replace the list. 
This is important because it means that as 
soon as the site makes a stronger method 
available, OpenSSH will automatically use that 
with no action on your part. Omitting the  +  
means you will always use the weaker method. 
There are similar restrictions on key exchange 
algorithms, which are handled similarly with 
the KexAlgorithms setting.

3  Talking to Android
 I struggle to copy files to recent 

Android devices. They have ditched 
the ability to mount the phone’s 

storage as a USB device and insist we use 
MTP. I have tried with MTP but have found it 
slow and unreliable. So I wondered if there is 
an easy way to copy files over Wi-Fi. By easy 
I mean something that doesn’t involve the 
intricacies and incantations associated with 
the likes of Samba.
Phil Wheeler

 I share your frustration with MTP, 
sometimes it works well, other times it 
just stops when it’s least convenient. 

Mounting as USB storage was always a bad 
idea, because it meant the storage had to be 
unmounted on the phone first, which meant 
that programs would stop working. You cannot 
have two systems accessing the same 
mounted filesystem without managing to 
break something.

There are a number of options if you want 
to copy over wireless. If you want to keep 
directories in sync between your desktop and 
phone, such as music or photo collections, 
Syncthing (https://syncthing.net) is a good 
choice [see Tutorials, p78, LXF203]. For 
‘manual’ file copying, SSH is easy to use, 
especially if you already have it set up on your 
computer. Some Android file managers 
support SSH or SFTP connections (SFTP is the 
file transfer part of SSH). I use ES File Explorer 
and you just give it the name of the computer 
along with the username and password, and it 
shows the contents of your hard drive on the 
mobile device. You will, of course, need the SSH 
server installed on your computer, and many 
distros only install the client by default, so 
install the openssh-server or similarly 
named package.

Alternatively, you can do things the other 
way round, by installing SSH Helper from the 
Play Store. This is an SSH server that supports  
 scp ,  sftp  and  rsync  commands. It runs on 
port 2222 rather than the more standard port 
22, because root access is needed to open 
ports below 1024. This means you have to 
specify the port using  -p  with  ssh  and  -P  
with  scp  or  sftp . Now you can copy your files 
to and from the device using  scp  or  rsync , or 
you can view the contents of the device in most 
graphical file managers by pointing them to 
sftp://IP-ADDRESS:2222.

You can set a password in SSH Helper’s 
settings screen (you need to restart the server 
after doing this) but the username is irrelevant, 
so you can leave it out and let SSH default to 

2  SSH problems
 I am trying to connect to a remote 

server by SSH, using keys not 
passwords, but every time I try to 

connect I get this message:
Unable to negotiate with 82.917.814.129: no 
matching host key type found. Their offer: 
ssh-dss

I used to be able to connect to them so 
what has changed? Is it something at my 
end or theirs? I don’t control the server; I’m 
just a user and I’ve not changed anything on 
my side.
Bryan Edwards
 You say you haven’t changed anything, 

but I suspect you have upgraded to a 
newer version of OpenSSH as part of 

your routine system updates. OpenSSH 7.0 
changed the way it handles some of the older, 
weaker cryptographic protocols. They are still 
supported by OpenSSH but they are disabled 
by default. What has happened to you is that 
you are trying to connect to a server that only 
supports the ssh-dss (DSA) public key 
algorithm, which is considered weak by the 
OpenSSH developers. 

The solution is to enable the ssh-dss 
algorithm and, because of its weakness, you 

A quick reference to...

Mount Points

Terminals and 
superusers

We often give a solution as commands to type in  
a terminal. While it is usually possible to do the same 
with a distro’s graphical tools, the differences between 
these mean that such solutions are very specific. 
The terminal commands are more flexible and, most 
importantly, can be used with all distributions.

System configuration commands often have to 
be run as the superuser, often called root. There are 
two main ways of doing this, depending on your distro. 
Many, especially Ubuntu and its derivatives, prefix the 
command with  sudo , which asks for the user password 
and sets up root privileges for the duration of the 
command only. Other distros use  su , which requires the 
root password and gives full root access until you type 
logout. If your distro uses  su , run this once and then 
run any given commands without the preceding  sudo .

Answers
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Star
Question

 MHz)
new0: SME: Authentication request to the 
driver failed

Henry Alexander
 This looks like a driver issue, but you 

don’t say which wireless card or driver 
you are using. Try adding auth_

alg=OPEN after the  key_mgmt  line. This 
should not be strictly necessary, but some 
drivers need all the help they can get. If this still 
fails, I would look at the driver you’re using, 
particularly if you have a Broadcom card, as 
many Dells do. 

Broadcom cards generally try to use the 
b43 driver from the kernel, which doesn’t work 

correctly with all of the Broadcom 43XX 
chipsets. The solution is to use Broadcom’s 
own driver by installing the broadcom-sta-
common package. Once installed, you need to 
disable the b43 driver by adding these lines to 
/etc/modprobe.d/blacklist.conf – create 
the file if it doesn’t exist:
blacklist ssb
blacklist bcma
blacklist b43
blacklist brcmsmac

Then either  rmmod  the old modules and  
 modprobe  the new one (it’s called wl, despite 
the name of the package) or just reboot to 
apply the changes.

★ Slow startup
 I have a dual disk setup on my 

Ubuntu 14.04 system: an SSD for / 
and a 1TB hard drive for /home. 

Booting is fast but initial operation of the 
computer, for the first few minutes, is really 
slow. The first time I launch the Unity dash 
and search for an application, it can take a 
minute before the results appear. The next 
time it will be more or less instant. Loading 
Nautilus and displaying all my files is also 
slow on the first run.
Arthur Hale
 It sounds like the problem is with your 

hard drive rather than your solid state 
drive – if it’s nearly full it could be 

fragmented. The system boots from the SSD 
quickly and loads the desktop from the SSD 
quickly. Then it has to load files from your hard 
drive and the slowness starts. After the first 
run, the information it needs is cached so you 

This month’s winner is Arthur Hale. Get in touch with us to claim your glittering prize!Winner!
then get back your normal performance. The 
main culprit is probably the Unity dash, and if 
that is accessing the hard drive then other 
things that need to read it, like Nautilus 
scanning for files, will also be affected. You will 
probably see a lot of hard drive activity at this 
point, and possibly also be able to hear the 
stepper motors on the drive frantically moving 
the heads around.

The simple solution is to reduce the amount 
of search information collected by the Dash. 
Go into the Security & Privacy section of 
System Settings and under the Search tab, 
turn off ‘Include online search results’. Then go 
to the Files & Applications tab, press ‘Clear 
Usage Data’ and then turn off ‘Record file and 
application’ usage.

Using an SSD for the system gives fast 
program loading, but then you drop back to 
hard drive speeds for accessing all your data, 
which can make a big difference with programs 

that cache settings and data in multiple files. 
You would get much better performance by 
putting /home on the SSD too, but then you 
will lose out on all that space on the hard 
drive. One solution is to mount the hard drive 
within your home directory (see Mount 
Points box, p93) and then store your large 
files within this directory. Moving your videos, 
photos and music folders onto this drive 
may well be sufficient and, if you still want to 
access them from their previous location. 
For example, if you mount your hard drive at 
~/bigstuff, you can move Pictures into it 
and then do
$ ln -s bigstuff/Pictures Pictures

which will enable you to see your photos in 
~/Pictures. It’s a little more work setting up 
your system this way but the speed 
difference can be significant. For example, 
email programs work so much faster with 
their caches on an SSD.

 Viewing the contents of an Android phone on the desktop, thanks to SSH Helper.

using your current username. SSH Helper has 
one more trick up its sleeve, you can have it 
mount your device with sshfs. You may need to 
install sshfs on your computer first, then run:
$ sshfs -p 2222 IP-ADDRESS:/storage/
emulated/0 ~/android

You may need to change the path to the 
internal storage, the above works for recent 
Nexus devices, but you must make sure the 
mount point you use exists and is empty. Now 
you have your device mounted on the 
computer, just like in the old USB storage days. 
When you are done, unmount it with one of:
$ sudo umount ~/android
$ fusermount -u ~/android

4  Wobbly Wi-Fi
 I am trying, and failing, to connect to 

an unencrypted wireless network 
with wpa_supplicant on Ubuntu 

15.04 on a Dell laptop. I have also tried a 
network with WEP encryption and that does 
work. This is my wpa_supplicant.conf:
ctrl_interface=/var/run/wpa_supplicant
network={
  ssid="XXXX”
  key_mgmt=NONE
}
network={
  ssid="YYYY”
  key_mgmt=WEP
  wep_key0 = “abcde”
}

When I try to connect to the open network, 
my log fills with entries like this:
new0: CTRL-EVENT-SCAN-STARTED
new0: SME: Trying to authenticate with 
aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff (SSID='XXXX’ freq=2432
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Help us to help you

N
o matter how large your 
hard disk, it will still 
gradually fill up. While 

larger disks make this less of a 
priority than it used to be, media 
files sizes are much larger now.

There’s also the matter of 
space wasted by files that are no 
longer needed, temporary and 
cache files dropped into your 
home directory by various 
programs, as well as things like 
package files left over from 
software updates. Whether you 
want to spend time reclaiming 

this wasted space depends on 
which you have more of, free 
space or free time, but the first 
step is to locate the space hogs. 

There are several programs 
that will show you how much 
space each directory uses. KDE 
users can install Filelight while 
Gnome users probably already 
have Disk Analyzer on their 
system. For terminal use there’s 
the venerable  du  or the newer  
 ncdu . With  du  you’ll need to 
pipe its output through  sort  to 
see the main users of space:

$ du -du -sh * | sort -h
Note: that this will not include 
hidden directories as most shells 
do not match them with  * . To 
see everything, use
$ du -du -sh * .* | sort -h

One thing to be aware of with 
all of these programs is that they 
will also include files on different 
filesystems mounted under the 
paths you’re checking. Even if 
you use the  -x  switch with  du , 
it will still descend into any 
filesystems whose mount point 
is covered by  * . The simplest 
answer is to use  ncdu  (you’ll 
probably have to install this). Run 
it with  ncdu -x  to see a list of the 

directories in the current 
directory, sorted by size but 
excluding any files on different 
filesystems. To view a different 
directory, give it on the 
command line. You can do more 
than view directory sizes in  
 ncdu, highlight a directory and 
press Enter or Right to go into it 
and show a sorted list of its 
contents, press Left to go back 
up a level. There are other 
options: press ? to see a list. 
But being able to delete 
offending files as well as find 
them is one of the more useful 
additions. As always, be careful 
when deleting files.

Overwriting files isn’t sufficient either as many 
filesystems, when asked to rewrite a file, write a 
new copy of it and then delete the old one 
merely by updating the directory table to point 
to the new version. This is secure in terms of 
surviving power failures and crashes, at least 
you still have the old version, but isn’t much 
use in your situation. The simplest way to do 
this is to delete what you need to get rid of 
then overwrite all free space on the filesystem 
with zeros with.
$ sudo rm -fr /home/*
$ sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/home/nothing 
bs=4k

This will write zeros to a file called home/
nothing until the filesystem is full. That will 
overwrite all the space used by any other data. 

There is some dispute over whether this is 
sufficient with stories abounding about 
sophisticated equipment and methods that 
can be used to recover data even after a 
complete zeroing. This is actually much harder 
than it used to be, because drives pack 
everything so much more tightly, but if you are 
at all worried, replace /dev/zero with /dev/
urandom in the above command to fill the 
drive with pseudo-random data. Don’t try to 
use /dev/random, this requires you to be 
using the computer to generate entropy data 
for the random bits – you will get bored with 
wiggling the mouse long before any reasonable 
sized drive is finished. Then delete the file that 
you created and repeat the process a couple 
more times.

This removes all the data on your home 
partition, but what about things like password 
files in places like /etc? To be fully secure, 
backup all your important data, which includes 
/etc as well as home (if you have the space, 
make a complete drive image with Clonezilla). 

If you are not using a Broadcom card (and 
they seem to be the ones causing these sorts 
of problems) you may get more information 
from  dmesg  or the system log. As the 
interface you are trying to configure is called 
new0 (are you trying to do something clever 
with virtual interfaces?), it may help if you try 
running this command before trying to 
connect and watching the output: 
 $ journalctl --follow | grep new0

5  Destroying data
 I have a hard drive that is showing 

SMART errors. It is still under 
warranty, which means I can return 

it but what abut the data that is on there? 
I don’t really want my personal information 
being made available to random people. 
Is deleting my home directory sufficient for 
this? I have heard that deleted files can still 
be read.
George Bowen
 You are correct, deleting files doesn’t 

actually delete them. All it does is 
remove their entries from the 

directory table, the contents are still exactly 
where they were when they were created. 

We receive several questions each month that we are 
unable to answer, because they give insufficient detail 
about the problem. In order to give the best answers to 
your questions, we need to know as much as possible.

If you get an error message, please tell us the 
exact message and precisely what you did to invoke it. 
If you have a hardware problem, let us know about the 
hardware. If Linux is already running, you can use the 
Hardinfo program (http://hardinfo.berlios.de) that 
gives a full report on your hardware and system as an 
HTML file you can send us.

Alternatively, the output from lshw is just as useful 
(http://ezix.org/project/wiki/HardwareLiSter). 
One or both of these should be in your distro’s 
repositories. If you are unwilling, or unable, to install 
these, run the following commands in a root terminal 
and attach the system.txt file to your email. This will  
still be a great help in diagnosing your problem.

uname -a >system.txt
lspci >>system.txt
lspci -vv >>system.txt

A quick reference to…

Then you can erase the whole drive with
$ sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/sdX bs=4k

where  /dev/sdX  is your drive. Make sure you 
get this right as  dd  doesn’t ask if you are sure 
before erasing everything – once you hit Enter 
there is no going back. 

If this is a system drive, run the command 
from a live CD, and use  /dev/urandom  as 
above if you want extra peace of mind. Bear in 
mind you will not receive your old disk back, 
but if it can be repaired it will be sent to 
someone as a replacement for their faulty disk, 
so be careful with your data. If you really want 
peace of mind, then there’s always the Darik’s 
Boot and Nuke (DBAN) live CD from  
www.dban.org, which does everything 
possible to delete your drive’s data short of 
drilling holes in the platters. LXF

Disk space usage

 If you want to be sure of deleting data, use 
DBAN, but make sure you pick the right drive.
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Distros, apps, games, books, miscellany and more…

On the disc

Ubuntu 15.10The old 
saying is 
‘there’s 

more than one way to skin a cat’. 
These days it’s probably kinder to 
say ‘there’s more than a million 
ways to video a cat and put it on 
YouTube’. Either way, it applies to 
this month’s DVD. 

Last month I had a bit of a rant 
about Ubuntu’s new rules on 
distributing modified versions of 
its distro, this month I took a more 
constructive approach. As a result, 
we still have a desktop remix for 
you, thanks to the persistence 
feature built into Ubuntu’s boot 
system. This is designed to let you 
use a USB drive or a file on your 
hard drive as permanent storage 
for the live system, allowing you to 
save files and settings. We used it 
to store the extra desktops along 
with their associated files and 
settings in a separate file on the 
DVD. While I may not think too 
much of their legal people, I have 
to give much credit to the people 
that clearly documented Ubuntu’s 
casper boot system, making this 
task that much clearer. So the 
lawyers are happy because we  
are providing an unadulterated 
Ubuntu ISO image and you can  
be happy because the extra 
desktops are still 
there. Everyone is 
happy, so it’s 
wins all round!

The remix edition

This month’s Linux Format DVD is a celebration of 
the new Ubuntu release, with several variations for 
you to try. First on the boot menu is one of our 
multi-desktop remixes, where you can switch 
between Unity desktop, LXDE, MATE and Xfce. 

LXDE and XFCE are both lightweight desktops 
which good for older hardware, or for those that 
want to use most of their computers resources for 
running applications rather than the desktop. Mate 
is inspired by the Gnome 2 desktop and provides a 
more traditional interface but with modern 
enhancements. The DVD boots to Unity by default; 
to try one of the others log out, press the small 
Ubuntu logo at the right hand side of the login box 
to open a menu with various choices and login as 
the user ubuntu and a blank password. For LXDE 
and Xfce you should choose Lubuntu and Xubuntu 
respectively, these load the full Ubuntu experience 
on the corresponding desktop.

We had to change the way we created the 
desktop remix because of restrictions Ubuntu 
placed on remastering its disk images, so you 
cannot install from here, it will start the process 
then fail with an error. Either choose the install 
option from the boot menu or boot the standard 
desktop alternative and install from there. To get 
the extra desktops on your new installation, open 
the software manager and install one or more of 
lubuntu-desktop, mate-desktop-environment or 
xubuntu-desktop. These packages will each install 

Defective discs
In the unlikely event of your Linux Format 
coverdisc being in any way defective, please 
visit our dedicated support website at  
www.linuxformat.com/dvdsupport for 
further assistance. If you would prefer to talk 
to a member of our reader support team, 
email us at discsupport@futurenet.com or 
telephone +44 (0) 1225 687826.

Important
NOTICE!

Distros 64-bit

The best of the internet, crammed into a phantom-zone like 4GB DVD.

all the files needed for their desktops. You may 
need to enable extra repositories (repos) to make 
them available, which is very simple. Run the 
Synaptic package manager, select the Settings > 
Repositories menu item and tick the box for 
‘universe’. You may want to enable multiverse too 
while you are there. Close that window, hit ‘Reload’ 
and all the extra packages will be available to you.

One advantage of this method is that the 
original ISO image is untouched. That means 
anyone who wants a vanilla Ubuntu 15.10 
experience can have it, the second option on the 
boot menu loads a standard Ubuntu Unity desktop 
that you can use or install. One small disadvantage 
of this approach is that loading the remix system 
seems slower than the old way, although this is only 
noticeable when booting from a slow DVD drive.

 Log out of Ubuntu’s Unity desktop and you can 
choose a completely different desktop.
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New to Linux?
Start here

Ubuntu 15.10

Are you reading 
this on a tablet?
Download your DVD from 
www.linuxformat.com

The less bits edition

The Frameworks 5 edition

Fewer and fewer distros are proving 32-bit 
versions these days. That is mainly because of 
the diminishing number of people running that 
hardware and the extra resources needed to 
test two versions of everything. Major distros like 
Ubuntu have the manpower to do this so there is 
still a 32-bit version of Ubuntu and we have it here 
for you. We did consider using one of the lighter 
alternatives, like Lubuntu, but felt most Ubuntu 
fans would want the stock version. However, if your 
hardware struggles a little with Unity, it may be 
worth installing one of the lighter desktops.

You may have noticed a significant omission from 
the list of desktops provided by our remix. Adding 
KDE has involved certain compromises in the 
past, even more so this time. As we had the space 
needed (barely, there was only about 5MB to spare) 
we have added Kubuntu as a separate distro. It 
is more customised than the other variants and 
doing it this way means you get to use it exactly 
as its developers intended. Don’t worry about the 

black screen when booting, there’s a delay between 
the splash screen disappearing and the desktop 
showing up, but this is normal, it hasn’t crashed. 
Booting from DVD will always be slower and it 
makes this delay noticeable. Once it gets there 
you will see a fairly standard KDE Frameworks 5 
desktop. Fairly standard is key here, KDE is highly 
customisable and different distros can have 
completely different default looks.

 What is Linux? How do I install it?
 Is there an equivalent of MS Office? 
 What’s this command line all about?
 How do I install software?

Open Index.html on the disc to find out

And more!

Kubuntu 15.10

32-bit

64-bit

System tools
Essentials
Checkinstall Install tarballs with your 
package manager.

Coreutils The basic utilities that should 
exist on every operating system.

HardInfo A system benchmarking tool.

Kernel Source code for the latest stable 
kernel release, should you need it.

Memtest86+ Check for faulty memory.

Plop A simple manager for booting 
OSes, from CD, DVD and USB.

RawWrite Create boot floppy disks 
under MS-DOS in Windows.

Smart Boot Manager An OS-agnostic 
manager with an easy-to-use interface.

WvDial Connect with a dial-up modem.

Reading matter
Bookshelf
Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide  
Go further with shell scripting.

Bash Guide for Beginners Get to grips 
with Bash scripting.

Bourne Shell Scripting Guide  
Get started with shell scripting.

The Cathedral and the Bazaar Eric S 
Raymond’s classic text explaining the 
advantages of open development.

The Debian Administrator’s Handbook  
An essential guide for sysadmins.

Introduction to Linux A handy guide 
full of pointers for new Linux users.

Linux Dictionary The A-Z of everything 
to do with Linux.

Linux Kernel in a Nutshell An 
introduction to the kernel written by 
master hacker Greg Kroah-Hartman.

The Linux System Administrator’s 
Guide Take control of your system.

Tools Summary A complete overview 
of GNU tools.

 You asked for it so we’ve included it – here’s 
the 32-bit edition of Ubuntu 15.10.

 You’ll need to be a little patient waiting for it to boot, but KDE Frameworks 5 is highly customisable.
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LXF206 will be on sale Tuesday 
22 Dec 2015

Get into Linux today!

Contents of future issues subject to change – it might have all gone a bit Demon Seed around here.

Holly KDE 5 Batman!
We broil our desktops in the intense heat of the  
KDE Plasma and decide if it’s for us or not.

Oggcamp! Oggcamp 2015! 
The best talks, the best projects, the best interviews. 
We report from the most awesome UK FOSS bash.

How to buy a laptop
Want a laptop with Linux? Tough, right? Wrong! 
We show you how to pick your next Linux laptop.
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Automate your home with Linux and the impossibly 
good Raspberry Pi from your lighting to the garden.
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